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SUMMARY

T he studies presented in this thesis were performed to provide policy makers
withmore accurate information about the sources of air pollution and the possi-

ble consequences of future developments on air quality. This enables policymakers to
make better informeddecisionswhen formulating policies that have consequences for
air quality.

Harmful effects and sources of air pollution

Exposure to outdoor air pollution is the most deadly environmental problem in the
world, contributing to 3.7million deaths each year globally†. This is caused by several
different air pollutants, of which particulatematter (PM) is by far themost important.
The gaseous substances nitrogendioxide andozone also causewidespreadhealth dam-
age. Ecosystem damage and biodiversity loss due to air pollution occur when exces-
sive amounts of a substance are deposited on sensitive ecosystems. Ozone deposition
causes damage toplants anddepositionof substances containingnitrogen and sulphur
makes soils less suitable for sensitive plants to growon. In addition, ozone and partic-
ulatematter also play a role in climate change.

Considering thewide range of severe environmental problems caused by air pollution,
there is plenty of reason to attempt to control and reduce (exposure to) it. To do this
effectively, we need to know the sources, sinks and levels of air pollution. Important
sources of air pollution are industry, transport, residential combustion and agricul-
ture. Some sources (industry and traffic, for example) emit mostly nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and primary particulate matter (PPM), while agriculture is the single largest
source of ammonia (NH3) emissions. Once emitted, these substances undergo atmo-
spheric transport and chemical reactions, forming other air pollutants. Ozone is not
directlyemittedbutproducedfromnitrogenoxidesandvolatileorganiccompounds,of
which traffic and industry are important sources. Nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide
(SO2)canreactwithammonia, formingparticulatescalledsecondary inorganicaerosol
(SIA). Air pollutants are removed from the atmosphere by dry and wet deposition. A
schematic representation of themost important sources and sinks of air pollutants is
shown in figure s1.1.

†Who,Review of evidence on health aspects of air pollution – revihaap project,whoRegionalOffice for Europe,
Copenhagen, Denmark (2013).
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Figure s1.1: Schematicrepresentationofemissionsources, atmosphericprocessesand
sinks of air pollutants. The air concentrationof a substance is a balance be-
tween its sources (emissions and chemical reactions) and sinks (chemical
reactions and deposition). The three main factors determining the con-
centration of a substance are the emissions, themeteorology and land use.
NMVOC is short for non-methane volatile organic compounds, PPM for
primary particulatematter.

Air quality research

Measurements of air pollutant concentrations, which can be ground-based or from a
satellite, provide crucial information to monitor and research air quality. Computer
models are another important tool to investigate air pollution, its sources and its sinks.
Modelling of air quality at the national, regional and continental scale is often done us-
ing chemistry transportmodels. Thesemodels aim to calculate the complete range of
processes that air pollutants undergo in the atmosphere. The air qualitymodel lotos-
euros is the instrument that I used in all my studies. Air quality models are the tool
most suited to study possible future scenarios to assess for example the potential ef-
fects of a policy intervention or climate change on air quality.

Air quality modelling for policy support

My thesis consists of four studies driven by policy questions. In chapter 2 I look into
the origin of particulatematter concentrations in theNetherlands. I track emissions
from the ten main economic sectors, separating Dutch and foreign sources, to arrive
at a source attribution of particulatematter. Of themodelled PM10 in theNetherlands,

2
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about 25%comes fromnatural sources such as sea-salt andwind-blowndust. The re-
maining 75% is ofman-made origin, one third ofwhich has sources inside theNether-
lands. Transport (road and non-road) and agriculture are by far the two largest Dutch
source sectors. The sector-specific source attribution of PM10 is shown in figure s1.2.
During periods with high PM concentrations, the contribution of foreign sources be-
comesmore important, emphasising the need for international cooperation in reduc-
tionstrategies forPM.Thesourceattributionisbasedonmodelresultsonly, andlotos-
euros capturesonly about60%of themeasuredconcentrations. This ismainly caused
byastrongunderestimationof theconcentrationoforganiccarbonparticles. Reducing
themissingmass is an important step to improve the source attribution of PM.

Figure s1.2: Origin of PM10 in theNetherlands for 2007–2009 asmodelled by lotos-
euros. The contributions from Dutch and foreign sources are specified
by economic sector.

In chapter 3, ammonia in Flanders is in focus. Flanders has a large agricultural sec-
tor and therefore considerable ammonia emissions, which contribute to secondary
inorganic aerosol formation. Emissions of ammonia are highly variable andweather-
dependent, and their representation in lotos-eurosdidnot reflect thiswell. I usema-
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nure transport data as away to estimate the temporal variability of ammonia emission
frommanure application. I investigatewhether using this approach in lotos-euros
leads toan improvement in themodellingof ammoniaandsecondary inorganicaerosol.
It turns out that this approach strongly improves the agreement between observations
andmodel outcome for ammonia, but has no effect for secondary inorganic aerosol. In
this study I also test whether restrictingmanure spreading shortly before and during
a periodwith high particulatematter concentrations is an effectiveway to reduce par-
ticulate matter concentrations during these episodes. I conclude that this is not the
case: the reduction in particulate matter concentration that is achieved by reducing
ammonia emissions just before and during an episode is rather small compared to the
total concentrationduring these episodes. This does notmean that reducing ammonia
emissions is not important to bring downPMconcentrations in spring. Rather,more
long-term reductions over a larger region are probably needed.

Chapters 4 and 5 investigate possible consequences of energy transitions for air quality.
During theenvisagedenergy transition fromfossil fuels to renewablealternatives there
is likely a phase in which fossil fuel energy production will be mainly used to provide
backup capacity. This implies that the temporal variability of emissions from these
power plants will change, which might have an impact on the concentrations of pol-
lutants emitted by these power plants. The effect of this projected shift in emission
timing on air pollutant concentrations is assessed in chapter 4. For all components
of particulatematter that I consider, the air concentrations are higher than expected
based on the emission change. This effect is found because the power plants aremore
likely to operate during stagnantweather conditions and during nighttime in this tran-
sition phase, as these are the times when solar and wind energy are not available. In
stagnant weather, air pollution is much less effectively transported and diluted than
undermoredynamicconditions. Theoutcomesof thisstudyshowthatemissiontiming
is an important aspect to look intowhen trying to assess the impacts of systemchanges
on air quality.

In chapter 5, I focus on ozone andhow its concentrations and related damage to health
and ecosystemswill change under realistic future energy and air quality scenarios. Bio-
energy is expected to become amore important energy source than it is today, which
implies that the production of biomass for energy needs to be increased. This causes a
change in landuse. In thiswork the effects of landuse change aswell as changes inman-
made emissions are taken into account. An increased production of biomass caused by
eu energy policy is expected to cause an increase in ozonedamage, but this effect turns
out tobeonlymarginal compared to the reductionofozonedamagebecauseof reduced
ozone precursor emissions in other sectors. The combined effect of land use change
and emission reduction is a significant reduction in health damage due to ozone, espe-
cially insouthernEurope. Figure s1.3 showstheeffectof thedifferentchanges regarded
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in this study onhealth damage due to ozone. The figure shows the risk ofmortality due
toozonedamage relative toall-causemortality. It illustrates that changes inman-made
emissionsdetermine the final outcomemore than land-use change. When I include the
effects of a warming climate (2 to 5 °Cwarming across Europe in summer)modelled
ozone concentrations increase, somuch so that the health damage fromozonemight
actually increase towards 2050 despite the strong reduction in ozone precursor emis-
sions.

impact emission change

total change

impact land use change

Figure s1.3: Decomposition of relative risk of mortality from ozone health damage
for a few example countries (the Netherlands (nld), representative for
northwestEurope; Sweden (swe), representative for Scandinavia; Poland
(pol), representative forcentralEurope; Italy (ita), representative for the
Mediterranean region. Note that the impact of climate change on ozone
health damage is not included in this figure.

Outlook

Air pollution is truly a multi-faceted and transboundary problem that requires inter-
national cooperation to solve. Air quality modelling is a valuable tool to explore the
effects of possible policy interventions to reduce air pollution, but also the unintended
impacts of other developments. To provide effective policy advice it is important to
couplemodel expertisewith knowledge about emission processes and observations of
air pollutants.

While there is still enough tobedone inEurope to reduce theharmful impactsof air pol-
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lutiononhumans andecosystems, amuch larger challenge lies indeveloping countries.
InChina and India for example, the fast economic development has caused immense
problemswith air quality leading towidespread health and ecosystemdamage. While
these countries can benefit from the experience in reducing harmful emissions ob-
tainedover the years inEurope and theUnited States, there are alsonewquestions spe-
cific to each country. To address these effectively,more information about the rapidly
changing emissions in developing countries is needed and observation networks need
to be establishedor expanded tomonitor air pollution. Deploying anetwork of ground-
based observation sites with high-quality data can take a long time and is expensive.
Satellite observations therefore becomeof great added value for emerging economies
in themonitoring of emissions aswell as ambient concentrations. Combining ground-
based measurements, satellite observations and air quality modelling expertise with
local knowledge about emission sources is crucial to enablemore effective policy sup-
port in developing countries.
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SAMENVATTING

D it proefschrift bevat onderzoek dat als doel heeft beleidsmakers te onder-
steunenmetbetere informatieoverdebronnenvan luchtvervuiling enmogelijke

toekomstige ontwikkelingen in luchtkwaliteit. Met dit soort informatie kan gerichter
beleid geformuleerdworden om luchtvervuiling te verminderen of tegen te gaan.

Waarom is luchtvervuiling een probleem?

Elk jaar sterven naar schatting 3,7miljoenmensen terwereldmede door blootstelling
aan vervuilde buitenlucht†. Er zijn verschillende stoffen in de lucht die gezondheids-
schade veroorzaken, waarvan fijnstof met afstand de dodelijkste is. Ook gasvormige
luchtvervuiling zoals stikstofoxiden en ozon veroorzaakt gezondheidsschade. Vervui-
lende stoffen kunnen letterlijk uit de lucht komen vallen. Wanneer bepaalde vervui-
lende stoffen vanuit de lucht op gevoelige ecosystemen terecht komen, veroorzaakt
dit schade aanhet ecosysteemen vermindert het de biodiversiteit. Luchtvervuiling die
stikstof of zwavel bevat, maar ook ozon, zorgt voor deze schadelijke depositie. Daar-
naast spelen luchtvervuilendestoffenalsozonen fijnstofeenrol inklimaatverandering.

Er is dus redengenoegomeenpoging tedoen luchtvervuiling tebeteugelenendebloot-
stelling eraan te verminderen. Omdit effectief te doen,moetenwewetenwaar de ver-
vuiling vandaan komt enwat ermee gebeurt als het eenmaal in de lucht zit. Belangrijke
activiteitendiedeuitstoot van luchtvervuilende stoffenveroorzaken, zijnbijvoorbeeld
industrie, transport, landbouw en activiteit in huishoudens. Sommige sectoren (bij-
voorbeeld industrie en transport) stoten voornamelijk stikstofoxiden (NOx) en fijn-
stof (PM) uit, terwijl bijvoorbeeld landbouwmet afstand de grootste bron van ammo-
niak (NH3) in de lucht is. Als deze stoffen eenmaal in de lucht zijn aanbeland, worden
ze door de lucht getransporteerd en kunnen ze reageren met andere stoffen in de at-
mosfeer. Hierbij kunnen andere typen luchtvervuilende stoffen ontstaan. Ozon is het
belangrijkstevoorbeeldvaneenstofdienietdirectwordtuitgestoten,maar indeatmos-
feerwordt gevormddoor reacties van andere stoffen. Stikstofoxiden en zwaveldioxide
(SO2), afkomstig uit bijvoorbeeld verkeer en energiecentrales, kunnen reageren met
ammoniak uit landbouw,waarbij deeltjes gevormdworden die secundair inorganisch
aerosol (SIA) genoemdworden. Dit is één van de componenten van fijnstof. Uiteinde-
lijk komtalleswatnaarde luchtwordtuitgestotenookweernaarbeneden ineenproces
datwe depositie noemen. Al deze processen zijn samengevat in figuur s2.1.

†Who,Review of evidence on health aspects of air pollution – revihaap project,whoRegionalOffice for Europe,
Kopenhagen, Denemarken (2013).
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Figuur s2.1: Schematische weergave van bronnen van luchtvervuiling, de atmosferi-
scheprocessendie de stoffenondergaan enmanierenwaarop luchtvervui-
lingweer uit de lucht verdwijnt. De concentratie van een stof in de lucht is
een evenwicht tussen de bronnen (uitstoot en chemische reacties) en ver-
wijdering(chemischereactiesendepositie). NMVOCstaatvoorvluchtige
organische stoffen, exclusiefmethaan. PPMstaat voor primair fijnstof.

Onderzoek naar luchtkwaliteit

Zonder metingen van de concentratie van vervuilende stoffen in de lucht zouden we
de luchtkwaliteit niet kunnen in de gaten kunnen houden en zoudenwe cruciale infor-
matiemissen die nodig is omonderzoek te doen naar luchtvervuiling. Zowelmetingen
van observatiestations op de grond als satellietobservaties geven belangrijke informa-
tie. Computermodellen zijn ook belangrijke instrumenten in (beleidsgericht) onder-
zoek naar luchtvervuiling. Een veelgebruikt type model is het zogenaamde chemie-
transportmodel, dat alle atmosferische processen doorrekent. Dit type computermo-
del is onder andere zeer geschikt omverschillende toekomstscenario’s door te rekenen
om te zienwat het effect van een beleidsmaatregel of bijvoorbeeld klimaatverandering
op de hoeveelheid vervuiling in de lucht is. Voor al het onderzoek in dit proefschrift
heb ik gebruik gemaakt van het chemie-transportmodel lotos-euros.

Luchtkwaliteitsmodellering voor beleidstoepassingen

In dit proefschrift zijn vier onderzoeken gebundeld, die allen gedreven zijn door een
beleidsvraag. In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoek ik de herkomst van fijnstof inNederland. Met
een specialemodule in het lotos-euros-model volg ik emissies vande tien belangrijk-
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ste economische sectorendoor hetmodel, waarbij ik ookNederlandse enbuitenlandse
bronnen apart bekijk. Dit levert een beeld op van wat de belangrijkste bronnen van
fijnstof zijn. Ongeveer een kwart vanhet gemodelleerde fijnstof inNederland is afkom-
stig van natuurlijke bronnen, zoals zeezout en opwaaiend stof. De rest wordt veroor-
zaaktdooruitstootbijmenselijke activiteiteneneenderdehiervankomtuitNederland.
Transport (zowel wegverkeer als treinverkeer en scheepvaart) en landbouw zijnmet
afstand de belangrijkste twee bronnen van fijnstof in Nederland. De totale brontoe-
kenning van fijnstof in Nederland is weergegeven in figuur s2.2. Wanneer het totale
fijnstofniveau hoog is, wordt de bijdrage van buitenlandse bronnen relatief belangrij-
ker. Dit laat zien dat internationale samenwerking belangrijk is in het terugdringen
van te hoge fijnstofconcentraties. Deze brontoekenning is gebaseerd op de gemodel-
leerde fijnstofconcentraties, die dewerkelijke concentraties sterk onderschatten. De
belangrijkste reden hiervoor is dat hetmodel de concentratie van organische koolstof
bevattende deeltjes in de lucht sterk onderschat. De verbetering van hetmodel zodat
een groter deel van de fijnstofconcentratie daadwerkelijk gemodelleerdwordt, is een
belangrijke stap om de kwaliteit en bruikbaarheid van dit soort brontoekenningsstu-
dies te vergroten.

In hoofdstuk 3 kijk ik naar ammoniak inVlaanderen. InVlaanderen is veel landbouwac-
tiviteit en als gevolg hiervan een hoge ammoniakuitstoot. Ammoniak draagt bij aan de
vorming van secundair fijnstof. Hoeveel ammoniak uitgestotenwordt, verandert sterk
door dedag enhet jaar, en er is een groteweersafhankelijkheid. In lotos-euroswordt
deze variabiliteit echter niet goedweergegeven. In dit onderzoek gebruik ik gegevens
van mesttransporten om de tijdsverdeling van ammoniakuitstoot als gevolg van het
uitrijden vanmest te benaderen. Het gebruik van deze tijdsverdeling in lotos-euros
levert een grote verbetering in demodellering van ammoniakconcentraties op, maar
demodellering van fijnstof verbetert niet. Ik heb ook getest of een verbod op het uitrij-
den vanmest vlak voor een periodemet hoge fijnstofniveaus een goedemanier is om
de fijnstofconcentraties in deze periodes te verlagen. Dat blijkt niet het geval: de fijn-
stofconcentraties dalenwel een beetje,maar niet genoeg omeen relevante bijdrage te
leverenaanhet verminderenvande tehoge fijnstofconcentraties. Dit betekentniet dat
het terugdringenvande ammoniakuitstootniet leidt tot lagere fijnstofconcentraties in
de lente,maar datwaarschijnlijk substantiëlere reducties over een langere tijd en een
groter gebied nodig zijn om fijnstofniveaus serieus te verlagen.

Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 behandelen mogelijke gevolgen van een energietransitie voor
luchtvervuiling. In de overgangsperiode van fossiele naar hernieuwbare bronnen van
elektriciteit is er een fase dat beide elektriciteitsbronnen belangrijk zijn. In deze peri-
ode zullen fossiele energiecentrales nietmeer zoals nu fluctuerenmet de energievraag,
maar vooral actief zijn als er weinig zon en wind is om elektriciteit op te wekken. Dit
betekent dat demomentenwaarop deze sector verontreinigende stoffen uitstoot, zul-
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Figuur s2.2: Herkomst van fijnstof in Nederland voor de jaren 2007–2009 gemodel-
leerdmet lotos-euros. De bijdrages vanNederlandse en buitenlandse
bronnen zijn uitgesplitst per economische sector.

len veranderen. Hierdoor kunnen de concentraties van vervuilende stoffen in de lucht
veranderen. Inhoofdstuk4bekijk ikhoegroothet effect vandezeandere tijdsverdeling
vandeuitstoot kan zijn. Voor alle stoffendie ik bekijk in dit onderzoek, blijkt een veran-
dering in tijdsverdeling invloed te hebben op de concentratie. De totale uitstoot door
fossiele elektriciteitsproductie daalt (er is immersminder vraag naar elektriciteit uit
fossiele bron), enookdeconcentraties inde lucht gaanomlaag. Deconcentratiesdalen
echterniet zoveel als verwachtzouwordenals je simpelwegkijktnaardeverandering in
de totale uitstoot. Dit komt doordat de uitstoot vooral verschuift naar periodeswaarin
de atmosfeer stabiel is, zoals windstille winterdagen en zomernachten (momenten
waarop geen zonne- ofwindenergie beschikbaar is). Dit soort omstandigheden zorgen
ervoor dat vervuiling laag bij de grond blijft hangen en maar langzaam verdunt. Met
dit onderzoek laat ik zien dat het belangrijk is aandacht te besteden aan eenmogelijke
verandering in de tijdsverdeling van uitstoot, wanneer men onderzoek doet naar de
invloed van een structurele verandering in een sector op luchtvervuiling.
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Ozon is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 5. Ik bereken hoe de ozonniveaus en de bijbeho-
rende gezondheids- en ecosysteemschade veranderen voor een paar realistische toe-
komstscenario’s voor Europa. Hierbij focus ik op de effecten van luchtkwaliteits- en
energiebeleid. Het eu-beleid gaat ervan uit dat er in de toekomstmeer biomassa voor
energieproductie gebruikt zal worden. Een deel van die biomassa zal in Europa zelf ge-
teeldworden, wat een verandering in landgebruik zal veroorzaken (bijvoorbeeld: gras-
landwordt bomenplantage). Ik neemhet effect van deze landgebruiksverandering en
de verandering in uitstoot door andere bronnen mee in mijn berekening. Ik had ver-
wacht dat de door eu-beleid veroorzaakte toename in het aantal biomassaplantages
een grotere ozonschade zouden veroorzaken,maar dit effect blijkt verwaarloosbaar te
zijn in vergelijkingmet de afname in ozonschade door de betere controle op uitstoot
van andere sectoren. Deze twee effecten samen geven een sterke afname in gezond-
heidsschade door ozon, vooral in Zuid-Europa. Figuur s2.3 laat het effect van de veran-
dering in landgebruik en emissieverandering op de relatieve sterfte (ten opzichte van
totale sterfte) door ozonschade zien.

impact emissieverandering

totale verandering

re
la

ti
ef

 ri
si

co
 [%

 e
xt

ra
 st
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e]

impact landgebruikverandering

alleen landgebruik
alleen emissies
2050 decarbonisatie

ZWE

Figuur s2.3: Relatief sterfterisico als gevolg van hoge ozonconcentraties voor verschil-
lende landen (Nederland (nld), representatief voorNoordwest-Europa;
Zweden (zwe), representatief voor Scandinavië; Polen (pol), representa-
tief voorCentraal-Europa; Italië (ita), representatief voor de regio rond
deMiddellandseZee). Het effect van klimaatverandering opozonconcen-
traties is in deze figuur nietmeegenomen.

Als ik echter ook het effect van eenwarmer klimaatmeeneem in deze berekening (we
liggen op koers voor een temperatuurstijging van 2 to 5 °C in de zomer rond 2050)wor-
den de gemodelleerde ozonconcentraties juist hoger. Dit effect is zo sterk dat het er-
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voor kan zorgen dat de gezondheidsschade door ozon in 2050 zelfs hoger is dan op dit
moment, ondanks de daling van de uitstoot van luchtvervuilende stoffen.

Wat brengt de toekomst?

Luchtvervuiling is een veelkoppigmonstermet een letterlijk grensoverschrijdend ka-
rakter. Internationale samenwerking is dan ook nodig om de problemen rond lucht-
vervuiling op te lossen. Modellering van de luchtkwaliteit is een belangrijk instrument
omdeeffecten vanmogelijkemaatregelenomvervuiling terug te dringen te verkennen.
Het beste beleidsadvies komt voort uit de verbinding van luchtkwaliteitsmodellenmet
kennis van de processen die de uitstoot bepalen en observaties van de luchtkwaliteit.

Hoewel er in Europa nog genoeg werk te doen is om de gezondheids- en ecosysteem-
schade door luchtvervuiling terug te dringen, ligt de echte uitdaging in ontwikkelings-
landen. In landen als China en India veroorzaakt de snelle economische groei enorme
problemenmet luchtvervuiling en daaraan gerelateerde sterfte. Voor een deel kunnen
deze landenprofiteren vande kennis die inEuropa endeVerenigde Statenbestaat over
hoe de uitstoot van vervuilende stoffen teruggedrongen kanworden, en hoe de voort-
gang bewaakt kanworden. Omecht effectief beleid te voeren in deze landen is echter
ook lokale kennis cruciaal. Elk land heeft zijn eigen uitdagingen in termen van uitstoot-
bronnen, die in snel ontwikkelende landennet zo vlug groeien als de economie. Indeze
landen is ook vaak een gebrek aan een dekkend netwerk van observatiestations voor
luchtvervuiling dat nodig is omde voortgang te volgen. De opbouw van zo’n netwerk
is een langdurige en prijzige aangelegenheid. Satellietobservaties kunnen dit gat voor
eendeel vullen, zowelophet gebiedvanhetmetenvandeuitstoot in snel veranderende
economieën als in het vaststellen van de concentraties luchtvervuilende stoffen. De
combinatie van observaties vanaf de grond, het gebruik van satellietdata en luchtkwali-
teitmodelleringmet lokalekennisoverbronnenvan luchtvervuiling is vangrootbelang
voor de ondersteuning van luchtkwaliteitsbeleid in deze snel ontwikkelende landen.
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Introduction

E xposure to outdoor air pollution is the fifth largest risk factor for premature
death globally (HealthEffects Institute, 2017),making it themost deadly environ-

mental problem. The most important pollutants in terms of health damage are fine
particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide and ozone. Apart from affecting human health,
these and other substances also cause damage to ecosystems and play a role in climate
change. Some air pollutants occur naturally in the atmosphere or are emitted from
natural sources, but human activity is themain cause of air pollution. Which activities
are the largest contributors to air pollutiondepends on the pollutant and impact under
consideration. Many sources emit a variety of air pollutants andmost pollutants have
adverse effects inmore thanoneway. All three impact categoriesmentionedbefore are
affected by several pollutants.

Ground-basedmeasurements of air pollutants, aswell as satellitemeasurements, pro-
vide crucial information tomonitor and research air quality. Air pollution, its sources
and its sinks are also evaluated using computermodels. Modelling of air quality at the
national, regional and continental scale is often done using chemistry transportmod-
els (ctms). Thesemodels explicitly calculate the complete range of processes – from
emission via atmospheric transport and chemical conversions to dry deposition and
rainout – for a range of air pollutants. One of the key benefits of modelling is that it
can be used to explore future (policy) scenarios, providing valuable information on
whichpolicies couldbestbe implemented to reduceairpollution. Theairqualitymodel
lotos-euros is the instrument used to perform the research that is presented in this
thesis. Twochapters focuson the improvementofknowledgeon thesourcesofparticu-
latematter: howmuch does each source contribute to the ground level concentration?
The other two papers study the possible impact of energy transition scenarios on par-
ticulatematter and ozone; in the latter case, the influence of a changing climate is also
assessed.
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As an introduction to this thesis, the following sectionpresents a historical overviewof
air pollution inEurope. This leads to adiscussionon the adverse effects of air pollution
that are at present themost relevant. After this, themost important sources and sinks
of the different (precursors of) air pollutants are presented. This is followed by an
introduction to current policy-relevant research on air quality, leading tomy research
questions.

1.1 History of air pollution in Europe

Problemswithurbanairpollutionhaveexisted since thedevelopmentof largecities. In
ancient Roman times, the burning of solid fuel for cooking and heating already caused
unhealthy fumes with bad smell (Neumann, 1979). The city most known for its long
history of air pollution however is London. This city experienced problems with air
quality fromthe lateMiddleAgesonwards, as isclear fromseveral (ratherunsuccessful)
attempts to ban mineral coal burning from 1273 onwards (Landsberg, 1981). By this
time, Londoners were burningmineral coal instead of wood for heating and cooking,
producing a lot of sulphurous smoke. Especially during stable and foggy conditions the
fumeswouldnotdisperse, a phenomenonnowknownaswinter smog. Theseproblems
persisted for centuries. However, because of the lack of another cheap fuel, bans on
coal burning failed tomake an impact. In 1661, John Evelynwrote a pamphlet on ‘the
Aer and Smoake of London’, inwhich he described the dangers of the fumes fromcoal
burning including smell, health damage and the blackening and erosion of buildings
(Landsberg, 1981). The industrial revolutionkickingoff inBritainonly resulted inmore
coal burning, as it was themain fuel for factory furnaces and later for steamengines.

Londonwasnot theonlycityhaving troublekeeping itsair clean. Similarproblemswith
winter smog were common in Paris and, by the 1850s, in industrial cities like Manch-
ester as well. The British Public Health Act of 1875 included legislation on industrial
smoke but did nothing to curb the open coal hearths common in British households
as this was perceived to limit the personal freedom of people (Brimblecombe, 2011).
The number of severe smog episodes in Britain decreased because of the legislation
targeting industry and because alternatives to coal became available for domestic heat-
ing. However, increasing urbanisation and industrialisation in Europe and theUnited
States meant that urban air pollution problems started occurring in more and more
cities.

Itwas clear that coal fumes could cause irritationof the eyes and throat, and the air dur-
ing smog episodeswas perceived as unhealthy. The toxicity of smog, however, was not
understoodwell and it was perceivedmore a nuisance than a serious health risk. How
dangerous air pollution could be only became clear from several serious incidents. In
1930, a sulphurous fogbuiltupover theMeuseValley inBelgium,widelycausing respira-
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tory problems and leading to over 60 deaths in three days (Nemery et al., 2001). In the
United States, the so-called ‘killer smog’ episode inDonora in 1948 caused the deaths
of nearly 40 people from asphyxiation, with about 6 000 of the 14 000 residents expe-
riencing serious respiratory or cardiovascular problems (Schrenk et al., 1949). Steel
and zinc industry close to the town caused toxic emissions. The 1948 episodewas not
caused by a toxic gas leak, it was just the ‘normal’ emission being trapped in the town
because of unfavourableweather conditions.

In December 1952, an extreme cold spell hit London. This caused an increase of coal
burning for heating coincidentwith very stableweather conditions,meaning that the
pollutionwas not dispersed. The particulatematter (PM) and sulphur dioxide (SO2)
levels increased to extreme levels, causing the deaths of over 4 000people during and
in the weeks after this episode (Brimblecombe, 2011). This episode strongly raised
public and political awareness about the dangers of air pollution, leading to the first
BritishCleanAirAct,whichwasput inplace in 1956. This legislation includedmeasures
on domestic fuel burning as well as industrial pollution. In other countries, similar
types of legislationwere adopted. Thiswas followedby a strong improvement of urban
air quality, although whether the legislation is the main cause of the improvement is
debated (Brimblecombe, 2011). Autonomous change in the fuelmix also contributed
to a large extent to the reduction of air pollution.

In the 1950s and 1960s, air pollution shifted from an urban health problem to a large-
scale environmental issue. An alarming decline of fish populations inNorwegian lakes
was noticed in the 1950s, whichwas eventually linked to acid rain. While the phenom-
enonwas already discovered in the 19th century, the large-scale effects of acid rain on
terrestrial ecosystems andwater bodies as well as buildings and statues only became
clear in the second half of the 20th century (Gorham, 1998). Emissions of nitrogen and
sulphur oxides (NOx and SO2, respectively) are oxidised in the atmosphere, forming
nitric and sulphuric acid. These are removed fromtheatmosphere throughdry andwet
deposition, causing acidification of the receiving surfaces. In addition, deposition of
ammonia and ammonium (NH3 and NH4, respectively) also contributes to acidifica-
tion because they are converted to nitric acid once they are in the soil.

The first euAirQualityDirectivewas agreedon in 1980and set limit values for ambient
concentrationsofsmokeandSO2 (eec, 1980). The1985HelsinkiProtocolontheReduc-
tionof SulphurEmissionswas an international agreement to reduce sulphur emissions
in order to protect vulnerable ecosystems from acid rain, and was followed by more
ambitious reduction targets. Between 1980 and2004, emissions of SO2 inEuropewere
reduced by 73%, and have been almost halved again since then (eea, 2014c; Vestreng
et al., 2007). Other large-scale environmental issues regarding air quality identified
in the second half of the 20th century include depletion of the ozone layer (whichwas
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addressedby theMontreal Protocol in 1987), ground level ozone and eutrophicationof
ecosystems because of nitrogen deposition.

Inurbanareas,meanwhile, thenumberof carshadbeen increasing steadily, resulting in
newproblems regarding air quality. The first issue to arisewas that of lead, a toxic sub-
stance added to gasoline to reduce engine knock. Halfway the 1990s it was prohibited
in Europe to sell gasoline containing lead. By the late 1980s a new smog phenomenon
became more common in large cities with limited ventilation. This type of smog is
caused by ozone formation due to high NOx and non-methane volatile organic com-
pound (NMVOC) levels, the main urban sources of which are traffic and solvent use.
Sincethisreactionalsorequiressunlight, thispollutionmostoftenoccurs insummer. It
is therefore knownas summeror photochemical smog. The 1999GothenburgProtocol
on the abatement of acidification, eutrophication and ground level ozonewas the first
European effort to reduce problems regarding the latter two. In this protocol and the
2001 euEmissionCeilingsDirective (ec, 2001), emission ceilings for sulphur dioxide,
nitrogenoxides, volatile organic compoundsandammoniawere set. Thecurrenteu air
quality legislation sets emission ceilings (eu (2016) is the update of the 2001Directive)
aswell as limit values for the concentrationsof a rangeof air pollutants (ec, 2008). The
goal of this legislation is to reduce both adverse health and ecosystem impacts.

1.2 Present-day air quality problems

InEurope,periods liketheLondon1952episode inwhichtheairqualitysituationcauses
widespread acute health damage no longer occur. However, damage to humanhealth
from long-term exposure to air pollution is still one of the threemain concerns regard-
ing air quality. The adverse effects of air pollution on ecosystems and its role in climate
change are the twoother important themes. Figure 1.1 showswhich air pollutants are
themaincontributors tohumanhealthdamage, ecosystemdamageandclimatechange.
In this section Iwill discuss each of these impacts.

1.2.1 Damage to human health

In the 28 countries of the eu (eu28), about 491 thousand premature deaths each year
are associatedwith air pollution. The largemajority of these, roughly 403 thousand, are
due toexposure toparticulateswith adiameterunder2.5 μm(PM2.5) (eea, 2015a). The
remainder is attributed to exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ozone (O3).

The adverse health effects of particulate matter occur when particulates enter the
lungs. There is a higher prevalence of cardiac and respiratory problems in regionswith
highparticulatematter concentration,whicharemainlyurbanand industrialisedareas.
There is little evidence that a threshold belowwhichno adverse health effects occur ex-
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PRIMARY AIR POLLUTANTS

IMPACTS ON

SECONDARY AIR POLLUTANTS

Humanhealth

Ecosystems

Climate

Primary particulatematter (PPM)

Sulphur dioxide (SO2)

Ammonia (NH3)

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

NMVOC

Ozone (O3)

Secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA)

Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of air pollutants and their impacts. NMVOC is short
for non-methane volatile organic compounds.

ists (who, 2006). Both short-term exposure to high levels of particulatematter aswell
as long-term exposure to lower levels cause harmful effects. In Europe, people in Italy
and eastern countries such as Poland andBulgaria are exposed to the highest levels of
PM2.5 (figure 1.2). The PoValley in Italy is a region combining high emissionswith low
ventilation due to the surrounding mountain ranges, leading to often stable weather
conditions. In eastern Europe,measures to reduce air pollution are not always imple-
mented yet and combustion processes often usemore polluting fuels than inwestern
Europe (mainly coal instead of gas).

Particulatematter (PM,oraerosol) is acatch-all formanydifferentsubstances thathave
in common that they exist in the atmosphere in a particulate form. Not all particulate
matter components are thought to be equally harmful for humanhealth. For example,
soot particles are thought to have stronger adverse effects than sea salt ormineral dust
particles. However, which components are themost harmful is difficult to establish be-
cause this research relies on epidemiological studies, and high levels of one particulate
matter component often occur simultaneouslywith high levels of other components
(and/or gaseous air pollutants). In general, smaller particulates are thought to bemore
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Figure 1.2: Annualmean PM2.5 concentrations atmeasurement locations in Europe in
2014 (eea, 2016).

harmful than larger ones: the smaller the particulate, the further it can penetrate into
the respiratory system. Adistinction is thereforemadebetweenPM2.5, PM10 (particles
with a diameter under 10 μm, which also contains PM2.5) and larger particles. In the
eu, the annual average limit value for PM10 is set at 40 μgm−3, for PM2.5 the limit value
is 25 μgm−3. If this limit value is exceeded, a country needs to take action to reduce
concentrations. Thewho guidelines set stricter limits on particulatematter concen-
trationsthantheeu legislation. Acomparisonof theeu limitvaluesandwhoguidelines
for PM is presented in table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Eu limit values andwho guidelines for ground level particulatematter con-
centrations (ec, 2008;who, 2006)

eu limit value [μgm−3] who guideline [μgm−3]

PM2.5 annualmean 25 (starting 2020: 20) 10
PM2.5 24-hourmean - 25
PM10 annualmean 40 20

PM10 24-hourmean 50 (max. 35 days per year) 50
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Nitrogendioxide causes respiratory problems in humans because it inflames the lin-
ing of the lungs and can reduce immunity to lung infections. This risk becomes sig-
nificantwhen short-term (hours to days) exposure to concentrations over 200 μgm−3

(which is thewho guideline and eu Air Quality Directive standard for the maximum
1-hour concentration) occurs orwhen long-termexposure to concentrations exceed-
ing 40 μgm−3 (the standard formaximum annual average concentration) takes place.
If thesehigh levels occur, it is almost always at locations close to intensively used roads.
People living in cities in densely populated regions, especially those close tomajor and
busy roads, aremost exposed to highNO2 levels. Figure 1.3 gives an overviewof annual
average NO2 concentrations at observation stations in Europe in 2014. Exposure to
NO2 leads to about 72 thousand premature deaths annually in the eu28 (eea, 2015a).
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Figure 1.3: AnnualmeanNO2 concentrations atmeasurement locations in Europe in
2014 (eea, 2016).

Ozone has a strong oxidative capacity. Breathing in air with a high ozone concentra-
tion leads to damage to human lung tissue. If the 8-hourmean concentration of ozone
exceeds 240 μgm−3, significant health effects are considered likely (who, 2006). Both
healthy and asthmatic individuals are expected to suffer from significantly reduced
lung function and airway inflammation at these concentrations. Respiratorymorbid-
ity in children is also increased at high ozone concentrations. Chronic exposure at the
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whoAirQualityGuidelineof100 μgm−3 is associatedwithanestimated1–2%increase
inmortality. In the eu28, 93–99%of the population has been exposed to ozone levels
exceeding thewho guidelines each year in the period 2003-2012 (eea, 2015b), leading
to an estimated 16 thousand premature deaths annually (eea, 2015a). Damage below
the100 μgm−3 thresholdmayalsooccur, especially for sensitive individuals, but robust
evidence is lacking. Annual averageozone concentrations aswell as peak levels are gen-
erally highest in southernEurope, because the higher temperatures and availability of
light enablemore efficient ozone formation compared to the conditions at higher lati-
tudes. This is illustrated in figure 1.4, which shows the 93.2 percentile, corresponding
to the 26th highest value of daily 8-hour maxima at measurement stations in Europe
for 2014. This is the relevant indicator in legislation terms, since the eu Air Quality
Directive allows for exceedance of the limit value of 120 μgm−3 on 25 days in a year.
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Figure 1.4: 26th highest daily 8-hourmaximumozone concentrations atmeasurement
locations in Europe in 2014 (eea, 2016).

1.2.2 Damage to ecosystems and biodiversity loss

Ecosystem damage and biodiversity loss due to air pollution occur when excessive
amounts of a substance are deposited on sensitive ecosystems. Ozone causes dam-
age toplantswhen it is depositedon leaf surfaces and takenupby the stomata of plants.
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Through its oxidative capacity, ozone damages the leaf surface and the stomatawhich
can leadtovisible leaf injury, reductions inplantgrowthandalteredsensitivity tostress-
es. Figure 1.5 shows an example of plants affected by ozone. The damage on vegetation
affects ecosystem resilience and biodiversity as well as agricultural crop yield, lead-
ing to a global crop production loss of 11 to 18 billion dollars annually (Avnery et al.,
2011). The indicator used for vegetation damage is aot40, (accumulated ozone expo-
sure above a threshold concentration of 40 ppb for the periodMay – July). Following
the eu Air Quality Directive (ec, 2008), aot40 should not exceed 18 000 μgm−3 h av-
eraged over 5 years. In 2013, this valuewas exceeded for 21%of all agricultural land in
the eu28 (eea, 2014a). TheUnitedNations EconomicCommission for Europe’s Con-
ventiononLong-rangeTransboundaryAirPollution (unececlrtap)definedacritical
load of 10 000 μgm−3 hnot to be exceeded for forests (unece, 2011). In 2013, this value
was exceeded for 68% of the total forest area in the eu28 (eea, 2014a). Just like for
human health damage, exceedances of the critical load are mainly in Mediterranean
countries. The aot40 indicator is solely based on the ozone concentration. However,
plants are less sensitive to ozonewhen their stomata are closed. This is the case under
arid conditionswhen plants attempt to reducewater evaporation. By closing the stom-
ata, theexchangeof gasbetween theplant interior andambient air is inhibited, severely
limiting theuptakeof ozone. These aspects of vegetationdamage fromozoneare taken
into account in the ozone flux approach, which calculates the uptake of ozone by plant
stomata. Acommonlyused indicator toquantify theozone flux is thePhytotoxicOzone
Dose (pod), representing the accumulated stomatal flux above a certain threshold. For
example, pod1 represents the accumulated ozone flux above 1 nmolm−2 s−1.

Figure 1.5: Healthy plants (top row) and plants damaged by ozone exposure (bottom
row) (nasa, 2016).
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Deposition of gaseous and particulate substances containing nitrogen or oxidised sul-
phur causes acidification of soils, which is harmful for sensitive ecosystems. Nutrient
availability and microbial activity, both important for ecosystem health, are reduced
when the soil becomes too acidic. Acid soil also reduces root access towater and nutri-
ents, especially in the subsurface. As discussed in section 1.1, acidification of surface
waters causes increased mortality in fish. In western Europe, eutrophication caused
by excessive input of oxidised and reduced nitrogen via deposition is amajor issue in
ecosystemconservation. Especiallyecosystemsthat thriveonnutrient-poorsoilsareat
risk. TheEuropeanEnvironmental Agency estimated that 63%of the total ecosystem
area in the eu28 was at risk of eutrophication in 2010, and 7%was at risk of acidifica-
tion (eea, 2014a). While the area exposed to riskof acidificationhasdeclinedwith30%
since 2005, for eutrophication the decline ismuch smaller.

1.2.3 Climate change

Like carbon dioxide, ozone absorbs infrared radiation that is radiating from the earth
to the higher atmosphere, and releases it in all directions. Thismeans that ozone is a
greenhouse gas. The most recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (Stocker et al., 2013) states that the increase of tropospheric ozone since 1750
causes a radiative forcing of 0.40Wm−2; this is 22% of the warming effect caused by
increased carbon dioxide concentrations.

A changing climate also impacts ozone concentrations: higher temperatures, an in-
crease of drought events and blocked weather patterns are projected to cause an in-
crease of up to 8 μgm−3 in ozone concentrations inEurope by 2100 (eea, 2015b). Chap-
ter 5 in this thesis further explores the impact of climate change on ozone concentra-
tions.

Particulates can absorb or scatter solar radiation. Thismeans that particulatematter
also plays a role in climate change. While black carbon (or soot) particles have a strong
warming effect, organic carbon particles, mineral dust and inorganic particles have a
coolingeffect through their interactionwith radiation. Blackcarbonparticles alsohave
a local warming effect when they deposit on snow and ice, increasing the capacity of
these surfaces for absorption of radiation. Indirectly, aerosols also have an impact on
climate change because of their interaction with clouds. The magnitude of the total
climate impact fromall the particulatematter substances and effects combined is still
relatively uncertain compared to the effect of carbondioxide. There is, however, a high
confidence that overall, the particles in the atmosphere have a cooling effect (Stocker
et al., 2013).
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1.3 The many sources and components of air pollution

As explained in the previous sections, a range of gases and particles released into or
formed in theatmosphereareconsideredairpollutantsbecauseof their adverseeffects
on human and ecosystem health. Once emitted, some substances undergo chemical
reactionswhileothers remainas theyare. All airpollutants are transported through the
air via diffusion and turbulentmixing and are takenwith thewind. The emitted pollu-
tion eventually returns to the surface via dry orwet deposition (the latter is also called
rainout). Because of the chemistry and transport in the atmosphere, the deposited
substances can be different from those thatwere emitted, and air pollutionmay travel
large distances before depositing again, depending on the atmospheric lifetime of the
substance. A schematic overview of emission sources, atmospheric processes and re-
moval processes of air pollutants is shown in figure 1.6. In the following I will discuss
thesources, atmosphericprocessesandsinksofeachof themajorpollutants separately.
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NOX
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NH3
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NOX
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CHEMISTRY + TRANSPORT
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of emission sources, atmospheric processes and
sinks of air pollutants. The air concentration of a substance is a balance
between its sources (emissions and chemical reactions) and sinks (chem-
ical reactions and deposition). The three main factors determining the
concentration of a substance are the emissions, the meteorology (which
drives transport and strongly influences chemical processes) and land use
(the efficiency of dry deposition depends on the type of land use and veg-
etation). PPM stands for primary particulate matter, NMVOC for non-
methane volatile organic compounds.
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1.3.1 Nitrogen oxides

Nitrogen oxides (NOandNO2, together known asNOx) are released during high tem-
perature combustion processes by oxidation ofN2 (which occurs naturally in air) such
as the burning of fossil fuels. Transport and energy production are the main sources
ofNOx in Europe. Other important sources are industrial and residential combustion
as well as air traffic and shipping. In addition, NOx is produced by soils, especially in
areas with intensive fertilisation. Globally, biomass burning, whether in wildfires or
controlled by humans, is also an important NOx source. Thunderstorms are an im-
portant natural source: the intense energy release during lightning strikes causesNO
formation fromN2. In the eu28,man-madeNOx emissions in 2011were 8.8Mt, a 49%
decrease from 1990 levels (eea, 2014b).

In the atmosphere, a quick cycling betweenNOandNO2 takes place in the presence of
light, ozone and oxygenmolecules. This is whyNOandNO2 are often taken together
as NOx. NO2 can be oxidised to the NO3 radical, which is an important oxidant dur-
ing the night (whennoOH is present). NO3 radicals reactwith hydrocarbons such as
formaldehyde (HCHO) to form HNO3. During the day, when OH is available, HNO3

canalsobe formeddirectly fromNO2. HNO3 in turnreactswithammonia (NH3), form-
ing particulate ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3). This is one of the components of sec-
ondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) which is part of particulate matter. NOx can also be
converted into some other species, such as HONO and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN).
These species have a longer lifetime and can be transformed back into NOx and are
therefore called reservoir species forNOx. SinceNOx is hardly soluble inwater, direct
deposition ofNOx itself is inefficient. Themost important sink ofNOx is therefore the
chemical reaction to thewater-soluble and efficiently depositedHNO3 andparticulate
NO3. A schematicoverviewof the reactionsNOx and its reactionproducts canundergo
is shown in figure 1.7.

1.3.2 Sulphur dioxide

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) is a pollutant emittedmostly during the combustion of sulphur-
containing fuels, themost important ofwhich are coal andheavy fuel oil. InEurope the
main sources are coal-based power plants, some industrial processes and residential
burning of coal for residential heating. In the eu28, emissions of SO2 in 2011 amounted
to4.6Mt, a82%reductioncompared to the 1990emissions (eea, 2014c). International
shipping, which is powered by the combustion of heavy fuel or bunker oil, is also an
important emission sourceof SO2. ShippingonEuropean seas emits anestimated2Mt
of SO2 emissions annually (eea, 2013), over 40% of the land-based emissions in the
eu28.

In the gas phase, SO2 is oxidised by theOH radical to formH2SO4. Amuch faster reac-
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Figure 1.7: Schematic overview ofNOx atmospheric chemistry and sinks.

tion to form H2SO4 takes place in cloud droplets where SO2 is oxidised by H2O2 and
O3. Since the latter reaction is pH-dependent, it is influenced by howmuch ammonia
is dissolved in the cloud droplet (ammonia is a base, increasing cloud pH). The oxida-
tion of SO2 in cloud droplets is very efficient, whichmeans that hardly any direct wet
deposition of SO2 occurs. Its oxidationproducts, however, undergo efficientwet depo-
sition. H2SO4 canreactwithNH3 toammoniumsulphateviaa fastand irreversible reac-
tion. Ammonium sulphate is a component of SIA and is removed from the atmosphere
throughwet and dry deposition. A schematic of the reactions is shown in figure 1.8.

1.3.3 Ammonia

By far the largest emission source of ammonia (NH3) is agriculture, which causes over
90%of the European emissions (Sutton et al., 2011). Animals excrete ureumvia urine
andmanure, which in part reacts toNH3 and evaporates. The application of chemical
fertiliser andmanure on farmland causesNH3 to be released into the air fromagricul-
tural soils. About 1/3 of theNH3 emissions from agriculture come from fertiliser and
manureapplication, theother2/3originate fromall theaspectsofmanuremanagement
(livestock housing,manure storage and grazing cattle). Other (minor) sources ofNH3

emissions are carswith a three-waycatalyst systemandsome industrial processes such
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Figure 1.8: Schematic overview of SO2 atmospheric chemistry and sinks.

as fertiliser production and coke manufacturing. The total emissions of ammonia in
the eu28 in 2013 amounted to3.6Mt, a30%decrease from1990 levels (Eurostat, 2015).

Since NH3 is a volatile substance that evaporates from manure faster in warm condi-
tions, the emitted quantity increaseswith temperature. Becausemanure application
is a strongly seasonal process (themoment of application depending on the growing
season of the crop on the field), most emissions of NH3 occur in spring and summer,
with aminimumof emissions in winter. The seasonality of the emissions can change
fromyear to year, depending onweather: when spring is early,manure applicationwill
start earlier in the year thanwhen the onset of spring is late. In chapter 3, information
aboutmanure transport is used to better include this temporal variability of ammonia
emissions in a ctm.

NH3 is effectively removed fromtheairbydryandwetdeposition. Asmentionedabove,
it can also reactwith sulphuric or nitric acid, forming SIA. SIA particles are effectively
removed from the atmosphere viawet deposition.
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1.3.4 NMVOC

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are usually taken together as a group. Themole-
cules in this group have in common that they contain one or more carbon atoms and
have a boiling point below 250 °C. Methane (CH4) is often excluded from this group
because of its long lifetime, its role in climate change and its specific sources, leaving
the restof thegroup tobecallednon-methanevolatileorganic compounds (NMVOCs).
NMVOCemissions fromhuman activity come from, among others, the extraction and
use of fossil fuels, the use of solvents in paints and coatings and slow emission from
buildingmaterials. Another important source is the biosphere. Almost all plants emit
NMVOCs, especially isoprene(2-methyl-1,3-butadiene,C5H8)andterpenes((C5H8)2).
Plants are the most important biogenic source of NMVOCs, but animals, fungi and
microbes also excrete small quantities.

The emissions ofNMVOCs fromplants are species-dependent and driven by temper-
ature and the availability of light. Therefore, the highest emissions ofNMVOCs from
plants occur in the tropics, with lower emissions at higher latitudes. Globally, biogenic
sourcesmake up about 90%of the total annual emissions ofNMVOCs, leaving a share
of 10% forman-made sources. In Europe,man-made and biogenic sources contribute
equally to the total emissions, with high biogenic emissions in the summer period be-
cause of the higher temperatures and light availability. MostNMVOCs are quite reac-
tive, leading to an atmospheric lifetime of hours to months. From an air quality per-
spective, the role of NMVOCs in the atmosphere is twofold: they can form organic
particulates and play an important role in ozone formation.

1.3.5 Ozone

Ozone (O3) is a naturally occurring component of the atmosphere. In the stratosphere
(about 10–50 km above the earth’s surface), it plays a crucial role in preventingmuta-
genicuv radiation from reaching the earth’s surface. This is thewell-known ozone layer.
Ozone also occurs in the troposphere (the lowest layer in the atmosphere, reaching
up to 8–18 kmwith the higher altitudes occurring in the tropics) and has an important
role to play here aswell. Ozone producesOH radicals that oxidise and neutralisemany
(harmful) atmospheric contaminants. Free radicals havemutagenic properties andare
therefore harmful to humanhealth and ecosystems. Ozone is not directly emitted into
the atmosphere, but is formed from ozone precursors NOx and VOC (see schematic
in figure 1.9; in this scheme, VOC is represented as RH, with R a hydrocarbon group).
Overall, the reaction schemeshown in figure 1.9 consumesoneVOCmolecule and four
oxygen molecules and yields one carbonyl compound, two ozone molecules and one
watermolecule. WhenNOx concentrations are low compared toVOCconcentrations
(typical for clean environments), a change in VOCconcentration does not have a large
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impact on ozone levels, but a change inNOx levels does. This is called theNOx-limited
regime. The opposed situation inwhichNOx levels are high occursmainly in urban ar-
eas and polluted regions. In this situation a change in VOC levels will impact ozone
concentrations, but a reduction inNOx levelswill not significantly reduce ozone con-
centrations. This is called theVOC-limited regime.

NO2 NO

OH HO2 H2O2

O3
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NO NO2
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H2O RCHO
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Figure 1.9: Schematic overviewof the production of ozone in the atmosphere. Ozone
is formed fromnitrogen oxides (NO andNO2) and VOC (shown as RH in
this figure).

Ozoneformationdependsonlight. Hence,ozone levelspeak intheafternoonandreach
aminimumduring thenight. Ozone is cycledback and forth to and frommolecular oxy-
gen (O2) and is removed from the atmosphere by dry deposition. Its average lifetime is
of the order of a fewweeks.
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1.3.6 Primary particulates and condensables

Primary particulate matter (PPM) emissions come from a wide range of sources, in-
cluding natural sources such aswind-blowndust, seas emitting sea salt and forest fires.
Themost importantman-madesourcesofprimaryparticulatematter inEuropeare res-
idential heating, traffic exhaust and industrial activities. Other sources are agricultural
and building activities that cause resuspension of dust. Traffic not only causes PPM
emissions from exhaust (mainly soot) but also from brake and tyre wear that cause a
range of particulatematter emissions (e.g. copper, antimony and rubber). Incomplete
combustion is themost important source of soot (or black carbon) particles. Particles
are removed from the atmosphere via dry deposition, sedimentation andwet deposi-
tion.

Condensablesareorganic substances thataregaseousat thehigh temperaturesof stack
plumes but condense quickly once they enter the much colder atmosphere, forming
particles of organic matter. These are particles that condense without undergoing a
chemical reaction, which is why one could argue they should be included as primary
particulates in emission databases. Presently, this is very rarely the case and condens-
ables are not included in official reported emissions of primary particulates.

1.3.7 Secondary particulates

Asdescribed in several of thepreviousparagraphs, species that are emittedas gases can
react in the atmosphere to form aerosols. This is true for both organic (VOC) and inor-
ganic gases (NOx, SO2 andNH3). The particles formed from inorganic gases are called
secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA).ThebaseNH3 can reactwith sulphuric ornitric acid
(that are formed fromSO2 andNOx, respectively) to form ammonium sulphate or am-
moniumnitrate. These are themain components of SIA. The irreversible reaction of
ammoniawith sulphuric acid to ammonium sulphate is favoured. When all sulphuric
acid is consumed, the remaining ammonia will react with nitric acid to form ammo-
niumnitrate in an equilibriumwith the gas-phase reactants. The SIA components are
essentially salts inwhich ammoniumacts as the positive ion. This function can also be
performed by somemineral species such as sodiumor calcium, forming components
like sodiumnitrate and calcium sulphate that are also part of SIA. All SIA particles are
effectively removed from the atmosphere via (especially wet) deposition. As long as
there is no rain, SIA particles have quite a long lifetime in the atmosphere and can be
transported over large distances.

Volatile organic compounds can be oxidised in the atmosphere. As explained above,
these oxidation steps insert oxygen atoms into the molecules, (usually bound to a C
atom with a stable double bond, i.e. a carbonyl group). The addition of such ‘func-
tional groups’ to hydrocarbons lowers the volatility of the compound. The less volatile
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a species is, themore prone it is to condense and leave the gas phase. After several oxi-
dation steps (depending on the starting compound), these substances formparticles
called secondary organic aerosol.

1.4 Policy-supporting air quality research

Wehaveseen thatmanyairpollutantshavemultiple sources, and thatemissionsources
often emit more than one type of pollutant. Most pollutants have adverse effects on
several environmental impact categories (humanhealth, ecosystemdamage, climate
change) and each impact category is influenced by several pollutants. This justifies
the statement that air pollution is truly amulti-source,multi-component,multi-effect
problem.

A variety of research fields is related to air pollution and its effects: knowledge of emis-
sions and atmospheric processes is required to calculate and explain the atmospheric
concentrations of the different air pollutants, epidemiological studies are needed to
derive the damage to humanhealth, and human and ecosystembiologists are crucial to
determine the pathways viawhich air pollutants damage human and ecosystemhealth.
Geophysics, ecosystembiology and economics are among the research fields that are
important to assess the causes and effects of climate change. Since this thesis only
presents research into the state of the atmosphere, I will only discuss that type of re-
search here.

1.4.1 Observations

Observations of the concentrationof pollutants in ambient air are essential tomonitor
whether legislation on air quality has the desired effects andwhether countriesmeet
theemissionceilingsandlimitvaluesestablishedby(inter)national lawsoragreements.
Apart from thismonitoring function, air quality observations are also very important
to improve scientific understanding of the processes andmechanisms determining air
pollutant concentrations. In Europe, the emep (EuropeanMonitoring andEvaluation
Programme) network is themain source of ground-based observations of air concen-
trations of pollutants such asO3, NOx, SO2, and particulatematter. This networkwas
set up to support the monitoring of the effectivity of international legislation aimed
at reducing transboundary acidification, eutrophication and ozone damage. For this
reason, observation stations aremainly located at rural background sites that are not
influenced by local sources. The emep network is thereforemainly suitable to detect
long-term trends in background concentrations.

However, the concentrations ofmany air pollutants are higher in urban environments
andmost population exposure also happens there. Therefore, every European country
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or other responsible authority also has its ownmeasurement networkwhich not only
performs observations of the rural background but also of the urban background and
the street level. In Europe, many of these observations are collected in the Air Qual-
ity e-Reporting database (previously Airbase) (eea, 2017). While observations of O3,
NOx, SO2 and PM are available for a large number of locations and at high time reso-
lution, observations of PMcomposition are less common. Apart fromobservations of
the ambient concentration, the emep and country networks also include observations
ofwet or total (bulk) deposition. Observations of dry deposition are very difficult and
expensive and are therefore uncommon except for experimental research projects.

Ground-based observations have the great advantage of sampling at inhalation level
andare thuscrucial inmonitoringambientairquality and for thecomparisonwith limit
and target values. There aremethods to derive the origin of air pollution fromobserva-
tion data. Some correlatemeteorological data (mainlywind direction)withmeasured
concentrations to determine the geographical origin of air pollution. Others (such as
Positive Matrix Factorisation, pmf) use statistical receptor models to obtain source
categories from observations. If observations of certain tracers (that are often only
measured during dedicated campaigns) are available to link observed concentrations
tosourcesectors, thismethodcanbeappliedwithmoresuccess(e.g.Wakedetal., 2014).
However, none of the observation-based source attribution methods are able to pro-
vide detailed information about the origin of ambient air pollution, especially for the
secondary part.

An important disadvantage of ground-basedmeasurements is their limited geograph-
ical coverage: it is impossible to sample the whole surface of a country using ground-
basedmeasurements, even though observation locations are chosen such that they are
representative for a larger area. Satellite observations do not have this disadvantage,
but canonly sample the sameareaonceor twice a daydependingon theoverpass times.
Satellite observations naturally always look at the entire atmospheric column, and de-
riving ground concentrations from this is far from trivial. However, observations of
column loads aswell as ground concentrations using satellites have great potential for
emission and concentrationmonitoring.

1.4.2 Regional chemistry transport modelling

Anotherapproach to learnmoreaboutairpollutant concentrations is theuseofmodels.
Different approaches are possible, eachwith its own strengths andweaknesses. Oneof
themodel types used in air quality research is the chemistry transportmodel (ctm). In
this thesis, the ctm lotos-euros (Schaap et al., 2008) is used as themain instrument.
A database containing information about the quantity, location and temporal distribu-
tion of emissions of air pollutants is an important input for thesemodels, as aremeteo-
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rologicaldataand informationon landuse. With this information, themodel calculates
horizontal and vertical transport and diffusion of the gases and particles emitted into
the atmosphere, aswell as the chemical reactions taking place in the air and in clouds,
and removal throughwet and dry deposition. A schematic representation of the ctm
lotos-euros and its drivers and outputs is shown in figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10: Overviewof the ctm lotos-euros, itsmain drivers and outputs.

Modelling of atmospheric processes requires and builds a comprehensive understand-
ing of the drivers andmechanisms of these processes, contributing to a better funda-
mental knowledgebase. Oneof theother great advantagesof chemistry transportmod-
elling is that modelling can provide a calculated concentration of every air pollutant
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at every hour and every location. However, one should always treatmodel outcomes
with care: themodel is not reality, and the output of themodel is as good as its inputs
and process parametrisations. This iswhy validation ofmodel outcomes using obser-
vations is always an essential part of any air quality assessment using model systems.
Especially for particulatematter, some sources are difficult to quantify and chemistry
transportmodels in general underestimate ambient air concentrations (Vautard et al.,
2005).

Air quality models are the instrument most suited to study possible future scenarios
to assess for example the potential effects of a policy intervention or climate change
on air quality. In such scenario studies, themodel inputs can be chosen such that they
reflect the estimated future emissions,meteorological conditions and/or landuse. The
change in air pollutant concentrations or deposition caused by this scenario is calcu-
lated. In the past, many of the measures taken to reduce air pollution were so-called
end-of-pipe measures such as the installation of filters on smoke stacks. These types
of measures only reduce the amount of pollutant released but patterns in space and
time remain the same. Policies aimed at structural change (shifting from a fossil fuel
basedtoarenewable fuelbasedenergysystem, forexample) leadtoaltogetherdifferent
emission patterns in terms of the mix of emitted pollutants as well as the geographi-
cal and temporal characteristics. To evaluate this type of policy and to investigate the
co-benefits between policies aimed to reduce climate change, biodiversity loss and air
pollution, it is valuable tomodel the changes in emission totals and variability, landuse
change and the effect of climate change all at once. In this thesis, three scenario studies
are described considering a reduction in emissions (chapters 3, 4 and 5), a change in
the temporal variability of emissions (chapters 3 and 4) and/or changes in land use and
climate (chapter 5).

The scenario approach in which emissions are changed can also be used to calculate
from which sector(s) and region(s) air pollution originates. By performing a model
runwith for example the emissions fromGerman road transport reduced by 15%and
calculating thedifferencewithabase run, theeffect of this emission reductiononambi-
ent air quality can be calculated. However, this approach requires amodel run for each
source under consideration, and the relation between reduced emissions and reduced
concentrations is assumed to be linear. In the lotos-eurosmodel, a source labelling
approach is used that tracks each emissionof primaryparticulatematter andgases con-
taining carbon, sulphur or nitrogen through the atmospheric transport and chemistry
to its removal, while keeping track of what source emitted the substance in the first
place (Kranenburg et al., 2013). This labellingmethod requires less computing power
than running a separate simulation for each source and also accounts for non-linear
effects. Eitherway,models can provide information on the origin of air pollution that
cannot be derived fromobservations.
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Of course, the distribution of air pollutants in a model, and therefore the resulting
source attribution critically depends on the quality of the emission data used in the
model. The total emissions, their location aswell as their temporal variability are very
importanttoaccuratelycalculatethesourceattributiononanannualaveragebasisor to
assesswhich emission sources or regions are themost relevant during peak levels. Val-
idation of source attribution results is difficult because observation-based techniques
can only provide general source categories. Nevertheless, results fromPositiveMatrix
Factorisation studies and the use of specific tracers for specific sources (for example,
vanadium is a tracer for heavy fuel oil combustion) provide valuable information that
can be compared to themodelled source attribution results.

Ground-basedmeasurements, satellite observations andmodelling all have strengths
and weaknesses when it comes to policy-supporting air quality research. A combina-
tionof the three, usingobservations for validation aswell asmodel assimilation, is very
helpful in answering a rangeofpolicyquestions. Monitoringof emissions andemission
trends, assessment of limit value exceedances at ground level aswell as exploringwhat
future policies, climate and land use change couldmean for air quality can all be done
using a combination of these three tools.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis contains a collection of research driven by policy questions concerning the
sources of particulatematter air pollution and the possible impact of different energy
scenarios on air quality. Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the origin of particulatematter con-
centrations in theNetherlands and Flanders. Chapter 2 addresses the question: What
is the origin of particulatematter in theNetherlands? To answer this questionwe
tracked emissions fromthe tenmain economic sectors (snap1 level), separatingDutch
and foreign sources and taking natural sources and the non-modelled fraction of par-
ticulatematter into account.

In chapter 3, the focus is on the SIA-precursor ammonia. Flanders has a large agricul-
tural sector with considerable ammonia emissions. These emissions peak in spring,
when high particulatematter and ammoniumnitrate concentrations are also common.
To provide a reliable source attribution of particulate matter during these episodes,
the temporal variability of ammonia emissions in themodel was needed improvement.
We usedmanure transport data as a proxy for ammonia emission frommanure appli-
cation. The questions addressed in this chapter are: Canwe improve themodelling
of ammonia, SIA andparticulatematter concentrations usingmanure transport
data tomodel the temporal variability of ammonia emissions frommanure? and
Is restricting manure spreading shortly before and during a particulate matter
episode effective to reduce particulatematter concentrations during episodes?
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Chapters 4 and 5 describe studies about energy transitions. The main question ad-
dressed in chapter 4 is: What could be the impact of an increasing share of inter-
mittent renewable electricity generation (wind and solar energy) on particulate
matter concentrations over Europe? During the energy transition from fossil fuels
to renewable alternatives there is likely a phase inwhich fossil fuel energy production
will bemainly used to provide backup capacity. This implies that the temporal variabil-
ity of emissions from these power plants will change, whichmight have an impact on
ambient concentrations. The effect of this projected shift in emission timing on total
concentrations aswell as on source-receptor relationswhich quantify the impact of a
sector in one country on the air quality in other countries is assessed in this chapter.

In chapter 5, the central question is: How will ozone concentrations and damage
change under realistic future European energy and air quality scenarios? Since
bioenergy is expected to become amore important energy source than it is today, the
effects of land use change aswell as changes inman-made emissions are taken into ac-
count. Wealsoexplorethepossibleeffectsofclimatechangeandchanginghemispheric
background concentrations on ozone concentrations towards 2050.
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CHAPTER 2

The origin of ambient particulate matter in the

Netherlands

P articulatematter poses a significant threat to humanhealth. Tobe able to de-
velop effectivemitigation strategies, the origin of particulatematter needs to be

established. The regional air qualitymodel lotos-euros, equippedwith a newly de-
veloped labelling routine, was used to establish the origin of PM10 and PM2.5 in the
Netherlands for 2007 to 2009 at the source sector (snap1) level, distinguishing be-
tweennational and foreignsources. Theresults suggest that70–80%ofmodelledPM10

and 80–95% of PM2.5 in the Netherlands is of anthropogenic origin. About 1/3 of an-
thropogenic PM10 is of Dutch origin and 2/3 originates in foreign countries. Agricul-
ture and transport are the Dutch sectors with the largest contribution to PM10 mass
in theNetherlands, whereas the foreign contribution ismore equally apportioned to
road transport, other transport, industry, power generation and agriculture. For the
PM2.5 fraction, a larger share is apportioned to foreign and anthropogenic origin than
for PM10, but the same source sectors are dominant. The national contribution to PM
levels is significantly higher in the densely populated Randstad area than for the coun-
try on average and areas close to the borders. In general, theDutch contribution to the
concentration of primary aerosol is larger than for secondary species. The sectoral ori-
gin varies per component and is location and time dependent. During peak episodes,
natural sources are less important than under normal conditions, whereas especially
road transport and agriculture becomemore important.

This chapterwas published as:
C. Hendriks, R. Kranenburg, J.J.P. Kuenen, R. van Gijlswijk, R. Wichink Kruit, A. Segers, H. Denier van der
Gon,M. Schaap,The origin of ambient particulatematter concentrations in theNetherlands, Atmos. Environ.,69
(2013) 289–303

This study was partly funded by the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission Energeo
(http://www.energeo-project.eu) and by the second Netherlands Research Program on Particulate
Matter (bop2).
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THE ORIGIN OF AMBIENT PARTICULATE MATTER IN THE NETHERLANDS

2.1 Introduction

Exposure to particulate matter (PM) in ambient air leads to human health problems
(Dockery et al., 1993; Klemmet al., 2000). To limit the effects of PMpollution, efforts
aremade to reduce emissions of PMand its precursors. Legislation onmaximumPM
concentrations is put in place in e.g. the EuropeanUnion (ec, 2008). Limit values for
the annual average concentration (40 μgm−3) as well as the number of days (35) with
concentrations above50 μgm−3 are enforced for PM10, whereas for PM2.5 annualmean
limit values as well as reduction targets must be met from 2015 onwards. Despite air
quality regulation and emission reduction policies, the daily PM10 limit value is still
exceeded in many areas in Europe. To design cost effective mitigation strategies, a
thorough understanding of the sources of particulatematter is crucial. As PMconsists
ofahostofcomponentswithdifferentsourcesandatmosphericbehaviour, establishing
the origin of PM remains a challenge.

Experimental approaches to establish the origin of PM differ in complexity. Simple
schemes have been applied to estimate local and urban contributions using a gradient
approach (e.g. Lenschow et al., 2001). Composition and tracer data have often been
usedto interpretPMtimeseriesandorigin. Chemicalmassclosurestudiesarereported
formany regions (Putaud et al., 2010), including theNetherlands (Weijers et al., 2011).
Moreover, detailed chemical speciation data sets enable the use ofmore elaborate sta-
tistical approaches, suchasPositiveMatrixFactorisation, to identifyPMsourceorigins
(Kuhlbusch et al., 2009;Mooibroek et al., 2011). However, thesemethods are only able
todistinguishbetweena limitednumberofbroadsourcecategories. Furthermore, they
are typically not able to provide a source apportionment for secondary components.
Moreover, the experimental approaches are expensive anddonot yield information on
the geographical origin of PM.

Complementary to experimental data, a chemical transportmodel (ctm) can be used
to obtain a detailed source apportionment. The most straightforward procedure to
do this is the brute force approach, in which impacts of emission sources are assessed
by perturbing or removing them one-by-one and calculating the differences in pollu-
tant concentrations (e.g. Lane et al., 2007). In previous studies on the origin of PM in
theNetherlands, this approachwas followedwith the dispersionmodelops (Buijsman
et al., 2005; Velders et al., 2011). Note that these studies quantify the effect of emis-
sion reductions rather than the actual origin of the current pollutant concentrations
(Wagstromet al., 2008). For pollutants involved in atmospheric chemistry, non-linear
effectsoccurandperturbingemissionsmayimpactatmosphericreactionratesthatneg-
atively impact the source apportionment results (Blanchard, 1999; Seinfeld andPandis,
1998). Anotherdrawback is that (small)negativedifferencesbetweenthebasecaseand
the perturbed simulationmay occur due to numerical issues and non-linear chemistry.
Finally, the brute-forcemethod is computationally very demanding and therefore not
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suitable for experimentswith a large number of sources.

Toavoidthesedisadvantages, severalothermodellingapproachesweredeveloped. The
Tagged Species Engineering Model (McHenry et al., 1992) uses output from the Re-
gional AcidDepositionModel to establish source-receptor relationships for sulphate
particles, tracking five chemical species. The source-oriented externalmixture (soem)
method developed by Ying and Kleeman (2006) is capable of dealing with secondary
species as well and accurately tracks source contributions of PM. However, because
each PMcomponent is divided into source-specific species that are tracked separately
through themodel, soem is computationally demanding. Wagstromet al. (2008) pre-
sented the Particulate SourceApportionmentTechnology (psat) algorithm, combin-
ing the capability of accurately dealing with secondary species with limited cpu de-
mand. The concentration of the substances ismodelled as before, but next to this the
fractional contribution of all sources is calculated for each process. To simplify the
source attribution, all secondary PM components are linked directly to specific pre-
cursors. This implies that indirect effects froma change in atmospheric composition
and chemical regime (e.g. an increase of nitrate concentrations due to a decrease of
sulphate concentrations) are not accounted for.

The regional ctm lotos-euros (Schaap et al., 2008) is equippedwith a source appor-
tionmentmodule based on the psat approach (Kranenburg et al., 2013). In thiswork,
themodel isused toestablish theoriginof ambientPMconcentrationsover theNether-
lands for the years 2007–2009. Because episodes and regionswith high PM levels are
especially policy relevant, a prioritywas to establish the source attribution at different
PMconcentrations. Prior to presenting source apportionment results,model evalua-
tion results are given. Results arepresented forPM10 aswell asPM2.5 andattentionwas
given to geographical and temporal differences in source attribution.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 The LOTOS-EUROS model

To study the source apportionment of particulatematter across theNetherlands, we
used lotos-euros v1.8, a three dimensional regional ctm that simulates air pollution
in the lower troposphere. Previous versions of the model have been used for the as-
sessment of (particulate) air pollution (Barbu et al., 2009;Manders et al., 2009, 2010;
Schaapet al., 2004a,b, 2009). For adetaileddescriptionof themodelwe refer toSchaap
et al. (2008), Wichink Kruit et al. (2012a) and abovementioned studies. Here, we de-
scribe themost relevantmodel characteristics and themodel simulation performed in
this study. The model uses a normal longitude-latitude projection at a standard grid
resolution of 0.50° × 0.25° (longitude × latitude). Themodel top is placed at 3.5 km
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above sea level and consists of three dynamical layers: amixing layer and two reservoir
layers on top. Theheight of themixing layer at each timeandposition is extracted from
ecmwfmeteorological data used to drive themodel. The height of the reservoir layers
is set to the difference between ceiling (3.5 km) and mixing layer height. Both layers
are equally thickwith aminimumof 50m. If themixing layer is near or above 3500m
high, the top of themodel exceeds 3500m. A surface layerwith a fixed depth of 25mis
included in themodel tomonitor ground level concentrations.

Advection in all directions is handledwith themonotonic advection schemedeveloped
by Walcek (2000). Gas phase chemistry is described using the tno cbm-iv scheme
(Schaap et al., 2009), which is a condensed version of the original scheme byWhitten
et al. (1980). Hydrolysis ofN2O5 is described following Schaap et al. (2004a). Aerosol
chemistry is representedwith isorropia2 (Fountoukis andNenes, 2007). The pHde-
pendent cloud chemistry scheme follows Banzhaf et al. (2012). Formation of coarse-
mode nitrate is included in a dynamical approach (Wichink Kruit et al., 2012a). Dry
deposition for gases ismodelled using the depac3.11 module, which includes canopy
compensation points for ammonia deposition (Van Zanten et al., 2010). Deposition of
particles is represented following Zhang et al. (2001). Stomatal resistance is described
by the parametrisation of Emberson et al. (2000a,b) and the aerodynamic resistance is
calculated for all land use types separately. Wet deposition of trace gases and aerosols
is treated using simple scavenging coefficients for gases (Schaap et al., 2004a) and par-
ticles (Simpson et al., 2003). Themodel set-up used here does not contain secondary
organic aerosol formation or a volatility basis set approach as we feel that the under-
standing of the processes aswell as the source characterisation are too limited for the
current application.

2.2.2 Emissions

For anthropogenic trace gas emissionswe use the European tno-macc emission data-
base for 2007 (Kuenen et al., 2014) and replaced the data for theNetherlandswith the
emissions reportedby theofficialDutchPollutantRelease andTransferRegister (prtr,
2010) for 2008 as described by Hendriks et al. (2012). The temporal variation of the
emissions is represented bymonthly, daily and hourly time factors for each source cat-
egory (Builtjes et al., 2003). The emission height distribution for all source sectors
follows the Eurodelta approach (Cuvelier et al., 2007). Biogenic emissions of volatile
organic compounds (VOC) (Schaap et al., 2009) are derived from a dataset with the
distributions of 115 tree species as obtained from Köble and Seufert (2001). Mineral
dust due to resuspension and agricultural activities (Denier van derGon et al., 2010),
sea saltparticulates (followingMårtenssonetal. (2003)andMonahanetal. (1986))and
fire emissions (Kaiser et al., 2009) are taken into account.
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2.2.3 Source apportionment module

A source apportionment module for lotos-euroswas developed to be able to track
the origin of the components of particulatematter (Kranenburg et al., 2013). Thismod-
ule uses a labelling approach similar to the approach taken byWagstromet al. (2008),
tracking the source contribution of a set of sources through the model system. The
emissions can be categorised and labelled in several source categories (e.g. countries,
sector, fuel type) before the model is executed. The total concentration of each sub-
stance in each grid cell is modelled as usual. However, next to this the fractional con-
tribution of each label to the total concentration of every species is calculated. During
or after each process, the new fractional contribution of each label is defined by cal-
culating aweighted average of the fractions before the process and the concentration
change during the process. Whereas this is rather straightforward for the linear pro-
cesses in themodel (suchasvertical diffusionordeposition), it ismorecomplicated for
non-linear processes,most notably the atmospheric chemistry. The labelling routine
is therefore only implemented for chemically active tracers containing aC,N (reduced
and oxidised) or S atom, as these are conserved and traceable. For components with
only oneNor S atom, the attribution is straightforward. For ammoniumnitrate, con-
taining both oxidised and reduced nitrogen atoms, several approaches can be chosen.
In this study, NH4 and NO3 are straightforwardly treated as separate species for the
labelling, attributing all NH4 toNH3 sources and all NO3 toNOx sources. As ammonia
andnitric acid arebothneeded to formammoniumnitrate, analternative is toattribute
the mass of ammonium nitrate equally to the origin of ammonia and nitric acid. The
latterwould yield a higher contribution of the agricultural sector compared to the cur-
rent approach as ammonium is lighter than nitrate. The full sensitivity is discussed in
Hendriks et al. (2012). Since only substances containing C, S andN atoms are traced,
this technique is not suitable to investigate the origin of e.g. O3 andH2O2.The source
apportionment module for lotos-euros provides a source attribution valid for cur-
rent atmospheric conditions as all chemical conversions occur under the sameoxidant
levels. For details and validation of this source apportionmentmodulewe refer toKra-
nenburg et al. (2013).

2.2.4 Simulation description

A simulation across Europe at 0.5° longitude × 0.25° latitude (about 28×28 km2) res-
olution was performed, the results of which were used as boundary conditions for a
simulation at a resolution of 0.125° longitude × 0.0625° latitude (7×7 km2) over the
Netherlands (see figure 2.1). The simulationswereperformed for 2007, 2008 and2009
toobtain a sufficiently largedataset for recent years. Labelswere applied todistinguish
Dutch and foreign emissions sources specified to snap (Selected Nomenclature for
sources of Air Pollution) level 1, which uses tenmain sectors:
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1. Combustion in energy and transformation industries

2. Non-industrial combustion plants

3. Combustion inmanufacturing industry

4. Production processes

5. Extraction and distribution of fossil fuels and geothermal energy

6. Solvent use and other product use

7. Road transport

8. Othermobile sources andmachinery

9. Waste treatment and disposal

10. Agriculture

Figure 2.1: Domains used in this study. The full domain (15°W–30°E, 35°–70°N)was
simulated at a 0.5°× 0.25° scale, the zoomdomain (3°–9°E, 49°–55°N) at
0.125° × 0.0625°.

Natural emissions and PMoriginating from the initial conditions, aloft conditions and
PM coming from regions outside the model domain were tracked as well, yielding a
total of 24 labels. Themodel provides the source apportionment of themodelledmass.
Analyseswere performed on the spatial variability across the country aswell as for the
country average. Attention is given to the variability of the PMoriginwith increasing
modelled PMconcentrations. To assess the source attribution in relation to observed
PMconcentrations and determine the non-modelled fraction for the country average
we follow the annualmeanPM10 andPM2.5 concentrations for 2008 as estimatedusing
measurements (Velders et al., 2009), respectively 23.3 and 14.6 μgm−3.
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2.2.5 Validation data

To compare simulated and experimentally determined PM and PM component con-
centrations in the Netherlands, we use data from rural and suburban stations in the
Dutch National Air Quality Monitoring Network (lml). Within the network, PM10

mass and concentrations of sulphate, nitrate, ammoniumand sodiumweremeasured
withLeckel lowvolume samplers since 2009. Data prior to 2009were found tobeunre-
liable, especially for the secondary inorganic aerosol components (Weijers et al., 2012).
Therefore onlynaqmn data for the year 2009were used to evaluate themodel perfor-
mance. Data fromadedicatedmeasurement campaign (August 2007 –October 2008;
Weijerset al. (2011))wereused foramoredetailedcomparison includingcarbonaceous
aerosol andmineral dust. This dataset contains detailed chemical speciation data cov-
ering a full yearwith samples at every 4th day and allows to evaluate the fine and coarse
fractions of all PM components. The measurement locations are shown in figure 2.2.
For an evaluation ofmodelled ammonia concentrationswe refer toWichinkKruit et al.
(2012b).

1

2

3

4

5

1. Schiedam
2. Vredepeel
3. Cabauw
4. Hellendoorn
5. Breda (traffic station)

Figure 2.2: Map of the measurement locations used in this analysis to validate the
chemical composition of PM (adapted fromWeijers et al. (2011)).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Average distributions and model validation

Figure 2.3 displays themodelled averagePM10 andPM2.5 concentrationsover theNeth-
erlandsfor2007–2009. ForPM10, theserangefrom13 μgm−3 inthenorthand18 μgm−3

in thesouthto22 μgm−3 in thedenselypopulatedand industrialisedwesternpartof the
country. For PM2.5, average concentrations of 9 μgm−3 in the north to 11 μgm−3 in the
centrearemodelled. Thehighestconcentrationsare foundalong important transporta-
tion routes. Note that important source regions of PM and its precursors are located
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east (Ruhr area, Germany) and south (Flanders, Belgium) of the country. Figure 2.4
shows the comparison of modelled annual mean concentrations for PM2.5 and PM10

for 2009withmeasurements fromnaqmn.Lotos-euros underestimates both PM10

andPM2.5 at all stations by about 40%. The coefficients of determination (r2) suggest
that themodel’s representation of spatial gradients for PM2.5 is better than for PM10,
but the difference is at least partly due to the lower number ofmeasurement stations
for PM2.5. If only themeasurement stations for which both PM10 and PM2.5 are avail-
able are included in the analysis, the performance is equal for PM10 andPM2.5.

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0
PM2.5 concentration [µg m–3]

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
PM10 concentration [µg m–3]

Figure 2.3: Averagemodelled concentration of PM2.5 (left) and PM10 (right) for 2007
to 2009.

(a)PM2.5 (b)PM10

Figure 2.4: Meanmeasured versusmodelled concentrations of particulatematter. Ob-
servation data used are regional and suburban stations from lml.
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In figure 2.5 we compare the annualmeanmodelled concentrations sulphate, nitrate,
ammoniumand sodium to those observed in PM10. Nitrate concentrations are under-
estimated by about 40%. For sulphate, ammoniumand sodium, themodelled annual
means are typically within 15%of the observed value. Coefficients of determination
vary between 0.6 and 0.9. For ammonium (0.67), nitrate (0.62) and sodium (0.60),
the temporal correlation (r2) is better than that of PM10 (0.51), whereas for sulphate
20–55% of the temporal variation is reproduced. The lower performance for the sul-
phur componentswith respect to the spatial and temporal distributions is attributed
to the dominant contribution of point sources instead of area sources as well as the
uncertainties to cloud distributions and formation. Modelled carbonaceous aerosol
is compared tomeasurements from the campaign (2007–2008) in figure 2.6, showing
a 60%underestimation by themodel. Lotos-euros reproduces 19–52%of the tem-
poral variation, depending on location. Although the spatial correlation indicates that
the distribution of themain emission sourcesmay be captured, the comparison shows
that the representation of carbonaceousmatter in themodel needs to be improved.

(a) SO4 (b)NO3

(c)NH4 (d)Na

Figure 2.5: Annual mean measured versus modelled concentrations of PM compo-
nents for 2009. The observations are from lml.
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(a)All locations (b)Vredepeel, dailymean

Figure 2.6: Measured versusmodelled concentrations of carbonaceous aerosol for Au-
gust 2007 –October 2008. The observations are fromWeijers et al. (2011).

The comparison against PM10 data confirms the findings presented above for 2009
and allows to investigate the nature of the gap betweenmodelled and observed PM2.5

andPM10 (see figure 2.7). On average for the four background stations included in the
analysis, 63% of PM10 mass and 61% of PM2.5 is modelled. For the SIA components,
about 30% of both fine and coarse nitrate and 15% of sulphate is missing, whereas
ammoniumdoes not showa large bias. Mineral dust concentrations are overestimated
by a factor 2, but the temporal and geographical variation in the measurements are
reproduced reasonablywell.
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ponents, August 2007 – October 2008. A share of 1means observed and
modelled masses are equal. Observation data from Weijers et al. (2011).
TC: total carbonaceous aerosol;MD:mineral dust; TPM: total PM.
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Figure 2.8 shows that the two components that contribute themost to PM10 mass, car-
bonaceous aerosol and nitrate, are underestimated strongest by lotos-euros. The
underestimation of nitrate is about equal for the fine and the coarse fraction, whereas
for carbonaceousmatter themissingmass ismainly associatedwith the fine fraction.
Although lotos-euros strongly overestimatesmineral dust levels in a relative sense,
the impact on PM is limited because of the low absolute contribution ofmineral dust.
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Figure 2.8: Meanmeasured andmodelled concentrations forCabauw (August 2007 –
October 2008). TC: total carbonaceous aerosol; MD: mineral dust; TPM:
total PM. For TPM10 and TPM2.5, the right-hand vertical axis applies. Ob-
servation data fromWeijers et al. (2011).

2.3.2 Source apportionment of particulate matter in the Netherlands

Annual average

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 summarise the source attribution per sector for 2008with respect
to the measured mass concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5, respectively. The analysis
shows that foreign anthropogenic sourcesmake a larger contribution (28%) than na-
tional anthropogenic sources (15%) and natural sources (17%) in case of PM10. For
PM2.5 the contribution of national anthropogenic sources ismodelled to be the same,
while the contribution of foreign anthropogenic sources (37%) is larger and that of
natural sources is lower (11%) than for PM10. Of themodelled part, 70–80%of PM10

and 80–95% of PM2.5 over the Netherlands is anthropogenic and about one third of
these fractions is ofDutch origin. The largest difference in the contributions to PM10

and PM2.5 is found for the natural sources, i.e. sea salt, which can be explained by the
lower importanceof sea salt inPM2.5. Becauseof the longer atmospheric lifetimeof the
fine PM fraction compared to the coarsemode, a higher contribution from long range
transport for PM2.5 is found.
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Figure 2.9: Origin of PM10 in the Netherlands for 2007–2009 as modelled by lotos-
euros.

The impact of the difference in lifetime is also clearly visible in the distributions of
the national and foreign contributions tomodelled PM10 andPM2.5 in figure 2.11. The
shares ofDutch, foreign and natural sources are not constant across the country. The
highestcontribution fromforeigncountries is foundalongtheeasternborderswhereas
the domestic share peaks in the densely populated western part of the country (see
figure 2.11). The natural contribution trails off with distance to the coast and consists
mainly of sea salt. For a detailed study on sea salt concentrations and gradients across
theNetherlands, we refer toHoogerbrugge et al. (2012).

In figure 2.12 we take a closer look at the sector origin of modelled PM10 from Dutch
and foreign sources for theNetherlands as awhole and its variabilitywithin the coun-
try. To illustrate the latter, two locations are shown being Rotterdam, located at the
coast in the densely populated Randstad area with large industrial and harbour activ-
ities, and Vredepeel, located in a region with intensive agriculture in the south-east
of the country. The sectors with the largest national contribution to modelled PM10
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Figure 2.10: Origin of PM2.5 in theNetherlands for 2007–2009 asmodelled by lotos-
euros.

mass in theNetherlands are agriculture, road transport and other transport, together
responsible for 85%of the total Dutch contribution. Within the country the relative
contributions of themajor contributors vary. In Rotterdam, road transport and other
transport, i.e. shipping, are themost important sources, whereas in Vredepeel agricul-
ture causesoverhalf of theDutchcontribution tomodelledPM10. As expected, also the
contributions of the other sectors vary as a function of proximity to theirmajor source
regions, as illustrated by the larger contribution of industrial process emissions for
Rotterdam. For foreign anthropogenic PM10, the contributions show six sectorswith
comparable contributions being road transport, other transport, agriculture, power
generation, residential combustion and industry. The variability across the country is
small. The source attribution for PM2.5 (not shown) strongly resembles the patterns
found for PM10.

So far only total PM mass was considered, whereas the source apportionment is per-
formed for each component. Figure 2.13(a) shows the source attribution per sector
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
fraction

(a)PM2.5, Dutch sources

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
fraction

(b)PM2.5, foreign sources

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
fraction

(c)PM10, Dutch sources

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
fraction

(d)PM10, foreign sources

Figure 2.11: Modelled fractional source contributions of PM in theNetherlands from
Dutch and foreign sources for 2007 to 2009.

for the most important PM components. Some components are dominated by a few
sectors. Agriculture is by far the most important source of ammonium, causing over
90%of theemissionsandconcentrationof this substance in theNetherlands. Thedust
concentration in theNetherlands originates for about 25%outside themodel domain.
The remaining part is equally divided between agriculture and road transport. Nitrate,
sulphate and elemental carbon (EC) concentrations originatemainly from sectors in
which combustion is an important source (e.g. transport, industrial combustion and
powergeneration). For theothercomponents, thesectororigin ismorediffuse. Thena-
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(a)Netherlands,
Dutch sources

(b)Rotterdam,
Dutch sources

(c)Vredepeel,
Dutch sources

(d)Netherlands,
foreign sources

(e)Rotterdam,
foreign sources

(f)Vredepeel,
foreign sources

Power generation

Residential, commercial and other combustion

Industrial combustion

Industrial Processes

Extraction and distribution of fossil fuels

Solvent use

Road transport

Other transport

Waste treatment and disposal

Agriculture

Figure 2.12: ModelledDutch (top) and foreign (bottom) sectoral contributions tomod-
elled PM10 in theNetherlands, RotterdamandVredepeel.

tional contribution to the concentration of primary PMcomponents is larger than for
secondary species. For instance, national contributions to EC range between 40% in
thenorth to75–80%inthedenselypopulatedwestof thecountry,whereas thenational
contribution to sulphate is below 10%everywhere (not shown).

The seasonal dependence of the origin ofmodelled PM10 is displayed in figure 2.13(b).
Residential sources and the power sector, with awinter peak, and the agricultural sec-
tor,withastrongpeak inspring, are thesectorswith thestrongest seasonaldependence.
The contribution of natural sources also changes over themonths, but a clear seasonal
patterncannotbediscerned. Transport contributes relativelymore toPM10 concentra-
tions in summer, but this ismainly because concentrations coming fromother sources
are lower in this season.
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(a) Source contributions per component. Components are ordered fromhigh (left) to low
(right) contribution to PM10. POMstands for primary organicmatter.
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Figure 2.13: Average origin of modelled PM10 components in the Netherlands. The
sourcesector labels representboth theDutchandthe foreigncontribution
of that sector to the concentration.
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(c)Vredepeel

Sectors
Power generation
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Industrial combustion
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Countries
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Figure 2.14: Source attribution of PM10 for different total PM10 concentration levels,
categorised in 4 μgm−3-wide bins. For each subfigure, the top bars repre-
sent the sectoral source attribution, themiddle bars the geographical ori-
gin and the bottom bars the number of times a concentration in that bin
wasmodelled.
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Particulate matter episodes

The differences in source contributions between peak PM episodes and low PM epi-
sodeswere investigated to find out if certain source categories contributemore during
PMpeak episodes. All dayswere categorised based on the averagemodelled concentra-
tionofPM10 afterwhich the sourceattributionwascalculated for concentrationbinsof
4 μgm−3. Theresults for theNetherlandsasawholeaswell asRotterdamandVredepeel
aredisplayed in figure 2.14. With increasingambientPMconcentration the importance
of natural sources rapidly declines. Low concentrations are associatedwithwesterly
winds, resulting in transport of sea salt from theNorth Sea and AtlanticOcean to the
Netherlands. High PM concentrations occur mainly with easterly winds or stagnant
conditions, duringwhich the influxof sea salt ismuch smaller. For theNetherlands as a
whole, the influence of bothDutch and foreign concentration contributions increases
with risingmodelled PM levels. In thewest of the country, as illustrated for Rotterdam,
the domestic contribution grows faster with increasing PM10 concentration than the
foreign contribution. For theNetherlands as a whole, the increase in concentrations
going from low to high PM levels is proportional for most sectors, except for agricul-
ture and transport, which become more important mainly due to higher ammonium
(nitrate) and dust concentrations. At Vredepeel, this pattern ismore prominent than
for the Netherlands on average, whereas at Rotterdam, agriculture is less important
and especially transport (road transport and shipping) becomes more important as
modelled PMconcentrations increase.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Emission data

Providing an accurate source attribution of air pollution with a chemical transport
model requires a consistent sector-specific emission database. The anthropogenic
emission database used in this study is based on country reportings (Kuenen et al.,
2014), which provide detailed sector-specific emissions but are not entirely consistent
across countries. Kuenen et al. (2014) checked for completeness of source sector con-
tributions, gap-filled the emission data and performed various consistency checks in-
cluding removal and substitutions if country-reported data were deemed unreliable.
For the countries in the immediate vicinity of theNetherlands, deviations between re-
ported emissions and the final emission database at the source sector level areminor
and the effect on the results presented above is assessed to be negligible. However, for
source attribution studies differentiatingmore subsectors, a higher level of detail and
consistency in emission data and source sector splitsmay be required. The spatial and
temporal distribution of annual emission totalsmight also be improved by usingmore
accurate time profiles instead of the same time profile for all countries. Coupling the
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emissions ofmineral dust and ammonia, but also emissions frome.g. residential heat-
ing tometeorological conditions is recommended. Usingmore realistic distributions
ofemissionsover theyearcould improvetheoverallmodelperformanceandthesource
apportionment in episodes considerably (see below).

2.4.2 Modelled versus observed PM

Comparison toobservations showedthat themodelledPM10 andPM2.5 massby lotos-
euros underestimates the measurements by 40% on average. It is crucial to under-
stand the reason for this underestimation andwhat type of sources ormechanisms are
involved tomake the final source apportionment robust and suitable for policy advise.
The largestdeviationswere found fornitrate (1.5 μgm−3) and total carbon(2.5 μgm−3),
both species comingmainly fromanthropogenic sources. Wedid notmake a compar-
ison for EC andOC separately due to uncertainties inmeasurement techniques. The
different procedures for analysis of the carbon content of PMsamples correspondwell
for total carbon mass, but yield very different EC/OC ratios (Ten Brink et al., 2004).
For themeasurement campaign used for validation in this study, theCachier analysis
procedure (Cachier et al., 1989) was used, yielding an EC/OC ratio of 1.25. With this
method, refractoryOC is combusted in the second combustion step and is appointed
to EC, giving an upper estimate for EC and a lower estimate forOC. Analysis of a sub-
set of the filters with the sunset protocol yielded an EC/OC ratio of 0.28 (Ten Brink
et al., 2009). The EC concentrations obtained by theCachier protocol are three times
higher than thosemodelled, whereas themodel results are close to the concentrations
obtainedwith the sunset protocol. Hence, we feel that the underestimation of total
carbon is largely an underestimation of organic carbon. To convert the organic carbon
contribution to a mass contribution one needs to account for the non-C atoms in or-
ganicmaterial. In lotos-euros, primaryOM is converted toOCusing aOM/OC ratio
of 1.33. However, literature values vary between 1.2 to 2.2 (e.g. Chen andYu, 2007; El-
Zanan et al., 2009), andAiken et al. (2008) suggest that this factor is spatially variable,
showing lowervaluesnearsourcesandhighervaluesafterprocessing inagedairmasses.
Hence, assuming the model bias for EC to be small, lotos-eurosmisses 4–5 μgm−3

of organicmatter, next to the earlier mentioned 1.5 μgm−3 of nitrate. Given their im-
portance these underestimated PM components are discussed in more detail below.
Mineral dust emissions from re-suspension of road dust and agriculturewere a novel
source category included in themodelling andwill also be briefly discussed.

Someof the scatter plots showquite skewed regression lines, indicating that themodel
underestimates themeasurementsmore strongly at locationswith higher concentra-
tions and that spatial variability is underestimated. A possible reason for this could be
that the verticalmixing near emission sources is too fast, causing a too strong dilution.
Also, in contrast to reality anthropogenic emissions are not dependent on meteoro-
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logical variableswhichmay inducemore dilution than in reality. For example, heating
emissions take place during conditions that are colder and more stable than average.
Neglection of this dependencymay cause the dilution to be overestimated on average
causing lower gradients. Also, the spatial gradients in emissions might be underesti-
mated as many smaller diffuse sources are allocated according to population. Note
also that for PM10 mass thenatural background consisting of sea salt at the lowconcen-
trations is ratherwell captured. The underestimation of the anthropogenic part than
causes a skewed fit.

Carbonaceous particulate matter

Particulate organic matter in the atmosphere derives from direct primary emissions
andthe formationof secondaryorganic aerosol (SOA).Regarding theprimaryOCemis-
sions, it has recently been suggested that part of these emissions are not properly rep-
resented in the emission databases. For example in the case ofwood combustion emis-
sions, Denier van der Gon et al. (2015) argued that emission factors are used that are
obtained from measurements in hot air directly after emission, while condensation
may occur immediately when the emitted air is cooled down to ambient conditions,
increasing the effective emissions. Revision of the emission model input through in-
corporating this immediate “condensable” PM,which consists entirely ofOC,would
increase the PM-OCemissions and thereby reduce the gap betweenmodelled and ob-
served OC. This hypothesis needs further study, but from our model perspective it
would fit well with the underrepresentation ofOC. Fromamodelling perspective im-
provements for the representation of organic aerosol can bemade aswell. Biogenic as
well as anthropogenic VOCs undergo oxidation reactions in the atmosphere and even-
tually condensate to formparticles. This SOA formation is not included in this version
of lotos-euros. Furthermore, Donahue et al. (2009) postulated that primary and
secondary organics partition between the gas and aerosol phase and that the gaseous
fraction can age to lower volatile species. One possibility to include the semi-volatile
natureoforganics andageingprocesses in lotos-euros, thereby improving themodel
performancefororganicmatter, is touseavolatilitybasisset(vbs) forVOCs(Laneetal.,
2008). Concluding, the extension of the organicmattermodel descriptionmay signifi-
cantly decrease thenon-modelledmass and it is anticipated that the source attribution
of PMcould shift considerably.

Particulate nitrate

Lotos-eurosunderestimates observednitrate concentrations by40%. In theNether-
lands most of the nitrate is present in the form of ammonium nitrate (Weijers et al.,
2011). The concentration of ammoniumnitrate is sensitive to the sulphate concentra-
tion, concentrations of the precursor gases as well as the meteorological conditions.
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Thismakes the diagnosis of the origin of an underestimation difficult as one needs to
verify the source strengths of precursors, chemical production of sulphate and nitric
acid, the equilibriumbetween ammoniumnitrate and its gaseous counterparts aswell
as the sinks for all components involved. Major improvementmay be expected from
improved representation of the ammonia emissions as function of ambient conditions
(Skjøth et al., 2011). Furthermore, the lifetime of the components is largely influenced
by atmospheric stability andmixing, whichmay differ greatly betweenmodels andme-
teorological drivers (Stern et al., 2008). Recently, contradicting studies about the cor-
rectness of the equilibriummodels have been published (Fisseha et al., 2006; Schaap
et al., 2011; Yuet al., 2005) and it hasbeenpostulated that the time scales to reachchem-
ical equilibrium may be in the order of minutes so that vertical mixing should be ac-
countedfor intheassessmentof theequilibrium(AandeBrughetal., 2012;Morinoetal.,
2006). Moreover, the influence of organic compounds on gas-aerosol partitioning of
nitrate should be investigated. Finally, themodelling of coarsemode nitrate remains
a challenge (Berge, 2009; Hodzic et al., 2006). The current model set-up underesti-
mates the amount of coarse nitrate, but evaluation is difficult as sodium chloride on
the filter reactswith gaseousnitric acid yielding additional nitrate (Weijers et al., 2012).
As sea salt ismainly present in the coarsemode, this artefact occurs predominantly in
the PM10 sampler and to a lesser extent in the PM2.5 sampler. Hence, a substantial but
unknownpart of the difference between the samplers, and thus the coarsemode,may
be artificial. More experimental work is needed to constrain the coarsemode nitrate
concentrations in different environments.

Mineral dust

Annew addition to the input dataweremineral dust emissions from sources inside the
Europeandomain(asopposedtoboundaryconditions thataccount fore.g. Saharadust
episodes). A first attempthasbeenmadebyVautardet al. (2005),who focusedonwind-
blown dust. Themineral dust emission functions included in lotos-euros build on
thesestudiesandincludeadditional functionsfor traffic re-suspensionandagricultural
practices (Schaap et al., 2009). The latter are based on a limited experimental basis,
whichmay not be representative for the full range of European conditions. Moreover,
thecouplingofemissionfactorswithmeteorologicalparameters isverybasicandneeds
to be improved. Denier van der Gon et al. (2010) estimated the overall uncertainty
associatedwith themodelled concentrations ofmineral dust to be a factor 2–3 , which
is in linewithestimatesbyVautardet al. (2005). Modelledmineral dust concentrations
acrosstheNetherlandsexceedthemeasuredconcentrationsbyafactor2. However, the
Dutch campaign data (Weijers et al., 2011) are systematically on the low side compared
to measurements at other locations in Europe, at which the lotos-euros model in
general underestimatesmineral dust concentrations (Denier van derGon et al., 2010).
Newmeasurement data for Rotterdamgive higher concentrations than those obtained
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during the 2007–2008 campaign (Keuken et al., 2011). Hence,more experimental data
onmineral dust concentrations and source characterisation are needed to confirm its
concentration and unravel its origin.

In short, lotos-eurosmisses about 40% (8 μgm−3) of the measured PM10 mass. It
can be explained by an underestimation of nitrate by 1.5 μgm−3 and organicmatter by
4–5 μgm−3. Mineral dust concentrations may be overestimated up to 1 μgm−3. Con-
sidering that about 10%(about 2 μgm−3) is unexplained in themass closure exercise
performedon the experimental data (Weijers et al., 2011), the gap to the explainedmea-
suredmass is only about 1 μgm−3.

Ifmodel improvements concerning nitrate and especially (secondary) organicmatter
are implemented, the anthropogenic contribution toPM10 andPM2.5 concentrations is
expected to increase, as these substancesmainly originate fromman-made emissions.
Thedomesticandthetransportsectorareexpectedtobecomemoredominant,because
anthropogenic VOCemissions occurmainly in those sectors.

2.4.3 Comparison to other source apportionment studies for the Netherlands

Previous studies to assess the origin of PM in theNetherlands have used theopsmodel
(Buijsmanetal., 2005;Veldersetal., 2008,2009,2010,2011). Substantialdifferencesbe-
tweenthetwomodelsexist.Lotos-euros is able tomodelnon-linearprocesses,which
ops linearises. In ops, formation of SIA components is irreversible, whereas lotos-
eurosusesanequilibriummoduletomakesurethat theconcentrationsof thedifferent
SIA components are balanced.Lotos-euros includedmore PMcomponents, such as
mineraldust, anduses lowerdepositionvelocities thanops. Ops runsona1×1 km2 res-
olution and uses a plumedescription tomodel the transport of air pollution, whereas
lotos-euroshas a lower resolution (7×7 km2 in this study) and themodel isEulerian.
Although these differences between themodelsmight generate quite differentmodel
outcomes, this study largely confirms previous work with ops. The shares for Dutch
(15%) and foreign sources (28%) to PM10 found in this study are very close to those
derived by Buijsman et al. (2005), respectively 15 and 30%. Buijsman et al. (2005) ar-
rived at a non-modelled fraction of 55%, including sea salt and mineral dust. In this
study, wewere able to reduce the non-modelled share to 40%.

The explanation of the missing mass is better in the present study than in Buijsman
et al. (2005), who labelledmost of it as ‘soil dust and other’ whereaswe now show that
it is not soilmaterial butmostly organic aerosol fromboth anthropogenic andbiogenic
origin. Amore recent application ofops byVelders et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) attributes
on average for the years 2007–2009 3.7 μgm−3 of PM10 (in total 23.5 μgm−3) toDutch
sources. Foreign emissions including international shipping cause 7.2 μgm−3 of PM10
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in theNetherlands, and sea salt is estimated to contribute 4.5 μgm−3. Non-modelled
components, includingmineral dust, add another 8.4 μgm−3 on average. We arrive at
aDutch contribution to PM10 of 3.4 μgm−3 and a foreign contribution of 6.5 μgm−3 on
average for theNetherlands in2007–2009, includingmineraldust. Therelatively larger
share for foreign sources found in this study compared to Velders et al. (2008, 2009,
2010) can be explained by the lower deposition velocity of particles in lotos-euros.
The emission database used in both studies is almost the same and differences aremi-
nor. The attribution of theDutch share of the average PM10 concentrations to sectors
is comparable for the two studies, with the largest difference for the residential sec-
tor (0.09 μgm−3 for lotos-euros and 0.5 μgm−3 for Velders et al. (2008, 2009, 2010)).
The source attribution for PM2.5 is also similar for the two studies, although lotos-
euros yields somewhat lower concentrations due to industry and transport compared
toVelders et al. (2008, 2009, 2010).

The domestic contribution to PM2.5 is 2.9 μgm−3 Velders et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) ver-
sus 2.2 μgm−3 (this study), whereas the foreign contribution is again larger for the ops
studies (6.2 versus 5.4 μgm−3).

As lotos-euros includesmineral dust, whichops does not, and uses a lower aerosol
dry deposition velocity thanops, a highermodelled PMconcentration for the lotos-
euros model was expected. This was not found, and since ops models higher con-
centrations of national primary material this hints at an important difference in the
mixing and short range transport characteristics. Inspection of the modelled distri-
butions shows that the impact of large urban areas andmajor highways ismuchmore
pronounced for ops. The higher resolution in combinationwith the plume approach
used inops appears to result ina systematically larger shareof ground levelprimaryPM
due to national emissions. As emissionsmay be diluted too quickly in the gridmodel
lotos-euros, incorporating a plume-in-grid approach in lotos-eurosmight be ben-
eficial as this would combine the benefits of using a non-linear regional ctmwith the
ability tomodel local concentrationsmore accurately.

2.5 Conclusions and outlook

For the first time, a chemically consistent source apportionment for particulatemat-
terwas obtained for theNetherlands, that provides insight in the spatial and temporal
variability of the source apportionment per sector. A dedicated source apportionment
modulewas developed for the regional air qualitymodel lotos-euros and used to es-
tablish the source attributionof PM10 andPM2.5 in theNetherlands for 2007 to 2009 at
sector level,distinguishingbetweennationalandforeignsources. Specialattentionwas
given to the source attribution during peak episodes. The quality of the source appor-
tionment depends on the quality of the emission input data aswell as the capability of
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themodel to capture the formation routes and fate of the components in a realisticway.
Themodelled PM10 concentrationsmiss about 40%(8 μgm−3) of themeasured PM10

mass. This ismostly explainedby anunderestimationof nitrate (about1.5 μgm−3) and
organicmatter (about4–5 μgm−3). Therefore, it is concluded that a better understand-
ing and representation of emissions and atmospheric processes concerning primary
and secondary organic aerosol and nitratewill reduce the non-modelled fraction con-
siderably, significantly improve the presented source allocation and may change the
source sector contributions (as not all source sectorswill contribute equally to organic
matter and nitrate). Furthermore, the results are sensitive to the assumption concern-
ing the origin of ammoniumnitrate, an important PMcomponent in theNetherlands.

On average for the years 2007–2009, themodelled PM10 concentration in theNether-
landswas 13–22 μgm−3, depending on location. A gradient fromnorth (13 μgm−3) to
south (18 μgm−3) was observed, with higher concentrations in densely populated ar-
eas with large industrial activities like Rotterdam. For PM2.5 the concentration was
9–11 μgm−3, with the highest values along thewest-east line in themiddle of the coun-
try. The annual averageobservedconcentrations for these yearswere22.8–25.2 μgm−3

for PM10 and 13.8–15.0 μgm−3 for PM2.5 (Velders et al., 2008, 2009, 2010). This leaves
about 9 and 5 μgm−3 of non-modelledmass for PM10 andPM2.5, respectively.

Overall, this study confirmsprevious researchon theoriginof particulatematter in the
Netherlands, but capturesmore of the PMmasswithmodelling and offersmore detail.
Based on modelled PM, 70–80% of PM10 and 80–95% of PM2.5 in the Netherlands is
man-made. About 1/3 of anthropogenic PM10 is of Dutch origin and 2/3 originates in
foreign countries. Agriculture and transport are theDutch sectorswith the largest con-
tribution to PM10 mass in theNetherlands, together responsible for 85%of theDutch
contribution. The foreign contribution ismore equally apportioned to road transport,
other transport, industry, power generation and agriculture,making up 90%of the for-
eign contribution to PM in theNetherlands.

In general, the Dutch contribution to the concentration of primary aerosol is larger
than for secondary species. The sectoral origin of the PM components changes per
substance and is location and time dependent. During peak episodes, natural sources
are less important than under normal conditions, whereas especially road transport
and agriculture becomemore important. For theNetherlands as awhole, the foreign
share is larger in the high concentration range. This can be explained by the fact that
peak episodes are usually associatedwith easterlywindsor stable conditions,while the
natural components (mainly sea salt) show the highest concentrationswithwesterly
winds.

To evaluate themodel performance themodel resultswere compared tomass concen-
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trationmeasurements throughout theNetherlands. To gain further insight in the qual-
ity of the source apportionment amore specificmodel evaluation is needed. Compre-
hensive experimental data sets allow to identify and apportion observed PM concen-
trations to source categories using a statistical receptor model (e.g. Positive Matrix
Factorisation (pmf)) or specific tracers (Viana et al., 2009). To optimally use specific
tracers such as vanadium for heavy fuel oil combustion a redefinition of the apportion-
ment in terms of fuelsmay beworthwhile.
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CHAPTER 3

Dynamic ammonia emission time profiles

improve ammonia modelling

A ccuratemodelling of mitigation measures for nitrogen deposition and sec-
ondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) episodes requires a detailed representation of

emission patterns fromagriculture. In this study themeteorological influence on the
temporal variability of ammonia emissions from livestock housing and application of
manureand fertiliser are included in thechemistry transportmodel lotos-euros. For
manure application, manure transport data from Flanders (Belgium) were used as a
proxy to derive the emission variability. Using improved ammonia emission variability
strongly improvesmodel performance for ammonia,mainly by a better representation
of the springmaximum. The impact onmodel performance for SIAwas negligible be-
cause ammonia is not a limiting factor for SIA formation in the ammonia-rich region in
which the emission variabilitywasupdated. The contributionofFlemish agriculture to
modelled annualmean ammonia and SIA concentrations in Flanderswere quantified
at respectively 7–8 and 1–2 μgm−3. A scenario studywas performed to investigate the
effects of reducing ammonia emissions frommanure application during PMepisodes
by 75%, yielding a maximum reduction in modelled SIA levels of 1–3 μgm−3 during
episodes. Year-to-year emission variability and a soil module to explicitly model the
emissionprocess frommanure and fertiliser application areneeded to further improve
themodelling of the ammonia budget.

This chapterwas published as:
C. Hendriks, R. Kranenburg, J.J.P. Kuenen, B. van den Bril, V. Verguts, M. Schaap, Ammonia emission time
profilesbasedonmanure transportdata improveammoniamodellingacrossnorthwesternEurope,Atmos. Environ.,
131 (2016) 83–96

Thework presented here was financed by the FlemishGovernment, Department of Environment, Nature
andEnergy (reference: lne/ol201200017).
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DYNAMIC AMMONIA EMISS ION TIME PROFILES IMPROVE AMMONIA MODELLING

3.1 Introduction

Ammonia (NH3) is the primary formof reactive nitrogen in the environment (Sutton
et al., 2013). NH3 is lost to the environment at different stages of the nitrogen cascade:
during and after application of fertiliser to land, from senesces of plants, animal ex-
cretion in housing systems, during grazing and after application of manure, in food
processing, at industries using NH3 and as a byproduct from car exhausts equipped
with a three-way catalyst (Erismanet al., 2007;Galloway et al., 2003). The atmospheric
lifetime of ammonia is limited to several hours as it is effectively removed by dry and
wet deposition. Once deposited, the reduced nitrogen components contribute to acid-
ification and eutrophication of vulnerable terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems that can
lead to reduced biodiversity (Bobbink et al., 1998; Krupa, 2003). Recently, also the role
of reduced nitrogen in the fixation of carbon dioxide has emerged as a new research
topic (Reay et al., 2008).

Ammonia readily reacts with sulphuric and nitric acid to form its particulate ammo-
nium salts (Fowler et al., 2009). These particles play an important role in the radiation
balance of the earth as they contribute effectively to light scattering and they alter the
number, size andhygroscopic properties of cloud condensationnuclei (Xu andPenner,
2012). Moreover, particulate ammonium salts provide ameans of long range transport
of reducednitrogenduetotheir longeratmospheric lifetimethanammonia. In termsof
mass, ammoniumsaltscontribute largely(40–50%)tothe levelsof fineparticulatemat-
ter (Putaud et al., 2004), which is thought to cause adverse health effects (Brunekreef
andHolgate, 2002). Especially ammonium nitrate concentrations are increased dur-
ing particulatematter episodes in Europe (Vercauteren et al., 2011;Weijers et al., 2011).
The potential to mitigate particulate matter concentrations through ammonia emis-
sion reductions has been highlighted by severalmodelling studies (e.g. Banzhaf et al.,
2013; Bessagnet et al., 2014; Erisman and Schaap, 2004). In comparison tomitigating
emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, takingmeasures aimed at reducing
ammonia emissions is considered to be cost-effective (Pinder et al., 2007).

Despite its central role inmany environmental threats, our knowledge about the am-
monia budget is rather poor. Agriculture largely dominates the ammonia emissions
to air in Europe, of which livestock excretion is themost important source (Eurostat,
2010). However, there are large uncertainties in the emission estimates for ammonia
with errors over 50%on the global emission budget and even higher uncertainties on
regional/local scales (e.g.Gallowayetal., 2008;Suttonetal., 2013). InnorthwesternEu-
rope, livestockhousingandmanureapplicationare theagricultural activities leading to
the largest ammonia emissions (Velthof et al., 2015). Emissions from livestockhousing
in principle depend on the total inorganic nitrogen content of manure, the tempera-
ture and ventilation conditions aswell as housing type (Groot Koerkamp et al., 1998).
Manure and fertiliser application occursmainly at the start of the growing season for
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summer and winter crops, which occurs at different times in different climate zones
andmaydifferbetweenyears (Geels et al., 2012). Besides, the timingofmanureapplica-
tion depends on soil conditions such as soil water content and non-frozen conditions,
as well as agricultural practice, crop type and legislative limitations (Hutchings et al.,
2001; Webb et al., 2010). Although the annual emissions of manure application are
lower than those from livestock housing, the limited time period of application causes
these emissions to dominate during springtime in northwestern Europe.

Designing mitigation strategies for particulate matter relies on the use of chemistry
transportmodels (ctms) (Kiesewetter et al., 2015; Simpson et al., 2012). The emission
information used in ctms consists of inventories obtained by combining activity data
and activity-specific emission factors. Inmost ctms, the annual total emission of am-
monia is translated into hourly fluxes using relatively simple approaches (Hutchings
et al., 2001; Pouliot et al., 2012). Hence, the intrinsic dependence of ammonia emis-
sions onmeteorological conditions is neglected,whichmay be a severe limitation (Sut-
ton et al., 2013). Several validation studies have highlighted the underestimation of
the temporal variability in ammonia concentrations in comparison to observations
(Menut and Bessagnet, 2010; Pouliot et al., 2012; Skjøth and Geels, 2013). Moreover,
evaluation of seasonal cycles have highlighted that themonthwithmaximumammo-
nia levels in spring is often not predicted correctly (e.g. Banzhaf et al., 2013). A first
attempt tomodelNH3 emissionsdynamicallyhasbeenpresented forDenmark (Skjøth
et al., 2011). Application of the emissionmodel including temperature effects but ne-
glecting impacts of soil conditions improved the ctm skill. A second study related agri-
cultural cropping information and a process based description of the ammonia evapo-
ration from soils after fertiliser application (Hamaoui-Laguel et al., 2014). This study
showed that themore explicit approach affected the spatial distribution of the ammo-
nia emissions in France. Moreover, they reported a systematic effect onmodelled SIA
concentrations for a three-month period in 2007. The temporal variability inmanure
applicationisnotyet includedinthisstudy. Paulotetal. (2014)useaninversemodelling
approach to establish ammonia emission timing characteristics fromwet deposition
fluxmeasurementswhile Bash et al. (2013) use a process-based approach by coupling a
ctm to an agroecosystemmodel. These recent efforts show that the need to improve
the temporal variation of ammonia emissions iswidely recognised.

For some countrieswith a large livestock farming sector, detailed data onmanure pro-
duction, transport and/or application are available in order to monitor and regulate
the amount of manure applied to the land. This is for example the case for Flanders,
where in 2013 82%of ammonia emissions came fromanimalmanure (vmm, 2014). In
this studyweexamine theuseofFlemishmanure transportationdata tomodel the tem-
poral variability in ammonia emissions frommanure application. Moreover, we assess
if themodified temporal variability affectsmodelled ammonia and SIA concentrations
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using the ctm lotos-euros. Using the updated variability, we investigate the impact
of reducing emissions frommanure application onPM levels during episodes.

3.2 Ammonia emission variability

The ctm lotos-euros uses sector-specific time profiles tomodel the temporal vari-
ation of anthropogenic emissions over the year. For ammonia from agriculture, the
seasonal and hourly variation that is used is shown in figure 3.1. Standard practice in
ctms is to use these fixed time profiles for each year, independent of climatological
variables (Flechard et al., 2013). In reality, however,meteorological conditions have a
large impact on emissions from agriculture. The start of the growing season and soil
conditions determine when farmers work and fertilise their land. Also, emissions of
volatile ammonia from manure and livestock housing increase with temperature. As
the fate of reactive nitrogen after emission is also highly dependent on concurringme-
teorological conditions, it is important to usemeteorological dependent time profiles
for ammonia emissions in lotos-euros.
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Figure 3.1: Standard time profiles for ammonia emissions fromagriculture in lotos-
euros (Schaap et al., 2004).

To investigate the importance of a correct representation of temporal variability in
ammonia emissions, updated emission profiles formanure application, fertiliser appli-
cation and emissions from livestock housing are used in this study. These timeprofiles
are described in the following sections.

3.2.1 Manure application

Manure transportation datawere used as a proxy to estimate the variability in ammo-
nia emissions from manure application in Flanders during year. The Flemish Land-
maatschappij (vlm) providedmanure transportation data for 2007–2011 comprising
manure transports between farmers on a province basis. For these transports, the
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provinces in which sending and receiving farmer reside and the amount of manure,
including its nitrogen content, are reported. Two types of transport data were used.
Daily data are available formanure transports acrossmultiplemunicipality boundaries.
For manure that is transported across less than two municipality boundaries, longer
running contracts canbe reported (thesewerenot available for 2007). The vlmdivides
these evenly over the weeks in the contract period. For the years 2007 to 2011, daily
reports of manure transport accounted for 70% of the total nitrogen content of the
manure, while the longer running contracts contributed only 30%.

Figure 3.2 shows the amount ofmanure transport (in kg nitrogen) reported on a daily
basis for each receiving province for 2008. In this year, manure transport peaked in
early spring (February–March), late spring (April–May) and late summer (August–Sep-
tember). In April–May, the amount of transportedmanure is three times higher than
in February–March, while the August-September peak is comparable to the latter. All
provinces followroughly thesamepattern,both for thedailyand longer-termtransport
data. These features are seen for each year in the 2007–2011 period, although for some
years the two spring peaks overlap. This is for example the case in 2007 and 2011, in
which temperatureswere high in latewinter and early spring, causing an early start of
the growing season. In these years the second spring peak inmanure transport occurs
up to 20 days earlier than in 2008. On Sundays and public holidays, the quantity of
transported manure is much lower than during the week. This is probably because
althoughmanure transporton thesedays is allowed, applicationofmanure to the fields
is prohibited.
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Figure 3.2: Dailymanure transport data for 2008 for the Flemish provinces.

In total, themanure transport data used in this study account for roughly one third of
the amountofmanureused inFlanders each year. The remaining two thirds consists of
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manure that farmers apply on their own land. This ismainlymanure fromdairy cows
applied on grass andmaize fields. Towhich extent these data are representative for the
manureapplication forwhichnomanure transportdocuments are available, is difficult
to say as no detailed data on this part ofmanure application is available. According to
vlm experts (Dr. B. Fernagut, personal communication) it is valid to assume that the
non-documentedpartofmanureapplicationfollowsthesametemporalpatterns. Espe-
cially for the day-to-day variation the same patterns are expected for both transported
and non-transportedmanure. This variation is determined byweather conditions (e.g.
frost, heavy rain) rather than the growth season of the specific crop on the field. The
seasonal patternof grassland fertilisation (which is largely not represented in thedata)
isdifferent fromcrop fertilisationasmanurespreading in summer is commonforgrass-
lands but not for crops. This couldmean that using themanure transport data as proxy
for allmanure spreading causes an underestimation of ammonia emissions in summer.

In this study, we use the pattern of manure transport as a proxy for the temporal pat-
tern of ammonia emissions frommanure application. This proxy is only valid under a
number of important assumptions:

– Manure is applied to the fields on the day of transport, i.e. no storage occurs
on the receiving farm. The fact that on Sundays and public holidays hardly any
manure transport takes place supports this assumption.

– Ammonia emissions frommanure application occur on the day of application.

– The amount of ammonia emitted is directly proportional to the amount of nitro-
gen applied on the field, i.e. effects of differences in application technique, soil
type and condition and temperature are not taken into account in this study.

This implies that the time profile for ammonia emissions from manure in this study
is a simplification of reality. However, given the 7×7 km2 scale at which we calculate
ammonia concentrations, variables like soil type and application technique that differ
for each plot of land have to be aggregated anyway.

The transport data are converted into timeprofiles bydividing theweeklydataover the
days using the day-to-day variation emerging from the transport data on a daily basis.
Also, for Sundays and public holidays, onwhichmanure application is not allowed, the
transportedmanure is assumed tobeapplied to the landon thedaysdirectlybefore and
after the day(s) onwhichmanure application is forbidden. For the period 16October
– 15 February, the time profile is set to zero as Flemish legislation prohibits manure
application for the whole period. To convert this time profile to an hourly emission
profile, themanure transport data are normalised andmultiplied by the hourly profile
shown in figure 3.1.
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Weekly aggregated time profiles derived from themanure transport data are shown in
figure 3.3. The left panel shows an average over all years for each of the five provinces,
while the rightpanel shows theaverage for all provinces for eachyear. It is clear that the
difference between years (caused bymeteorological differences) is larger than the dif-
ference between provinces, with r2 values of 0.84 and 0.97, respectively. We therefore
assume that an average profile for Flanders for each year can be used for all provinces.
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Figure 3.3: Upper panels: weekly time profile for ammonia emissions from manure
application for the years 2007–2011 for each province (left) and an average
for all provinces for each year (right). Lower panels: corresponding scat-
ter plots comparing the variation in time profiles between provinces (left)
and years (right) to the 5-year average time profile for Flanders as awhole.
The provinces areWest-Flanders (WVL), East-Flanders (OVL), Antwerp,
(ANTW), Limburg (LIMB) andFlemish-Brabant (VLBRA).

3.2.2 Ammonia emissions from livestock housing and fertiliser application

The variability of ammonia emissions from livestock housing over the year is adapted
to better reflect the influence of temperature on emissions. With high temperatures,
ammonia evaporatesmore efficiently frommanure in livestock housing, especially for
open livestock housing inwhich there is no barrier between the air inside and outside
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thehousing facility. Weuse the relationbetweenTi (temperature inside livestockhous-
ing)and2-meterambient temperature foropenandclosed livestockhousingpresented
in Skjøth et al. (2004), which is displayed in figure 3.4. In this study we assumed that
50%of the emissions from livestockhousing comes fromopen facilities and50%from
closed systems.
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Figure 3.4: Relation between temperature inside livestock housing (Ti) and ambient
temperature at 2m(T) (Skjøth et al., 2004).

To represent the variability in ammonia emissions from application of chemical fer-
tiliser, we use theGaussian distributionswith a correction factor to account for differ-
ences inambienttemperatureforspringandsummerfertiliserapplicationaspresented
in Skjøth et al. (2004). The parametrisations for emissions from livestock housing and
fertiliser application are applied on each grid cell in themodel domain using tempera-
ture data from theEuropeanCentre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ecmwf).
After normalisation for each grid cell, this leads to hourly time factors. Figure 3.5 pres-
ents the time profiles for ammonia emissions from livestock housing and fertiliser ap-
plication forWingene in Flanders (51.06°N, 3.28°E). For livestock housing, the ammo-
nia emissions during winter are about half of those during the summer months. On
top of this seasonal variation, day-to-day and diurnal variations in temperature can
cause another 25%variability in emission factor. The time profile for ammonia emis-
sions fromchemical fertilisers shows a strongmaximum in earlyMarch, with the com-
plete annual budget being emitted between the beginning of February andmid-April.
Thismeans that, while this emission source causes only 10%of the annual ammonia
emissions from agriculture in Flanders, its contribution to ammonia concentrations
in spring can be quite large. Daily variations in temperature can give rise to a 20%devi-
ation from theGaussian distribution that describes the seasonal emission pattern.
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Figure 3.5: Temporal variability ofNH3emissions from livestockhousing (left) and fer-
tiliser application (right) forWingene (Flanders) in 2009, based on Skjøth
et al. (2004).

3.2.3 Emission inventory

For anthropogenic trace gas emissions we use the European joaquin emission data-
base (Denier van der Gon et al., 2015, pages 7–10) which is based on the tno-macc-
ii emission database (Kuenen et al., 2014). In the joaquin set, emissions from the
Netherlands, Flanders and the UK have been replaced with the countries’ own high
resolution gridded emission inventories which have been converted and aggregated
to the 1/8 × 1/16 degree grid. For Flanders the total NH3 emission from agriculture is
40 kt (28%manure, 62%livestock housing, 10%chemical fertiliser) (vmm, 2014). The
geographical distribution for these sourceswere taken from the emissionmapping e-
mapmodel (Maes et al., 2008) and displayed in figure 3.6.

3.3 Chemistry transport simulation and validation

3.3.1 Model description LOTOS-EUROS

Lotos-euros is a three dimensional chemistry transportmodel. The off-line Eulerian
gridmodel simulates air pollution concentrations in the lower troposphere solving the
advection-diffusion equation on a regular lat-lon-gridwith variable resolutionover Eu-
rope (see Schaap et al. (2008) for a detailed description of the model). The vertical
transport and diffusion scheme accounts for atmospheric density variations in space
and time and for all vertical flux components. The vertical grid is based on terrain fol-
lowing vertical coordinates and extends to 3.5 km above sea level. The model uses a
dynamicmixing layer approach to determine the vertical structure,meaning that the
vertical layers vary in space and time. The layer on top of a 25msurface layer follows
themixing layer height, which is obtained from the ecmwfmeteorological input data
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NH3 emission fraction

0.000 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020
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Figure 3.6: Emission pattern of NH3 (fraction, summing to 1 for Flanders) from ma-
nure and fertiliser application (left) and livestock housing (right) in Flan-
ders based on e-map (Maes et al., 2008) and used in this study.

that is used to force the model. The height of the two reservoir layers is determined
by the difference between the model top at 3.5 km and the mixing layer height. Both
layers areequally thickwithaminimumof50m. Whenthemixing layer extendsnearor
above 3.5 km, the top of themodel exceeds 3.5 kmaccording to the above-mentioned
description. Thehorizontal advectionof pollutants is calculated applying amonotonic
advection schemedeveloped byWalcek (2000).

Gas-phase chemistry is simulated using the tno cbm-iv scheme,which is a condensed
version of the original scheme (Whitten et al., 1980). Hydrolysis ofN2O5 is explicitly
described following Schaap et al. (2004).Lotos-euros explicitly accounts for cloud
chemistry computing sulphate formation as a function of cloud liquid water content
andclouddropletpHasdescribedinBanzhafetal. (2012). Foraerosolchemistrylotos-
euros features the thermodynamic equilibriummodule isorropia2 (Fountoukis and
Nenes, 2007). Dry deposition fluxes are calculated using the resistance approach as
implemented in the depac (DEPosition of AcidifyingCompounds)module (Erisman
andBaldocchi, 1994; VanZanten et al., 2010). Furthermore, a compensation point ap-
proach for ammonia is included in the dry deposition module (Wichink Kruit et al.,
2012). Thewet depositionmodule accounts for droplet saturation following Banzhaf
et al. (2013). In lotos-euros, the temporal variationof thenon-agricultural emissions
is represented by monthly, daily and hourly time factors that break down the annual
totals for each source category (Schaap et al., 2004). The biogenic emission routine is
based on detailed information on tree species over Europe (Köble and Seufert, 2001).
The emission algorithm is described in Schaap et al. (2009) and is very similar to the
simultaneously developed routine by Steinbrecher et al. (2009). Sea salt emissions are
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described usingMårtensson et al. (2003) for the finemode and (Monahan et al., 1986)
for the coarsemode. Dust emissions from agricultural activities and resuspension of
particles from traffic are included following Schaap et al. (2009).

Lotos-euros includes a source apportionment module, which enables tracking the
origin of themodelled concentrations of tracers containing sulphur, carbon, oxidised
or reduced nitrogen compounds and primary particulates. Using a labelling technique
themodule calculates the contribution of specified sources for allmodel grid cells and
timesteps. Thecontributionsper labelarecalculatedas fractionsof thetotal tracercon-
centration. The source apportionmentmodule is extensively described inKranenburg
et al. (2013).

3.3.2 Model simulations

In this study three simulations were performed to quantify the impact of the new ap-
proach tomodel the temporal variability of agricultural ammonia emissions. The first
simulation, inwhich the default emission profiles are used, serves as the base case. In
the following, this run is called default. Next, a simulation is performed in which the
time profiles frommanure, livestock housing and fertiliser application emissions are
replaced by the improved approaches, called the new run. These simulationswere run
for the period 2007–2011. A third runwas done for 2009 only, using the standard time
profiles for emissions frommanure applicationwhile using the updated ones for live-
stock housing and fertiliser application. This run is called house-fert. This enables us
to quantify the influence of the change in emissions frommanure on themodel results
and performance.

The threemodel runsdescribed abovewere run for a domain centredoverBelgiumand
theNetherlands (2°–9°E, 49°–55°N) on a 0.125° × 0.0625° lon-lat resolution (about
8×7 km2). These high resolution simulations are nested (oneway) into a single Euro-
pean scale simulation (15°W–30°E, 35°–70°N) at 0.5° × 0.25° lon-lat resolution. The
lower resolutionEuropean simulationwas performed using the default emission pro-
files, sinceextrapolationof the timeprofilesbasedonmanure transportdata to regions
far away fromFlanders is not warranted. This is due to shifts in climatological condi-
tions and agricultural practices. Because the atmospheric lifetimeof ammonia is in the
order of a fewhours,we feel that the impact of theboundary conditions is limited given
the size of the zoomdomain around theNetherlands andBelgium.

To track the contribution of emission sources to ammonia and SIA concentrations, the
following sourceswere labelled in themodel runs:

– Flemish livestock housing
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– Flemishmanure application

– Flemish fertiliser application

– Other Flemish agricultural activities

– Flemish transport

– Other sources in Flanders

– Sources fromoutside Flanders (includingWallonia andBrussels)

– Natural sources

– Sources outside domain boundaries.

In this way, the impact of the important ammonia emission sources in Flanders on
ammonia and particulatematter concentrations can be quantified separately and the
relative importance of the Flemish agricultural sector for PM levels can be compared
to that of the transport sector.

3.3.3 Evaluation using observations

To evaluate themodel performance for ammonia, a comparison of themodel runswas
madewithmeasurements from the Flemish Environmental Agency (Bo van den Bril,
personal communication). For the period 2007–2011 two-weekly passive sampler data
are available for 20 measuring locations in Flanders, 8 of which have started in 2008
(vmm, 2013). To validatemodelled PM10 andSIA componentsNH4, NO3 andSO4,mea-
surement data from the secondChemkar campaignwas used (vmm, 2010). Dailymea-
surements of PM and its components are available from October 2008 to November
2009. Samplingoccurredat every6th day resulting inabout60observationsat eachsite.
Note that the stations include three background sites (Moerkerke, Aarschot andRetie)
and six sites in source areas. As theSIA levels arenormally not enhanced atPMhotspot
locations (e.g.Weijers et al., 2011) the evaluation for SIA is not expected to be affected
by the location of the sites. However, for PM10 we expect that themodel severely un-
derestimates concentrations at hotspots as local contributions are not captured using
a regionalmodel.

For themodel validation time series ofNH3, PM10 andSIAcomponentswere evaluated
aswell as the annual average concentrations and rootmean square error (rmse) at all
stations.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Mean geographical distributions

Figure 3.7 shows the averagemodelled concentrations of ammonia, ammonium, PM2.5

and PM10 for the period 2007–2011 from the new model run. For ammonia, the re-
gionswith intensive agriculture (thewestern part of Flanders, the eastern part of the
Netherlands and Niedersachsen in Germany) show markedly higher concentrations
(7–14 μgm−3) compared to the rest of the domain (1–5 μgm−3). The strong local gradi-
ents reflect the short atmospheric lifetime of ammonia.

0.0 2.6 5.2 7.8 10.4 13.0
concentration [µg m–3]

(a)NH3

0.00 0.36 0.72 1.08 1.44 1.80
concentration [µg m–3]

(b)NH4

0.0 2.4 4.8 7.2 9.6 12.0
concentration [µg m–3]

(c)PM2.5

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0
concentration [µg m–3]

(d)PM10

Figure 3.7: 5-year average (2007–2011)modelled concentrations ofNH3, NH4 , PM2.5

andPM10. Results from newmodel run.
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The gradient for ammonium, forwhich ammonia is the only precursor, is smoother al-
though anelevation in the source regions for ammonia is still visible. Modelled concen-
trationsarebetween1–1.65 μgm−3. ForPM2.5, a backgroundannual averageconcentra-
tion of 7 μgm−3 ismodelledwith concentrations in highly populated areas increasing
to 9 μgm−3. For PM10, the annual average background and hotspotmodelled concen-
trations are 10–13 and 18 μgm−3 respectively. For PM, gradients across the domain
are dominated by other sources than agriculture, such as transport and industrial ac-
tivities. In regionswith high ammonia emissions such as thewestern part of Flanders,
the contribution of ammonium toPM2.5 levels can be up to 20%(10% for PM10). For
an overall discussion of particulate matter modelling with lotos-euroswe refer to
Hendriks et al. (2013) (chapter 2 of this thesis). Herewe focus on the ammonia andSIA
components.

The differences in annual averagemodelled fields between the default run and the new
run are small (not shown), both in geographical patterns and absolute levels.

3.4.2 Impact on ammonia modelling

Figure 3.8 shows the averagemodelled ammonia concentrations for 2007–2011 for the
default andnewmodel runs compared tomeasuredvalues at 20measurement locations
in Flanders. Themodelled ammonia concentrations from the new run underestimate
themeasurements across Flanders by an average of 0.6 μgm−3 with variations in bias
ranging from −3 to 2 μgm−3. All averagemodelled concentrations increase going from
thedefault run, inwhich theaveragebias is−0.9 μgm−3, to thenewmodel run. Theslight
increase is explained by the higher emissions under fair weather conditionswith lower
removal through rainout. In general the geographical variability ofmodelled concen-
trations reflects that found in the observations.

Time series of modelled and measured NH3 concentrations for measurement sites
Tienen and Bonheiden are displayed in figure 3.9. The measurements show a spring
maximum in ammonia concentrations with less pronounced elevated values in sum-
mer. The general temporal pattern is captured by lotos-euros in the default run, al-
though the springmaximumis stronglyunderestimated formost years. Thenewmodel
runrepresentsthespringmaximumbetterbutcapturingtheyear-to-yearandgeograph-
ical variability in themagnitude of this peak remains difficult. Figure 3.10 displays the
temporal correlation between the twomodel runs and the observations for the entire
2007–2011periodand for eachmeasurement site, showing an improvementof15–20%
in correlation coefficient.

To distinguish the impact of updating themodelled temporal variability for ammonia
emissions frommanure application, livestock housing and fertiliser application, a run
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Figure 3.8: Measured versus modelled average NH3 concentrations for 20 measure-
ment locations in Flanders for the default and newmodel runs.
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Figure 3.9: Time series of measured and modelled ammonia concentrations at mea-
surement locations Bonheiden andTienen.

was done for 2009 in which only the temporal variability for the latter two were up-
dated (run house-fert). For manure application the standard time profiles were used.
The correlation coefficients and biases for allmeasurement sites for the three runs for
2009 are shown in table 3.1. For all sites, themodel performance increases going from
default via house-fert to the new settings. For most locations, updating the temporal
variability for livestock housing and fertiliser application is responsible for the larger
part of the improvement in correlation and bias going from the default to the new run.
For some stations the update formanure application appears to be dominant. We can
therefore conclude that both steps are important to improve ammonia modelling in
lotos-euros.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation (r) of default and newmodel runswithmeasurements for the
period 2007–2011 for all locations.

3.4.3 Impact on inorganic aerosol modelling

Table 3.2 lists the bias, correlation and rmse of the default and new model runs com-
pared toChemkar 2measurement data for nine locations. This comparison shows that
the performance of lotos-euros for SIA and PM changes only slightly when better
temporal variability of NH3 emissions is included. For NO3 and NH4, the default run
evenperformsslightlybetter, although for some locations a small improvement is seen.
The largest difference between themodel runs is found for SO4, for which the bias in-
creases but the change in correlation and rmse is in the direction of bettermodel per-
formance for the new model run. Model performance for total PM10 is slightly better
for the default run.

Asthemodelbias intable 3.2andtheplotsofannualaveragemeasuredandmodelledval-
ues (figure 3.11) show, lotos-euros underestimates PM10 measurements by 30–50%,
dependingon the location. The fact that the current operational lotos-euros version
does not include secondary organic aerosol is thought to explain the largest part of this
underestimation (Hendriks et al., 2013, chapter 2 of this thesis). The underestimation
of PM10 concentrations is smaller for the background stations than for the hotspots, at
which thecontributions fromlocal sourcesarenotcapturedwell by the regionallotos-
eurosmodel. SIA concentrations are underestimated about 25% (forNO3 and SO4;
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for NH4 no structural bias is observed). Figure 3.11 shows that the update of the time
profiles forNH3 fromagricultureonlyhasanoticeable impactonmodelledannual aver-
age levels ofNH4 and SO4, both ofwhich show slightly lowermodelled concentrations
using thenew timeprofiles. For these two components, lotos-eurosunderestimates
the spatial variability of the observations in Flanders. The spatial variability of SO4 is
difficult to capture in a regionalmodel because of uncertainties in the representation
of cloud chemistry. The underestimation of spatial SO4 variability causes the spatial
variability ofNH4 concentrations to be underestimated aswell, sinceNH4 is bound to
eitherNO3 or SO4.
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Figure 3.11: Average measured versus modelled concentrations of PM10, NH4, NO3

and SO4 for the default and new model run. Different symbols are used
for background stations and hotspot stations. Observations taken from
vmm (2010).
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3.4.4 Source apportionment

For themodel run includingmeteorological dependent ammonia emissions fromagri-
culture, a source attribution exercisewas performed for the source categories present-
ed insection 3.3.3. Figure 3.12 showsthemodelledconcentrationofammoniaandPM10

attributed to emissions fromagriculture in Flanders. The contribution of agricultural
emission is highest in regionswhere intensive agriculture takes place,mainly thewest-
ern part of Flanders. On average across Flanders, the contribution of Flemish agricul-
ture to the 5-year average ammonia concentrations is 59% with a maximum of 80%
(10 μgm−3) in the western source area. The contribution of Flemish agriculture to 5-
year averagePM10 concentrations ismore evenly dividedover the region and is on aver-
age 9%(about 1 μgm−3) going up to 15%(2 μgm−3) for thewestern part of Flanders.

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
NH3 concentration [µg m–3]

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
PM10 concentration [µg m–3]

Figure 3.12: Modelled concentration (new model run) of NH3 (left) and PM10 (right)
attributed to the agriculture sector in Flanders (average 2007–2011).

Table 3.3 shows the source attribution for all selected sectors for 5-yearmodelled con-
centrations ofNH3, NH4 andPM10 for Flanders on average and for Roeselare, a village
in thewesternpart ofFlanders. Fromthis table, it is clear that the contributionofFlem-
ish agriculture to average concentrations ofNH3, NH4 andPM10 is larger in Roeselare
than for Flanders on average. The contribution of Flemish agriculture to pollutant lev-
els in Flanders is larger for NH3 than for NH4, reflecting the strongly local character
and short lifetime of NH3, whereas NH4 can be transported across longer distances.
Livestock housing is the largest contributing subsector of agriculture for all three pol-
lutants, followed bymanure application. This reflects the emission proportions.
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For Flanders on average the contribution of agriculture to PM10 is about 75% of the
contributionofFlemish road transport, about half ofwhich stems fromammonia emis-
sions. The remainder originates mainly from primary particulates emitted from live-
stock housing andduring land cultivation. Agriculture and transport are the largest do-
mestic contributors toPM10 inFlanders: together they cause86%of thedomestic part
of average modelled PM10 concentrations. Anthropogenic sources outside Flanders
contribute about 50%, whereas natural sources (mainly sea salt) contribute around
20%depending on the distance from the coast.

The source attribution presented above looks atmulti-year averages. During episodes
the source attribution can be quite different. Figure 3.13 illustrates this, showingmod-
elled PM10 concentrations for Flanders on average during the spring of 2011, inwhich
PMepisodes occurred from 28 February – 5March, 15–18March and 15–21 April. Mea-
sured concentrations during these episodeswerewell above 50 μgm−3.Lotos-euros
underestimates themeasured concentrations by about 30–40%but the source attribu-
tion information is still informative. Figure 3.13 shows thatwhile the first two episodes
have a largely regional character with a high contribution of PM fromabroad, the last
episode shows mainly elevated contributions from Flemish sources. During this epi-
sode, themodelled contribution of Flemish agriculture to PM10 roughly doubles from
2–3 μgm−3 to about 5 μgm−3.
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Figure 3.13: Source attribution of PM10 in Flanders during the spring of 2011.

3.4.5 Effect of reduction NH3 emission from manure application on PM peaks

In north-western Europe, PMepisodes in spring are quite common. In this period the
largest share of manure and fertiliser is applied as well. If stable atmospheric condi-
tions occur during the peak ofmanure application, emissions from these processes are
hypothesised to contribute significantly to PMconcentrations during episodes. To in-
vestigate whether shifting manure application to days before and after a PM episode
can help reducing the amount of exceedance days (days atwhich the average PM10 ex-
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ceeds 50 μgm−3), a scenario studywas performed inwhich 75%of the ammonia emis-
sion frommanure and fertiliser application of the day before and during episodeswas
shifted to the days before and after this period. This was done for the zoom domain
described in section 3.3.2, nested in theEuropean simulationwithdefault timeprofiles.
Theeffectof thisemissionreductionduringPMepisodesonmodelledPM10 is shownin
table 3.4. The impact onmodelled PM10 is limited, themaximummodelled reduction
is 3.2 μgm−3. The effect is largest for the episode during 15–21 April which is explained
by the largely local character of this episode. During the episode 28 February – 5March
themaximum reduction in this scenario is 0.9 μgm−3 illustrating the stronger regional
influence (compare to figure 3.13).

Table 3.4: Modelled reduction inNH4 and PM10 concentrations in 2011 if 75%of the
emissions frommanure and fertiliser application of the day before and dur-
ing episodeswas shifted to the days before and after this period.

Date NH4 PM10

28 February 0.23 0.83
1March 0.20 0.69
2March 0.04 0.14
3March 0.00 0.01
4March 0.01 0.00
5March 0.25 0.92

15March 0.22 0.92
16March 0.35 1.39
17March 0.61 2.25
18March 0.39 1.46

15 April 0.45 1.75
16 April 0.63 2.46
17 April 0.83 3.23
18 April 0.27 1.21
19 April 0.34 1.48
20April 0.67 2.94
21 April 0.47 2.06

3.5 Discussion and conclusions

This study shows that usingmeteorological dependent temporal variability of ammo-
nia emissions from agriculture strongly improves ammoniamodelling. This is the first
study inwhichmanure transport data are used as a proxy for the temporal variability in
ammonia emissions. Although the use of this proxy comeswith quite large uncertain-
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ties and simplifications, comparisonwith ambient ammonia concentrationmeasure-
ments show that for the 7×7 km2 scale a considerable improvement over the use of
standard time profiles is observed. Temporal correlation betweenmodelled andmea-
suredammoniaconcentrations increasedonaverage10%. Incorporating temperature-
dependent time profiles for emissions from livestock housing and chemical fertiliser
application also improved the correlationwith on average 15%compared to the stan-
dard time profiles. The impact onmodelled SIA andPMconcentrations found in this
study is limited. Acorrect representationof temporal variabilityof ammoniaemissions
is also important for source attribution studies that increase insight in the potential of
mitigationmeasuresduringPMepisodes. Also, emissionsofammonia fromagriculture
are the most important contributor to deposition of reduced nitrogen (Sutton et al.,
2011). A better understanding of the temporal variability of this emission source will
also improve nitrogen depositionmodelling and allow for better informedmitigation
policies.

Previous studies show a larger sensitivity of PM levels to ammonia emissions during
SIA-dominated episodes (e.g. Banzhaf et al., 2013; Derwent et al., 2009; Tarrasón et al.,
2003) compared to this study. The cited studies used scenarios inwhich annual emis-
sions were reduced across large areas. In this work, the annual total emissions are
kept the same and emissions variability is updated in a relatively small area (the zoom
domain) only. This means that the high-ammonia conditions in the region are not
changed, which can explain the small effect of a changed emission timing for ammonia
on SIA levels. In Flanders and its surroundingsmore ammonia is available in the atmo-
sphere than is needed for the reactionswith sulphuric and nitric acid to formSIA com-
ponents. A reduction in ammonia emissions fromone sourcewill therefore cause am-
monia fromanother source tobe transformed intoammoniummoreefficiently. Hence,
we cannot exclude that the update of the emission variability across the European con-
tinent and in important upwind source areas for Flanders may impact modelled SIA
andPMlevels. Suchaneffect is supportedby theabovementioned studies, inwhich the
largesteffectsofammoniaemissionreductionswere foundforareaswith lessammonia
availability.

The scenario simulations to investigate the reduction of ammonia emissions prior to
PMepisodeswasmotivated by the question if regionalmeasureswould be beneficial.
The associated strong emission reductions frommanure and fertiliser applicationover
a short period of time did not dramatically change modelled PM concentrations dur-
ing episodes. This is due to the relatively small importance of localNH3 emissions for
SIA formation in the area (which in turn is caused by the small area covered by Flan-
ders)andthebackgroundofammoniadueto livestockhousingemissions. As figure 3.13
shows, themaximummodelled contribution of Flemishmanure and fertiliser applica-
tion is 3–4 μgm−3, so reductions in PMconcentration beyond this cannot be expected.
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This suggests that local and short-timemeasures to reduceNH3 emissions are not ef-
fective to reduce SIA and PMconcentrations during episodes; an international effort
would bemore effective.

Another explanation for the small effect of reducing ammonia emissions onmodelled
PMlevelsduringepisodes isbi-directionalexchangeofammonia(compensationpoint).
Vegetation and soils are not only a sink of ammonia via deposition processes, but they
can also emit ammonia if the concentration in stomata or in the top soil is high and air
concentrations are low (e.g. Denmead et al., 1978; Flechard andFowler, 1998;Wichink
Kruit et al., 2007). This is exactly the situation that is created by strongly reducing
ammonia emissions during a few days in a period that is otherwise characterised by
strong ammonia emissions. This process of re-emissionwill moderate the reduction
in ammonia concentration caused by the emission reduction, which also limits the PM
reduction.

Wehave usedmanure transport statistics tomodel the temporal variability of thema-
nure application emissions of ammonia. The emissionof ammonia occursmostlywith-
in 24 hours aftermanure application (e.g. Huijsmans et al., 2001). Hence, we feel that
this approach is a major step forward with respect to the current practice. However,
several factors such as soil pH, soil water content and atmospheric conditions influ-
ence the emitted fraction of the applied total ammoniacal nitrogen aswell as the hour-
to-hour emission profile (Génermont and Cellier, 1997). Using a fixed hour-to-hour
profile, as done in this study, is an oversimplification of reality. Amoremechanistic ap-
proach tomodel the emission variability after application is possible (Hamaoui-Laguel
et al., 2014) and could givemore temporal and spatial detail.

The ammonia emission per unit applied nitrogen in manure is highly dependent on
the application technique. The factors range from 2% for slurry injection into arable
land to as much as 74% for broadcast surface spreading on grassland (Velthof et al.,
2012). Implicitly, we assume that the technology mix for manure spreading is equal
throughout the total application period and throughout themodel domain. This is un-
likely to be true as the practices are dependent on the crop and thus on the growing
season. As soil and crop type are not equally distributed, information on application
techniquewill improve the representation of the temporal and the geographical vari-
ability in the model. Also, the assumption that manure transport data can be used as
a proxy for all NH3 emissions frommanure in Flanders does not hold completely. Es-
pecially for regions dominated by cattle breeding, in which grassland is the common
use for arable land, the timingofmanure spreadingmight bedifferent. In these regions
manure spreading in summer is probablymore common than for regions dominated
by crops that stand high on the field in summer.
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Weassumed a 50/50 distribution of open and closed livestock housing throughout the
country. Especially for regions in which almost solely one type of animal is kept, this
assumption is an oversimplification. Pigs are generally kept in closed livestock hous-
ing, whereas cattle is often kept in open housing. In summer (when emissions from
openhousingare larger than fromclosedhousing) andwinter (when the reverse is true,
andNH3 emissions fromother sources are small) our assumption could cause an un-
derestimation in the spatial variability of ammonia emissions from livestock housing.
Working with detailed information on which type of housing is located where would
improve the geographical representation of emissions from livestock housing.

The use of detailed information on manure application customs (legislation, time of
year, application technique, etc.) coupled with a geographically explicit soil module
that calculates the total emission based onmanure/fertiliser input, crop type, soil and
weather conditions is an important next step in the modelling of ammonia emission
frommanure. However, detailed and high-resolution information about the temporal
characteristics of manure application is not available for many regions or countries
for multiple years. Skjøth et al. (2004, 2011) and Geels et al. (2012) have shown that
using a parametrisation of the temporal variability of ammonia emissions from ma-
nure based on temperature sums and ambient temperature significantly improves the
modelling of ambient ammonia concentrations in Europe. This approach is not de-
pendent on availability of high-detailmanure application data and therefore it ismore
straight-forward to apply for Europe. A disadvantage of thismethod is that local regu-
lations (e.g. on the period during which manure application is allowed) and weather
conditions other than temperature are not taken into account. A parametrisation of
the temporal variability inmanure application based on their approach combinedwith
othermeteorological variables (e.g. soilmoisture) and local legislation calibrated for
the Flemish manure transport data has been shown to improve the temporal perfor-
mance of ammonia concentrationmodelling using a ctm (Schaap et al., in prep.). This
approach can be extended to other regions based on very limited local information on
legislation and growth season of the crops.

We showed here that manure transport data can be a valuable source of information
on the temporal characteristics of manure application. The results of this study for
Flanders should flow into a larger framework to detail the highly variable ammonia
emissions fromEuropean agriculture based on regional patterns in agricultural prac-
tices and process descriptions. This frameworkwill increase the knowledge basis for
decisions about regulations for air pollutionmitigation and nature conservation.
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CHAPTER 4

Energy transitions may change air quality source

receptor matrices

E ffective air pollutionandshort-livedclimate forcermitigationstrategiescan
only be designedwhen the effect of emission reductions on pollutant concentra-

tions and health and ecosystem impacts are quantified. Within integrated assessment
modelling, source-receptor relationships (srrs) based on chemistry transport mod-
ellingareusedtothisend. Currently, these srrsaremadeusing invariantemissiontime
profiles. Thelotos-eurosmodelequippedwithasourceattributionmodulewasused
to test this assumption for renewable energy scenarios. Renewable energy availability
and thereby fossil fuel backup are strongly dependent on meteorological conditions.
Wehave used the spatially and temporally explicit energymodel remix to derive time
profiles for backup power generation. These time profileswere used in lotos-euros
to investigate the effect of emission timingon air pollutant concentrations and srrs. It
is found that theeffectivenessof emission reduction in thepower sector is significantly
lowerwhen accounting for the shift in theway emissions are divided over the year and
the correlation of emissions with synoptic situations. The source receptor relation-
ships also changed significantly. This effect was found for both primary and secondary
pollutants. Our results indicate that emission timing deserves explicit attentionwhen
assessing the impacts of system changes on air quality and climate forcing from short
lived substances.

This chapterwas published as:
C. Hendriks, J.J.P. Kuenen, R. Kranenburg, Y. Scholz, M. Schaap, A shift in emission time profiles of fossil fuel
combustion due to energy transitions impacts source receptormatrices for air quality, Environ. Sci. Proc. Imp., 17
no. 3 (2015) 510–524

This studywas funded by the 7th Framework Programmeof the EuropeanCommissionEnergeo
(http://www.energeo-project.eu/).
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ENERGY TRANSIT IONS MAY CHANGE AIR QUALITY SOURCE RECEPTOR MATRICES

4.1 Introduction

Global energy consumption has grown considerably over the last decades and is antici-
pated to grow further in the future (iea, 2012). To date, a large share of the energy used
originates from fossil fuels. To reduce the impact of energy use on climate, the Euro-
peanCommission has set goals to increase the share of renewable energies in Europe
to 20%by 2020 (ec, 2009). One of themajor pathways leading to a sustainable energy
system is electrification of transport and the building sector (Deng et al., 2012), in com-
binationwith using renewable energy sources for the electricity generation sector. Ac-
cording to theRoadmap towards a low carbon economy in 2050 inEurope, greenhouse
gasemissionsfromthepowersectorshouldbereducedby54–68%in2030and93–99%
in2050(ec, 2011). Amajor role in a sustainablepower sector is oftenattributed towind
and especially solar (photovoltaic, pv) energy, since these are available in abundance
throughout Europe and beyond (Deng et al., 2012; iea, 2012). Bioenergy is also antic-
ipated to become more important, but will mainly be used as direct fuel and not for
electricity production.

Solar andwind based electricity systems are intermittent power sources, i.e., the elec-
tricity production depends onweather conditions and availability of sunlight. Conse-
quently, electricity demand cannot bemet at each hour of the day and night by pv and
wind power alone. This could be accounted for by storing energywhen it is abundantly
available but this is relatively expensive and difficult to achieve (Ferreira et al., 2013;
Østergaard, 2012; Twidell andWeir, 2015). As long as energy storage is not a viable op-
tiononthescale required, there is aneed forbackupelectricitygenerationcapacity that
can be switched on and off quickly, to be used when the supply of electricity from re-
newable technologies is insufficient. In the coming decades, the backup capacitymost
likely consists of fossil fuel (especially natural gas) fired plants. However, considering
that the price of coal is much lower than for natural gas, coal fired power plants may
alsobeused (iea, 2013). Hence, a solid environmental impact assessment for fossil fuel
combustion remains necessary in the future.

Currently, power generation is an important contributor to atmospheric concentra-
tions of air pollutants like sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and partic-
ulatematter (PM) (eea, 2013; Rafaj et al., 2014). Exposure to these pollutants is asso-
ciated with adverse health effects (Deng et al., 2012; Pope III, 2007) and loss of bio-
diversity (Bobbink et al., 1998). Furthermore, these pollutants contribute to climate
forcing through aerosols and ozone (Hansen and Sato, 2001; Solomon et al., 1999). As
pollutantemissions fromfossil fuel firedpowerplantswill be reduceddramatically and
emissions from renewable electricity generation aremuch smaller, a transition to re-
newable energywill have a significant impact on air quality (Cofala et al., 2007). Given
the intermittent natureof renewables, therewill alsobe a significant change in the tem-
poral variability of the emissions. At themoment, asmost power plants are fossil fuel
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based, the highest emissions frompower plants occurwhen the demand for electricity
is highest. When renewables provide a large share of electricity demand, the highest
emissionswill occurwhen the gap between the renewable electricity production and
electricity demand is largest. Air pollutant concentrations and fate are dependent on
meteorological conditions and chemical regime and are thus impacted by seasonal and
diurnal emission timing patters (DeMeij et al., 2006;Mues et al., 2013; Reis et al., 2011).
A shift in the temporal variability of the emissions could therefore impact the relation
between an emission from a certain source and its impact on air pollutant concentra-
tions in a certain receptor region, also called source receptor relations (srrs).

Source receptor relations are commonly used in integrated assessmentmodels to as-
sess the impact of emission reduction measures and design cost effective mitigation
strategies (Amann et al., 2011; emep, 2013). These models are widely applied for pol-
icy support and political negotiations are informed by the outcome of integrated as-
sessment modelling studies. In these models, the srrs are assumed to be linear and
constant, enabling fast calculations of the expected effect ofmitigationmeasures. Cur-
rently, srrs are calculated by reducing one by one the pollutant emission total (by a
fixed relative amount) fromeach country in Europe (Tarrasón et al., 2003; emep, 2013).
Except for the emission total allmodel parameters, including temporal emission pat-
terns, are kept constant. Currently, integrated assessmentmodels are extended to be
able toassess co-benefitsbetweenairpollutionandclimatepolicies (Amannetal., 2011;
Grambsch et al., 2009). Hence, for the application to energy transition scenarios the
sensitivity of the srrs to shifts in emission time profiles needs to be known.

In this study, we explore the impact of changing time profiles of emissions from the
power sector on source receptor relations. We developed two simple renewable en-
ergy scenarios by assuming a certain share ofwind and pv power in the electricitymix
(section 4.2). The emission time profiles were developed by hourly matching of elec-
tricity production and consumption. The air quality impacts of these scenarios and
the impacts on srrs are assessed using theChemistry TransportModel (ctm) lotos-
euros (section 4.3). Results are provided in section 4.4 and discussed in section 4.5.

4.2 Scenario definition

In this study, four emission scenarios for Europe (in this study taken as the European
Union plusNorway, Croatia, Turkey and Switzerland)were defined to investigate the
effect of a shift in temporal variability associatedwith a high deployment of renewable
electricity on air quality. For the baseline scenario, the current electricitymix is used,
consisting of fossil fuels (55%of the electricity generated in Europe), nuclear power
(27%)hydroelectric power (including pumped storage) (16%),wind (2%) and other
sources, including solar energy (together adding up to 0.3%) (Eurostat). Between
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countries, large differences in the electricitymix exist. For example, France andNor-
way have much higher shares than average of nuclear and hydro power, respectively.
In the scenarios with high renewable electricity production, the share of renewable
electricity production (i.e. pv andwind power) is increased, replacing fossil fuel based
electricity.

To keep the scenarios as simple as possible, storage and trade of electricity are not in-
cluded in our scenarios. Thismeans that for each hour and each country the electricity
load should equal the sumof the electricity generation fromall sources:

Utotal(x, t) = Unuclear,hydro(x) + UPV(x, t)

+ Uwind(onshore)(x, t) + Uwind(offshore)(x, t) + Ufossil(x, t). (4.1)

Here, Utotal(x, t) is the electricity demand for country x at hour t. Unuclear,hydro(x) is
the contribution of hydroelectric and nuclear power. These sources are assumed to
generate a constant power output each hour of the year,makingUnuclear,hydro time-inde-
pendent. UPV(x, t), Uwind(onshore)(x, t) and Uwind(offshore)(x, t) represent the electricity
generated by the three renewable sources considered in this study, andUfossil(x,t) is the
remaining fossil fuel needed to fulfil the demand.

The production of renewable electricity for each hour is defined using the following
equation:

Urenewable,total(x) = ∑
renewable types

(αren(x) ×
t=8760

∑
t=1

Pren(x, t)) . (4.2)

The potentialsPren(x, t) represent the electricity generation froma renewable source
thatwouldbepossible for countryx athour t if themaximumcapacity for that source in
country x would be installed, whereasα represents the fraction of themaximumcapac-
ity that is installed in country x in a scenario. Hourly renewable electricity generation
potentials Pren(x, t) were calculated using the remix (Renewable Energy Mix for Sus-
tainable Electricity Supply) model (Scholz, 2012). Remix is an energy system model
that calculates the hourly availability of renewable electricity based onmeteorological
conditions. The energy systemmodel can also dimension power supply systemswith
high shares of renewable energy and calculate the least cost operation of the system
components.

For the baseline scenario,αren(x) are chosen such that over thewhole year, the current
contributions of pv andwind to the electricitymix of each country are obtained. In the
first renewable energy scenario, hereafter referred to as the 50/50 scenario,αren(x) are
chosen such that over thewhole year, the contributions of pv andwind to the electric-
itymix are approximately equal, together totalling 30%of the electricity demand. In
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the second scenario, the high wind scenario, αwind(x) is chosen such that wind energy
produces 30% of the electricity demand. Where the 30% is not reached, pv power is
used to fill the gap.

The determination ofα for all renewable technologieswas done iteratively, starting by
choosing α such thatUrenewable,total(x) meets the requested share of the total electricity
generation. However, for some x, t combinations there is overproduction of electricity
fromrenewables. Sincenostorageor trading is assumed, this electricity is ‘lost’ and the
parameterα needs to be increased to reach the envisaged contribution of renewables.
This iterative procedure has been repeated until no further improvement was found.
However, the 30%contribution of renewables is not reachedEurope-wide. This is due
to the fact that in some countries (e.g. France andNorway) the power production from
nuclear and/or hydro installations is so large that the share of of pv andwind together
cannot reach the 30% by replacing only fossil fuel based energy. Therefore, in both
scenarios with high renewable deployment, the renewable share in the whole region
is around 25%. The share of fossil fuels in the electricity mix is 57% in the baseline
scenario and 34% for the 50/50 and highwind scenarios.

The assumption that hydroelectric power generation is constant throughout the year
is an over-simplification as well: in reality it can be varied according to the demand.
Therefore, the scenarios developed in this study should not be seen as realistic, but
merely as a means to explore the impact of a shift in time profiles of emissions from
power plants in Europe on air quality.

The annual total emissions for all sectors are taken from the tno-macc-ii database
(Kuenenet al., 2014). Inall scenario runsexcept thebaseline, theemissionsof thepower
sector are reduced by the percentage of fossil fuels replaced by renewables. Therefore,
in the scenarios assuming a high deployment of renewable electricity, the annual emis-
sions from the European power sector are effectively reduced by 40%. In this study,
we have assumed that the emissions are reduced equally across all power plants. Also,
it has been assumed that the shares of each fuel in the fossil fuel generated electricity
remainsconstant. In therealworld, somepowerplantswouldbeshutdowncompletely
and otherswould remain fully operational and fuel shift is possible, but including this
is beyond the scope of this study.

For all scenarios including the baseline, the annual total emissions from the power sec-
tor for each countrywere divided over the year assuming a linear relation to the fossil
fuel based electricity generated:

Ei(x, t) = Ufossil(x, t)
Ufossil,total(x)

Ei(x)total. (4.3)

Here, Ei(x, t) is the emission of substance i in country x at hour t and Ei(x)total is the
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annual emission of that substance in that country.

Additional to the baseline, 50/50 and highwind scenarios, a control scenariowas defined
to be able to distinguish the impact of the emission reduction and of the change in tim-
ing. This low emission scenario consists of the emission totals of the 50/50 scenario and
the time profiles of the baseline scenario.

The distribution of the fossil fuel based electricity varies considerably between the
scenarios (table 4.1). In the 50/50 scenario, the relative difference between summer
andwinter becomes larger due to the abundant availability of pv power in the summer
months. The highwind scenario showsmore fluctuations throughout the year because
high wind speed conditions come in episodes. For the 50/50 scenario, these fluctua-
tions are partly subdued by using two renewable sources, eachwith its own favourable
weather conditions.

4.3 Model description

The scenarios described above were used as input to the chemistry transport model
lotos-euros (Schaap et al., 2008) version 1.8 to calculate the effects of a high deploy-
ment of solar andwind energy on air pollutant concentrations. Four simulations (one
for each scenario)were carried out for the European domain (13°E–35°W, 35°–70°N).
Themodel top isplacedat3.5 kmabove sea level andconsistsof threedynamical layers:
a mixing layer and two reservoir layers on top. The height of the mixing layer at each
timeandposition isextractedfromecmwfmeteorologicaldatausedtodrivethemodel.
The height of the reservoir layers is set to the difference between ceiling (3.5 km) and
mixing layerheight. Both layers areequally thickwithaminimumof50m. If themixing
layer is near or above3500mhigh, the topof themodel exceeds3500m. Asurface layer
with a fixed depth of 25m is included in the model to monitor ground level concen-
trations. Advection in all directions is handledwith themonotonic advection scheme
developed byWalcek (2000). Gas phase chemistry is described using the tno cbm-iv
scheme (Schaap et al., 2009), which is based on Whitten et al. (1980). Hydrolysis of
N2O5 is described following Schaap et al. (2004b). Aerosol chemistry is represented
with isorropia2 (Fountoukis andNenes, 2007). The pHdependent cloud chemistry
scheme follows Banzhaf et al. (2012). Formation of coarse-mode nitrate is included in
adynamical approach (WichinkKruit et al., 2012). Drydeposition for gases ismodelled
using thedepac3.11module,which includes canopy compensationpoints for ammonia
deposition (VanZanten et al., 2010). Deposition of particles is represented following
Zhang et al. (2001). Stomatal resistance is described by the parametrisation of (Ember-
son et al., 2000a,b) and the aerodynamic resistance is calculated for all land use types
separately. Wet deposition is handled using simple scavenging coefficients for gases
(Schaapet al., 2004a) andparticles (Simpsonet al., 2003). Thecorine landusedataset
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(eea, 2007) combinedwith thedistributionsof 115 tree speciesoverEurope (Köble and
Seufert, 2001) are used to calculate biogenic VOC emissions following Schaap et al.
(2009), which is comparable to the approach of Steinbrecher et al. (2009). Emissions
fromwild fires and boundary conditions are taken from the globalmacc service (Flem-
ming et al., 2009). Anthropogenic emissions are taken fromthe tno-macc-iidatabase
(Kuenen et al., 2014). The treatment of the power sector is discussed in detail in the
previous section. The temporal variation of the emissions fromother sectors is repre-
sentedbymonthly, daily andhourly timefactors foreachsourcecategory(Builtjesetal.,
2003). The emission height distribution for all source sectors follows the Eurodelta
approach (Cuvelier et al., 2007). For all sectors, elemental carbon (EC) is calculated as
a fraction of the primary particulatematter (PPM) emission. This fraction is country
and sector dependent.

Previous versions of themodel have been used for the assessment of (particulate) air
pollution (Barbu et al., 2009;Manders et al., 2009, 2010; Schaap et al., 2004a,b, 2009).
The model has participated frequently in international model comparisons aimed at
ozone(Solazzoetal., 2012b;VanLoonetal., 2007),PM(Solazzoetal., 2012a;Sternetal.,
2008) and source receptormatrices (Thunis et al., 2007). For a detailed description of
themodelwe refer toSchaapet al. (2008),WichinkKruit et al. (2012), Kranenburg et al.
(2013) and abovementioned studies.

4.3.1 Source apportionment module

Asourceapportionmentmodule forlotos-euroswasdevelopedtobeable totrackthe
origin ofNOx, SO2 andPM10 and its components (Kranenburg et al., 2013). Thismod-
ule uses a labelling approach similar to the approach taken byWagstromet al. (2008),
tracking the source contribution of a set of sources through the model system. The
emissions can be categorised and labelled in several source categories (e.g. countries,
sector, fuel type) before the model is executed. The total concentration of each sub-
stance in each grid cell ismodelled as usual. Additionally, the fractional contribution
of each label to the total concentration of every species is calculated. During or after
each process, the new fractional contribution of each label is defined by calculating
a weighted average of the fractions before the process and the concentration change
during the process. For details and validation of this source apportionment module
we refer to Kranenburg et al. (2013). In this study, emissions frompower plants were
givenaseparate label todistinguish themfromemissions fromother sectors. Tencoun-
tries acrossEuropewere selectedand labelled separately inorder tocalculate theeffect
fromemissions from these countries on thewhole domain. This resulted in 24 labels,
including labels for natural emissions and for influx from outside the model domain.
The labels are listed in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Overviewof the labels used in all scenario runs.

Label Country Emission source

1 Spain Power plants
2 Great Britain Power plants
3 Germany Power plants
4 France Power plants
5 Italy Power plants
6 Poland Power plants
7 CzechRepublic Power plants
8 BelgiumandLuxembourg Power plants
9 TheNetherlands Power plants
10 Other countries Power plants
11 Spain Other sectors
12 Great Britain Other sectors
13 Germany Other sectors
14 France Other sectors
15 Italy Other sectors
16 Poland Other sectors
17 CzechRepublic Other sectors
18 BelgiumandLuxembourg Other sectors
19 TheNetherlands Other sectors
20 Other countries Other sectors
21 – Natural sources
22, 23, 24 – Sources outsidemodel domain

4.4 Results

To investigate the impactsof achange in theelectricitygenerationsystemonairquality,
we focusonsulphurdioxide (SO2), particulate sulphate (SO4), nitrogendioxide (NO2),
nitrate (NO3), total particulate matter (PM10) and elemental carbon (EC). All these
pollutants (NOx, SO2, EC, primary particulatematter (PPM), some SO4) and the pre-
cursors of secondary PM(SO4 andNO3) are emitted during combustion processes in
power plants. WhileNOx emissions are almost independent of fuel type, SO2 and SO4

are emittedmostly during coal combustion. Emissions of PM (including EC) andPM
precursors also differwith fuel and technology. First, we validatemodel performance
for these substances, afterwhich the concentrations andcontributions fromthepower
sector for each scenario are presented.
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4.4.1 Validation

The performance of version 1.8 of lotos-euros is validated against measurements
from regional background stations of the emep network (Tørseth et al., 2012) for the
year 2006. In figure 4.1 the annual mean modelled concentrations of SO2, SO4, NO2,
NO3 and PM10 are compared to observations. In general the model shows skill in de-
scribing the spatial distributions of these pollutants. For the primary species SO2 and
NO2 there is no indication for a systematic bias between themodel and observations.
Themodelstronglyover-orunderestimatesobservedconcentrations fora fewstations,
causing a lower coefficient of determination forNO2 (r2 = 0.58) and SO2 (r2 = 0.26)
in comparison to the secondary component sulphate and nitrate (r2 = 0.83 and 0.76,
respectively). For particulate sulphate and nitrate, observed concentrations at the
stations with the highest levels are underestimated by lotos-euros by about 25%
and 33%, respectively. Particulatematter concentrations are systematically underes-
timated by the model by about 40% on average, with r2 = 0.57. The reason for the
underestimation of total PM10 is that not all PM components, e.g. mineral dust and
secondary organic aerosol, are included in the model system. On average for all sta-
tions, temporal correlations (r2) of daily averages for the four substances are between
0.43–0.57.

4.4.2 Importance of the power sector for air pollutant concentrations

Table 4.3 shows the reduction in emissions from the power sector for the 50/50 sce-
nario (the same emission totals were used in the low emission scenario) compared to
the baseline scenario forNOx, primary PM10 and SO2. This table shows that the share
of emissions caused by the power sector differ greatly per substance and country. In
general, SO2 emissions have the highest contribution frompower plants, especially in
countrieswithmanycoal-firedpowerplants (CzechRepublic, Poland). In the50/50 sce-
nario, emissions frompower plants are lower for all countries and substances and take
up a smaller share of the total emissions (note that emissions fromother sectorswere
kept constant). The reduction in emissions is strongest for France, where relatively
little electricity is produced from fossil fuels as France hasmany nuclear power plants.
Installing a large share of renewables at the cost of fossil fuel power plants therefore
causes a larger relative reduction in power plant emissions than for e.g. the Nether-
lands, where in the current electricity mix fossil fuels are much more dominant. For
the high wind scenario, the trends in annual emissions are the same as for the 50/50
scenario.

Figure 4.2 shows the contribution of power plants to the annual average concentration
of fine sulphate aerosol for all four simulations. This figure shows that a40%reduction
ofpowerplantemissionscausesa reduction inambient finesulphate,mostly inEastern
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(a)NO2 (b) SO2

(c)NO3 (d) SO4

(e)PM10

Figure 4.1: Comparison ofmodelled concentrationswith observations from regional
backgroundstations in theemepmonitoringnetwork (Tørsethet al., 2012).
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Europe where coal is an important fuel for power plants. A 40% reduction of power
plant emissions reduces sulphate concentrations from the power sector in this region
reduction by on average around 35%. The effect of usingmore realistic time profiles
forpowerplantemissions for the50/50casecanbeseenbycomparing thepanels for the
50/50 and low emission scenarios. This shows that part of the concentration reduction
achieved by reducing the emissions is cancelled out by incorporating the shift in the
temporal emission characteristics. When themore realistic time profiles are used, the
annual average concentrations caused by the power sector are up to 20%higher than
using the default time profiles for power plants. Using the time profiles calculated for
the high wind scenario, the effect of using realistic time profiles is even larger: half of
the reduction in concentration because of the lower emissions from the power sector
is cancelledwhen the time profiles are adapted.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(a) baseline scenario

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(b) low emission scenario

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(c) 50/50 scenario

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(d) highwind scenario

Figure 4.2: Annual average concentration of sulphate particulate matter for the four
scenarios.
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Figure 4.3 shows that these trends are also observed for fine nitrate aerosol, displaying
the contributionof power plants to the annual average concentrationof this substance.
Comparing figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 shows that power plants have an impact on fine ni-
trateconcentrationsacross thecontinent,whereas fine sulphateconcentrationsdue to
(coal-fired)powerplants are centred in easternEuropeandnorth-west Spain. This can
be explained by the lower dependency ofNOx emissions on fuelmix used in a country.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
NO3 concentration [µg m–3]

(a) baseline scenario

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
NO3 concentration [µg m–3]

(b) low emission scenario

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
NO3 concentration [µg m–3]

(c) 50/50 scenario

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
NO3 concentration [µg m–3]

(d) highwind scenario

Figure 4.3: Annual average concentration of nitrate particulatematter for the four sce-
narios.

4.4.3 Source receptor relations

Next, the effect of timing of power plant emissions on source receptor relations is in-
vestigated. The source receptor relations used in this study are country-to-country re-
lations. The impact of selected countries (table 4.2)was averaged for all the countries
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in the exercise. For example, the concentrations due to the Netherlands in Germany
were calculated as themeanover all cells that coverGermany. Cells containingborders
wereweighted according to the surface area of the countries in the cell.

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of SO2 andNO2 emissions fromGerman andCzech power
plants on the concentrations of SO2, sulphate aerosol andNO2 for ten European coun-
tries. The figure shows the average concentration due to the German/Czech power
sector to ten receptor countries, divided by the total emissions (SO2 for SO2 and SO4

concentrations;NOx forNO2 concentrations) fromGermany/Czech republic in each
scenario. The result is ameasure for the ‘effectivity’ of emissions in terms of resulting
air pollution. As figure 4.4 illustrates, reducing SO2 emissions without changing the
time profile yields slightly higher concentrations of SO4 per unit of SO2 emission and
slightly lower SO2 concentrations per unit of SO2 emission inmost receptor countries.
This is an effect of the inherent non-linearity of the chemistry processes in the atmo-
sphere. Looking at the effect of the change in time profile (compare the second and
third bars for each country) shows that this increases the effectivity of SO2 emissions
from German/Czech power plants for all receptor countries. This effect is strongest
for countries close to the source country and can amount to 40%of the original pollu-
tant/emission ratio (e.g. for sulphate aerosol fromCzech power plants). For the high
wind scenario, the concentrationperunit emission also increases compared to the base-
line scenario. Note that the impact for certain receptor countries is larger than others,
for example the change in impact of theGermanpower sector is larger for theNether-
lands than for Poland.

For SO2 emissions, the power sector can be quite dominant, especially in eastern Eu-
rope as SO2 is mainly emitted during coal combustion. For NOx, other sectors like
transport are also important emitters. The effect of the non-linear chemistry due to
the emission reduction forNO2 ‘effectivity’ is up to 8%,while the effect of the change
in emission timing causes up to 23%higherNO2 concentrations per unit ofNOx emis-
sion frompowerplants. Overall, the increase ineffectivityofpowerplant emissions for
the high renewable scenarios is found for all substances and also for other countries,
illustrating that the effect found here is systematic.

For a selectionof countries, the ratio of concentrations across the domain for the 50/50
and the low emission scenariosweighedwith the respective emissions of the substance
or its precursor are shown in figure 4.5. The effect of the change in timing is larger for
the secondary substances (NO3 and SO4) than for the primary substances. Secondary
inorganic aerosols (SIA) in general have a longer lifetime than its precursors (SO2 and
NO2 shown here) which are quickly removed via chemical reactions and might not
be present long enough to accumulate in the atmosphere. The concentration of SIA
components could therefore bemore sensitive toweather conditions and e.g. mixing
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Figure 4.4: Effect of changing emission quantity and time patterns on SO2 , SO4, and
NO2 concentration-to-emission ratios attributed to the Czech and Ger-
man power sector for ten receptor countries (Spain (esp), United King-
dom(gbr),Germany(deu), France (fra), Italy (ita), Poland(pol),Czech
Republic (cze), Belgium (bel), the Netherlands (nld) and Switzerland
(che)).
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layer height. The impact of emission timing on average concentrations for France and
theCzechRepublic aremore pronounced than for the other countries. The remaining
emissions fromfossil fuel combustion in thepower sector for the renewableenergy sce-
narios are very small for France because it has a large share of nuclear power (compare
to table 4.1). Therefore the fluctuations in emissions from the power sector is larger
than for countries forwhich fossil fuel power stations are also still needed for the base
load. For the Czech Republic the same reasons apply, although the effect is less pro-
nounced because nuclear energy is less important than in France. Although there are
differences across species and countries, this figure illustrates that the effect is found
everywhere.
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Figure 4.5: Ratioofconcentrationsofairpollutantsacrossthedomainattributedtothe
power sector inGermany, France, Poland, CzechRepublic and theNether-
lands in the 50/50 and low emission scenarios

The top panels of figure 4.6 display the contribution of the power sector to sulphate
concentrations in winter (left) and summer (right) for the low emission scenario. The
sulphate concentrations due to fossil fuel combustion in power plants is higher in sum-
mer in the regions in which coal-fired power plants are commonly used (a factor 2 in
south-eastern Europe and a factor 6 in northern Spain)whereas for the rest of Europe
the sulphate levels due to the power sector are about the same for summer andwinter.
The effect of emission timing is shown in the bottom panels of figure 4.6, where the
difference between the 50/50 scenario and the low emission scenario is shown. In the
summer, concentrations due to power consumption are 10%higher in south-eastern
Europe because of the adjusted time profiles. Inwinter, this increase in concentration
is 20% in both south-eastern Europe and the Atlantic coastal region. The absolute dif-
ferencebetween the two runs is slightly larger for the summer in south-easternEurope,
but for the Atlantic coast the difference is larger inwinter.
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(a) low emission scenario, winter

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

(b) low emission scenario, summer

0.00 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.30
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

0.10 0.20

(c) 50/50 - low emission scenario, winter

0.00 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.30
SO4 concentration [µg m–3]

0.10 0.20

(d) 50/50 - low emission scenario, summer

Figure 4.6: Seasonal average concentration of sulphate aerosol from power plants
in the low emission scenario, and the difference of the 50/50 scenario and
the low emission scenario. Winter: December, January, February; summer:
June, July, August.

Looking at the monthly average time profiles for the power sector (figure 4.7(a)) ex-
plains why the increase in concentrations is larger in winter than in summer: the sea-
sonal variation in the default profile ismuch flatter than the time profiles in the 50/50
scenario,which showsa larger emission intensity inwinter. Actually,whenconsidering
this figure the difference between the low emission and the 50/50 scenario in summer
wouldbeexpected tobenegligible,which isnot the case. The increase in concentration
can be explained by the distribution of emissions over the day (figure 4.7(b)). In the
low emission scenario, the emissionspeakwhen thedemand ishighest, i.e. aroundnoon.
For the 50/50 scenario, the emission timing is adjusted to take into account the hourly
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productionof renewable electricity and the emissionpeak from fossil fuel basedpower
generation shifts to the night hours. During the day enoughwind and especially solar
energy is available to cover (themajor part of) the demand. During the night there is
of course no solar electricity (remember we did not include electricity storage) and
wind speeds are generally lower than during the day, so fossil fuel based electricity is
needed tomeet the demand. As during the night the atmosphere is generallymore sta-
ble (because of lower mixing layer height, lower wind speeds, sometimes inversion),
the average concentration increaseswhen a larger part of emissions is taking place dur-
ing the night.

low emission scenario

50/50 scenarioGermany

50/50 scenarioHungary
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Figure 4.7: Temporalvariability forpowerplantemissions foreachmonthandforeach
hour in a summer week in Germany andHungary. In the low emission sce-
nario, all countries have identical time profiles.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

This study explored for the first time the consequences for air quality of a shift in the
temporal variabilityof fossil fuel combustion in thepower sector inducedbyan increas-
ing use of renewable energy resources. To isolate the impact of emission timing, one
of the two high renewable energy scenarios was compared to a scenario which did in-
clude the lower emissions but not the change in emission timing. The results showed
that for all species considered the concentration per unit of emission from the power
sector is largerwhen fossil fuel based power plants operatemainly as backup capacity
in an energy systemwith a significant share of renewable electricity. The impact was
found to be larger for secondary species than for primary componentswith increases
of concentration-to-emission ratio of up to 40% and 20%, respectively. Hence, the
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shift in the timing of emissions from the power sector during a transition to renewable
energymight result in a smaller improvement in air quality than currently anticipated.
Themain reason for the observed behaviour is a larger seasonal variation in emission
strengthwithmaxima underwinter time stagnant conditions. In addition, in summer
emissions from the power sector shift fromaday timemaximum to a nightmaximum
causing less dilution. The results of this studymayhave some important consequences
and need to be verifiedwithmore detailed studies as discussed below.

It has been posed by several authors that the emission data used in ctms are too static
(Kukkonen et al., 2012; Mues et al., 2012). However, the impact of emission time pro-
files on modelled pollutant concentrations and model performance and results has
been given little attention in the past. De Meij et al. (2006) found that in the global
tm5 model the diurnal and day of the week profiles are only important for NOx, NH3

and aerosol nitrate, whereas for all aerosol species (SO4, NH4, POM, BC) the seasonal
emission variabilitywas important. In linewith these results, improved temporal vari-
ability for road transporthas shownto improvemodelperformanceofNO2 concerning
diurnal andweekcycles (Menut et al., 2012;Mues et al., 2013; Pierce et al., 2010). Hence,
there are some strong indications that improving emission variability may improve
model skill. The calculation of anthropogenic emissions in ctms follows the same pro-
cedure since the early nineties. Annual emission totals are spatially distributed using
proxymaps and point source information. These spatially distributed inventories are
combinedwith static time profiles per sector to calculate the emission of air pollutant
at each hour of the simulation. Skjøth et al. (2011)moved away from this practice for
the agricultural sector and found an improvement in ctm performance by applying a
dynamic ammonia emissionmodelwhich accounts for local agriculturemanagement
and local climate. Mues et al. (2013) showed that temperaturedependent emissions for
domestic heating improvesmodel performance. Based on our resultswe recommend
to also build a detailed emissionmodel of the energy sector to be able to assess impacts
of an energy transition in detail, especially considering the anticipated electrification
of the transport and industry sectorswhichwill cause emissions from thepower sector
to be larger in both relative and absolute terms.

When assessing the impact of a shift in emission timing on air pollution levels, it is im-
portant to know how well a ctm explains variability in concentrations over time and
space in the current situation. Many ctms, including lotos-euros, underestimate
the variability of air pollutant levels in general and specifically as a function of mete-
orology (Li et al., 2013; Solazzo et al., 2012b). The underestimation of variability in
concentrations ismainly causedby theunderestimationof concentrationpeaks (Mues
et al., 2012; Stern et al., 2008). These peak episodesmainly occur during stagnantmete-
orological conditions, duringwhichmost fossil fuel power plant emissions remain in
our scenarios. Therefore, assuming that the toosimplistic representationof the tempo-
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ral variability of emissions is not themain reason for the underestimation of the peak
concentrations, the increase of concentration per unit of emission frompower plants
because of the change in emission timingmightwell be underestimated. Therefore, a
reanalysis effort for the last 1–2 decades is necessary to determine the impact of a tem-
porally explicit emissionmodel (containing all sectors) to assess the sensitivity of the
model results to the emission description.

Considerable shifts in the diurnal cycle of NOx emissionsmay also impact ozone for-
mation. Previous studies found a significant increase inmodel performancewhen con-
sidering emission profiles for the day-of-week and the diurnal cycle compared to a sim-
ulation with constant emissions (Castellanos et al., 2009). Inclusion of a day of the
week emission profile led to successfully capturing the higher observed ozone concen-
trations in theweekend compared toweekdays by the cmaqmodel (Pierce et al., 2010).
Theozone formationpotential per unit emission is dependent on the ratio between an-
thropogenic and biogenic VOCs andNOx aswell asmeteorological conditions (Atkin-
son, 2000). Hence, the ozone formation potential per unit emission is likely to change
considerably when emissions shift from day to night time due to the different fate of
NOx during day andnight time chemistry (Crutzen, 1979). Unfortunately, our source
apportionmentmodule is not suited for tracing ozone origin, sowe could not separate
the impact of the power sector from the other importantNOx andVOC emitting sec-
tors. Hence, for theassessmentof the impactof thepowersectoron futureozone levels
a dedicated scenario study remains to be performed.

The scenariosdeveloped in this studywerenotmeant tobea realistic representationof
apossible future, butonly as an instrument toexplore the impactof a shift in the timing
of emissions frompowerplants inEuropeon air quality. Three important assumptions
weremade that impact the results of this study. First, no storage and tradeof electricity
was accounted for. Also, hydroelectricity production is assumed to be constant over
the year, whereas in reality the electricity production from this source can be regulated
almost instantly andwater reservoirs can even be used to store excess electricity. In-
cluding these factorswould partly counterbalance the intermittent character ofwind
and solar energy and balance the timing of fossil fuel combustion emissions through
the year and throughout Europe. Secondly, the electricity demandwas assumed not to
change inquantity and timepattern. Theelectricitydemand inEurope is anticipated to
increase over the coming years,meaning thatwith the assumed amount of electricity
production from renewable sources more fossil fuel based electricity will be needed
than estimated here. When electrification of e.g. the transport sector is considered,
the time pattern of electricity demandmight change aswell. Thiswill not only impact
the time andquantity of electricity productionbutwill also increase the relative impor-
tance of the power sector in terms of emissions compared to other sectors. The third
important assumption is that the fuelmix of power plants is not changed. In reality the
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response to a decrease in fossil fuel electricity demand will be the shutdown of older
powerplants. Also, gaspowerplants can ingeneral be switchedonandoffmorequickly
than coal fired plants. Therefore, the fuel mix is anticipated to change with varying
electricity demand andmeteorology. The latter is expected tomore relevant for emis-
sions of sulphur dioxide than nitrogen oxides. Future scenario studies should test the
importance of thesemajor assumptions.

Within integratedassessmentmodels suchasgains (Amannet al., 2011) the srrs are at
the core of the development of cost effectivemitigation strategies for climate change
and air pollution. They are assumed to be linear in the optimisation simulations. Cur-
rently, srrs are calculated by reducing one by one the pollutant emission total by 15%
for each country in Europe assuming no change in emission timing (Tarrasón et al.,
2003). The assumption that the srrs behave linearly is assumed toholdwhen the emis-
sion change is less than 15% of the total annual emission (emep, 2013), as for larger
changes non-linear effects in atmospheric chemistry cannot be neglected anymore. In
oursimulations, the impactofashift in temporalvariability is larger thanthenon-linear
effect induced by a change in the chemical regime (by a 40%reduction in power sector
emissions). Thismaymean that for system changes that involve shifts in the temporal
andgeographicalprofileofemissions,srrsmaybenon-linear formuchsmallerchanges
in the total emissions thancurrently assumed. Hence, in caseour results are confirmed
inmoreextensivestudies, refined srrs forassessing the impactsofanenergy transition
appear to be needed.

Recent research suggests that the co-benefits of climate change policy for air quality
are much larger than vice versa (McCollum et al., 2013). An important consequence
of our results is the implication that the estimated co-benefits from climate change
policies for air quality might be too optimistic when impacts on emission timing are
not considered. It should directly be noted that this is probably not important in case
the projected power sector emissions aremarginal compared to the current situation
(e.g. a very large share of renewable electricity or very effective emission control). Our
simulations are representative for the transition phase towards a renewable power sec-
tor. As a fully renewable energy system is at least a fewdecades away, the outcomes of
this study are themost relevant for the next 20-40 years. Note thatwe have addressed
the impact on ground level air quality concentrations only and our results therefore
cannot be directly translated to an impact on radiative forcing. Particulatematter and
ozone are important short lived climate forcers. We speculate that the impactwe illus-
trated for secondary sulphatemayalsobe relevantof future climate impactsof regional
aerosol distributions, in Europe or elsewhere in the world. In short, to improve our
capability to forecast the levels and impacts of air pollutants during a transition to a
renewable energy system, the representation of fossil fuel combustion in ctms needs
to bemore detailed.
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CHAPTER 5

Ozone projections for realistic climate and air

quality scenarios

G round level ozone poses a significant threat to human health from air pollu-
tion in the EuropeanUnion. Anthropogenic emissions of precursor gases (NOx,

NMVOC,CH4)areregulatedbyeuairquality legislationandwilldecreasefurther inthe
future. However, biogenic isoprene emissions may increase significantly in the com-
ing decades if short-rotation coppice plantations are expanded strongly to meet the
increased biofuel demand resulting from the eu decarbonisation targets. This study
investigates the effects of anticipated trends in land use change, anthropogenic ozone
precursor emissions and climate change on European ground level ozone concentra-
tions and related health and environmental impacts until 2050. Thework is based on a
consistent set of energy consumption scenarios that underlie current eu climate and
air quality policy proposals. Human and ecosystem health damage because of high
ground level ozone concentrations are projected to decline significantly towards 2030
and 2050 under current climate conditions for both energy scenarios. The projected
change in anthropogenic ozone precursor emissions is found to have a larger impact
on ozone damage than land use change. The increasing effect of awarming climate on
ozone concentrations and associated health damage, however, might be higher than
the reduction achieved by cutting back European ozone precursor emissions. Global
action to reduce air pollutant emissions is needed tomake sure that ozone damage in
Europe decreases towards themiddle of this century.

This chapterwas published as:
C.Hendriks, N. Forsell, G. Kiesewetter,M. Schaap,W. Schöpp,Ozone concentrations and damage for realistic
future European climate and air quality scenarios., Atmos. Environ., 144 (2016) 208–219
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Efficient Europe) (grant agreement no. 308552) and theNetherlandsOrganisation for Scientific Research
(nwo). It was developed during the Young Scientists Summer Program 2015 at the International Institute
for Applied SystemsAnalysis, Laxenburg, Austria. Technicalmodelling assistance fromRichardKranenburg
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OZONE PROJECTIONS FOR REALIST IC CL IMATE AND AIR QUALITY SCENARIOS

5.1 Introduction

Ozoneisanaturalcomponentof thetroposphereandnecessarybecauseof itscleansing
role. However, since pre-industrial times concentrations have risen to levels harmful
to humanhealth, crops and ecosystems (Fowler et al., 2008). In the eu28, ground level
ozone is associated with at least 16 thousand excess deaths each year, making it the
thirdmost important pollutant in terms of health damage after particulatematter and
nitrogen dioxide (eea, 2015). Ozone production is driven by emissions of the ozone
precursor substances nitrogen oxides (NOx), methane (CH4), non-methane volatile
organic compounds (NMVOC) and the availability of light. WhileNOx has some nat-
ural sources, the vast majority of the emissions in Europe is of anthropogenic origin
(Sutton et al., 2011). ForNMVOCs, emissions fromvegetationmake up about 90%of
total emissionsglobally,whereas inEuropeanthropogenic andbiogenic emissions con-
tribute about equally to the total (Guenther et al., 1995). BiogenicNMVOCemissions
(ofwhich isoprene andmonoterpenes are themost important) are driven by the type
and density of vegetation aswell as temperature and light.

Eu climate and energy policies promote renewable energy production and increased
energy efficiencymeasures (ec, 2009). One expected effect of these policies is a signif-
icant expansion of commercial bioenergy crop production such as short-rotation cop-
pice (src) plantations and an increasing use of forests (ec, 2014). Bioenergy crops and
trees typically emitmore isoprene than the crops or grassland they replace because of
a higher isoprene emission factor aswell as higher leaf density, whereasmonoterpene
emissions are equal or reduced since bioenergy species have generally low monoter-
pene emission factors (Benjamin andWiner, 1998; Steinbrecher et al., 2009). The in-
crease in isoprene emissions could increase ground level ozone production and con-
centrations. Previous studies have explored the impact of a significant increase in src
bioenergy plantations on ozone in Europe using chemistry transport models (ctms)
concluding that the increase in ground level ozone damage for humanhealth and crop
production could be significant (Ashworth et al., 2013; Beltman et al., 2013; Lathiere
et al., 2006). While some of these studies used country-specific projections of future
srcplantationareas (Ashworthet al., 2013),mostusedgeneral and/orextremeassump-
tionsabout theamountand locationof srcplantationsandusedactm at a coarse scale,
limiting the extent to which regional ozone formation is resolved (Emery et al., 2012;
Wild andPrather, 2006).

The eu air quality directive (ec, 2008) restricts emissions of air pollutants from an-
thropogenic sources, leading to a significant decrease in EuropeanNOx andNMVOC
emissions in the near future (Amann et al., 2014). Results of energy policies such as an
increasing share of renewable sources in the energymix or increasing use of electric ve-
hicles could cause a further decline in emissions ofNOx, NMVOCs andmethane from
the energy and transport sector (Cofala et al., 2012). These trends in anthropogenic
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emissions act towards a reduction in ground level ozone formation (Lacressonnière
etal., 2014). Becausesomesteps in theground levelozone formationprocessaredriven
by absorption of light and/or proceed faster with higher temperatures, climate con-
ditions influence ozone formation and ground level ozone concentrations could in-
crease in future due to climate change nonetheless (Katragkou et al., 2011; Varotsos
et al., 2013). The combined effect of increasing global ozone precursor emissions and
climate change has been studied by Revell et al. (2015), who project a significant in-
crease in ground level ozone concentrations and damage globally.

While the isolated impactsof changing landuseandanthropogenic emissionsonozone
levels have been investigated before (in- or excluding the possible impacts of a chang-
ingclimate), thecombinedeffectof these twocorrelatedtrendshasnot receiveda lotof
attention so far. In this work, we investigate the change in ozone concentration and as-
sociated health and vegetation damage caused by the combined land use and emission
changes projected by policy-relevant eu energy and emission scenarios. For this, we
usetheregionalctmlotos-eurosata0.5°×0.25°resolution(approx. 28×28 km2) to
model ground level ozone concentrations and damage indicators somo35 and pod1 (a
health and ecosystemdamage indicator, respectively) based on consistent and policy-
relevant emission and land use scenarios for the eu28. Also, we provide a decomposi-
tion of the total effect on ozone levels and explore the impact of the projected trend
in hemispheric background concentrations as well as the possible effects of climate
change.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 The LOTOS-EUROS model

In this study, the three dimensional regional chemistry transportmodel (ctm) lotos-
euros v.1.10 (Beltmanet al., 2013)wasused toassess the influenceofeu climate andair
quality policies on ground level ozone concentrations. Previous versions of themodel
have been used for air pollution assessments, some ofwhichwere aimed at ozone (e.g.
Manders et al., 2012),NOx (Curier et al., 2014; Schaap et al., 2013), and scenario studies
(Mues et al. (2013) and chapter 4 of this thesis). Lotos-euros is used to provide op-
erational forecasts of ozone, nitrogen dioxide and particulatematterwithin the cams
(Copernicus AtmosphereMonitoring Service) ensemble (Curier et al., 2012;Marécal
et al., 2015). Furthermore, lotos-euros has frequently participated in international
model comparisons concerning ozone (Hass et al., 2003; Schaap et al., 2015; Solazzo
et al., 2013; VanLoon et al., 2007). For a detailedmodel descriptionwe refer to Schaap
et al. (2008) andWichinkKruit et al. (2012). Here, only themost relevant aspects for
the current study are presented.
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Themodel uses a normal longitude–latitude projection andwas run at a resolution of
0.5°× 0.25° over Europe (15°W–25°E, 35°–70°N). For boundary conditions ofO3 and
NOx, monthly climatological steady state values were used. The model top is placed
at 3.5 km above sea level and consists of three dynamical layers: a mixing layer and
two reservoir layers on top. The height of the mixing layer at each time and location
is extracted from ecmwfmeteorological data used to drive themodel. The height of
the reservoir layers is set to the difference between ceiling (3.5 km) andmixing layer
height. Both layers are equally thickwith aminimumof50m. If themixing layer is near
or above3500mhigh, the topof themodel exceeds3500m. A surface layerwith a fixed
depth of 25m is included in the model to monitor ground level concentrations. Ad-
vection in all directions is represented by themonotonic advection scheme developed
by (Walcek, 2000). Gas phase chemistry is described using the tno cbm-iv scheme
(Schaap et al., 2008), which is based onWhitten et al. (1980). The isoprene chemistry
description follows Adelman (1999) andN2O5 hydrolysis is described in Schaap et al.
(2004a). Dry deposition for gases ismodelled using the depac.11module (VanZanten
et al., 2010), while the description of particle deposition follows (Zhang et al., 2001).
Stomatal resistance is described by the parameterisation of Emberson et al. (2000a,b)
and the aerodynamic resistance is calculated for all land use types separately. Wet de-
position of trace gases and aerosols are treated using simple scavenging coefficients
for gases (Schaap et al., 2004b) and particles (Simpson et al., 2003).

BiogenicNMVOCemissionsarecalculatedbasedondetailed informationontree types
inEuropebecausethebiogenicemissionfactorsareextremelyvariablebetweenspecies.
Therefore, the corine land use dataset (Büttner et al., 2012) is combinedwith the dis-
tribution of 115 tree species over Europe (Köble and Seufert, 2001). During each sim-
ulation time step, biogenic isoprene and monoterpene emissions are calculated as a
function of the biomass density and standard emission factor of the species or landuse
class (Schaap et al., 2009), taking into account the growing season of deciduous trees
and agricultural crops. The role of local temperature and photo-synthetically active
radiation are taken into account in the biogenic emissions following the empirically
designed algorithms described byGuenther et al. (1993) andTingey et al. (1980). The
implementationofbiogenicNMVOCemissions is very similar to theapproachbyStein-
brecher et al. (2009).

Anthropogenic emissions per country and sector (snap1 level) for the eu28 for 2010
aswell as country-specificNO/NO2 ratios forNOx emissions from transport are taken
from theGreenhouseGas andAir Pollution Interactions and Synergies (gains)model
(Amann et al., 2011). Sector and country totals for non-eu countries were taken from
the tno-macc-iii emission database (Kuenen et al., 2014). The sector and country
emission totals were gridded following the allocation procedures representative for
2005 described in (Kuenen et al., 2014). Temporal variability is included using sector
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specific monthly, daily and hourly factors (Builtjes et al., 2003) to divide the annual
emissions over the year.

To evaluate the vegetation damage due to exposure to ozone, the indicator Phytotoxic
Ozone Dose (pod1 or accumulated stomatal flux above a threshold of 1 nmolm−2 s−1

(Embersonetal., 2000b)) is calculatedwithin thelotos-eurosmodel. Relative riskof
mortality (basedonoverallmortality) is usedas ahumanhealth indicator. This is calcu-
lated from somo35 (thesumofdailymaximum8-hourmeansover35 ppb,or70 μgm−3)
bymultiplying somo35 (inμgm−3) by1.51 × 10−6 , thewho-recommended relationbe-
tween somo35 and relative risk ofmortality (who, 2013).

5.2.2 Scenario implementation and model setup

Two energy scenarios for the eu28 developedwith the primes energymodel (Capros
and Antoniou, 1999) were used as input to the gainsmodel to generate air pollutant
emissions for 2030 and 2050. In the first, eu energy policy does not put additional
climate changemitigation targets beyond commitments implemented and adopted by
spring 2012 (current legislation or cle scenario in this study, ‘reference scenario’ in
the original publication (ec, 2013)), while in the second a target of 40% reduction in
greenhousegases (ghgs) is achieved in2030(and80%in2050), includingextraenergy
efficiencymeasures (hereafter called the decarbonisation scenario (eu, 2014)). For air
quality policy, no furthermeasures beyond current legislation were assumed in both
scenarios.

The abovementioned energy scenarios (especially the demand for bioenergy) were
also used to drive the Global Biosphere Model (globiom) (Havlík et al., 2014), that
analyses the competition for landuse between agriculture, forestry andbioenergy, pro-
viding land use change projections until 2050 for each eu28 member state. The land
usemaps used in lotos-euros for 2030 and 2050 for both energy scenarioswere pro-
duced by taking the total area of natural land, grassland and cropland in each country
thatwas converted into forest and short rotation coppice plantations byglobiom. For
each country, the landuse changewasdividedproportionally over all grid cells contain-
ing natural, grassland or cropland. To calculate isoprene andmonoterpene emissions
from src plantations, they are assumed to consist of poplar trees, which is a represen-
tative tree species for src plantations in terms of isoprene emissions. Monoterpene
emissions of tree species used in src plantations are small or negligible (Benjamin and
Winer, 1998).Ctmmodel runs for both energy scenarioswere performed for 2030 and
2050. A run for 2010was also performed to establish the current situation and to evalu-
ate thectmperformance. For the scenario runs, twometeorological yearswereused to
explore thepossible impactofawarmingclimateongroundlevelozoneconcentrations.
Meteorological year 2010 (which had an average summer in terms of temperatures and
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dominantweather patterns in Europe)was used to represent current climate, whereas
the year 2003was taken to represent a possible future climate situation. Temperatures
in the European 2003 summer were significantly higher than the long-term average
(2–5 °C depending on region and month, (Black et al., 2004)) and are in the range of
what could be expected for Europe in 2050 (Kirtman et al., 2013).

To be able to distinguish the contributions of land use change and anthropogenic emis-
sion change to the total signal for the 2050 decarbonisation scenario, two additional
runswere performed inwhich only the land use change or the anthropogenic emission
scenariowas used, while the otherwas kept at 2010 level.

Another factor that influences future ground level ozone concentrations are trends in
hemispheric background ozone levels that are determined by global long-term trends
of precursor emissions. To investigate the extent to which this will influence Euro-
pean ozone levels, amodel runwas carried out inwhich the boundary conditionswere
scaled to fit the 2050 eclipse cle emission scenario (Stohl et al., 2015; iiasa, 2015).
This was done usingmonthlyO3 distributions from 14 independent ctms andGlobal
CirculationModels (gcms) under 2001meteorological conditions, alongwith theO3

responses associatedwith 20%changes in anthropogenic precursor emissions from 5
world regions, and in global CH4 emissions. The responseswere averaged over the 14
models and scaled by the actual changes in regional emissions (global forCH4) accord-
ing to the eclipse v5(a) cle scenario, thus accounting for the non-linear response of
O3 to NOx and CH4. The general approach is documented in (Wild et al., 2012). For
ozone, the impact on the boundary conditions is −5.0 to +4.4 μgm−3 on average for the
period April-September, depending on location. Changes in NOx are in the order of
−3.5 to +3.5 μgm−3.

Toexplore towhatextentemissionreductionsbeyondcleofO3 precursors in theeu28
could contribute to a reduction in ground level ozone concentrations, a sensitivity run
was performed inwhich the anthropogenic emissions of the 2050 decarbonisation sce-
nariowere replaced by those of amaximum technically feasible reduction (mtfr) sce-
nariodeveloped in theeclipseproject for2050developedwith thegainsmodel,while
for the hemispheric background also the impacts of a globalmtfr scenariowere con-
sidered (iiasa, 2015).

In table 5.1 an overview of all the lotos-euros model runs performed in this study
is presented. All scenarios were performed for the period April–September, because
ozone pollution ismainly an issue during the summer and harmful concentrations of
ozone inwinter hardly occur.
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5.2.3 Validation approach

Modelled ground level ozone and nitrogen dioxide concentrations for the baseline run
forApril–September 2010are comparedwithhourlymeasurements at emep rural back-
ground stations (Tørseth et al., 2012). Only stations below 700melevationwere taken
into account. ForNO2, 25measurement stationswere available, 83 for ozone.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions

Total anthropogenic emissions in eu28-countries calculatedwith gains for 2010 and
the scenarios studied are shown in table 5.2. NOx, NMVOCandCH4 emissions are the
most relevant in termsofozone formation. Of these, bothNOx andNMVOCemissions
are projected to decline strongly (by61–70%and38–48%, respectively) until 2050un-
der both the cle and the decarbonisation scenario. For CH4, emission reductions of
16–17%are projected for 2050. For all species the largest reductions take place before
2030. Within the eu28, regional differences in emission trends occur. For example, in
the decarbonisation scenario for 2050,methane emission forCyprus are increased by
32%compared to2010(mainlydue to increasedemissions fromtransport),whileHun-
gary shows a reductionof54%. NMVOCemissions decrease in all countries in this sce-
nario, ranging from −7 to −70%(Ireland andCyprus, respectively). ForNOx, the small-
est reduction relative to total emissions is seen for the Netherlands (44%) whereas
in Malta and Luxembourg less than 10% of the 2010 NOx emissions remain. Differ-
ences in projected emission reductions also exist across economic sectors. Methane
emissions from industry (which in 2010 are less than 1%of the total CH4 emissions)
are projected to increase over fivefoldwhile e.g. residential combustion and transport
show strong declines in emissions going from2010 to 2050 in the decarbonisation sce-
nario. ForNMVOCandNOx, emissions from road transport are projected to decrease
by 80%resp. 85%,while those fromagriculture increase by 15%resp. 17%.

Globiom calculations project an increase in short rotation coppice and forests at the
cost of (in this order) other natural land, grassland and cropland. Figure 5.1 displays
the amountof landuse change implemented in lotos-euros for each scenario and the
effect of the land use change on biogenic isoprene emissions. The extra isoprene emis-
sionsproduced in ahot summer (future climate, 2003meteorology) is also shown. The
growthof forest area is almost independentof the scenarioused, because themodelled
change in revenues from agricultural land or forests is small, leading to a fairly con-
stant amount of afforestation and deforestation over time under both scenarios. The
extraamountofbiomass required in thedecarbonisationscenariocompared to thecle
case comes fromplantations, amore intensive use of forests aswell as the use ofwaste
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decarb

2010 CLE 2030 decarb 2030 CLE 2050 decarb 2050

Figure 5.1: Top: areaofothernatural land,grasslandandcroplandandreplacedbyshort
rotation coppice plantations and forests in eu28 for the cle and decarboni-
sation scenario for 2050 as calculated by globiom. Bottom: corresponding
effect on biogenic isoprene emissions calculated in lotos-euros, for cur-
rent and future climate conditions.

streamsandagricultural products. Especially for 2050, a large increase inbiomassplan-
tation area is seen for the decarbonisation scenario. This is directly driven by the need
for bioenergy to reach the eu target of 80% ghg emission reduction in 2050. Total iso-
prene emissions for the eu28 increase by 20–51%depending on scenario and scenario
year compared to 2010. For all scenarios, future climate conditions increase the total
isoprene emissions by a further 9%.
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Thehighest isoprene emissions are seen for the decarb-2050-fcmodel run,which shows
a 56% increase compared to the 2010 baseline run. Figure 5.2 shows the geographical
pattern of biogenic isoprene emissions across Europe. The countrieswith the largest
increase in biomass plantations and forests in the scenarios are generally also the ones
with the largest increase in emissions, as is shown in figure 5.3. Because isoprene emis-
sions increasewith temperature, the emission increase per added hectare of biomass
production area is higher in southernEurope. Modelled isoprene emissions inNorth
Africa could be overestimated due to uncertainties in the land use database underlying
themodel results in this area; the amountof agricultural landmight be lower thanwhat
is recorded in the corine database for this part of the domain.

0 250 500 15001000 2000 2500
emission [kg km–2]

0 250 500 2000 2500
emission [kg km–2]

1000 1500

Figure 5.2: Biogenic isopreneemissionsacrossEuropefor2010(left)andfor thedecarb-
2050-cc scenario (right).

5.3.2 LOTOS-EUROS validation

The comparison of average modelled and measured ground level concentrations of
NO2 and O3 for the period April–September for emep rural background stations is
shown in figure 5.4. Lotos-euros captures the spatial variability of NO2 well (r2 =
0.64) but on averagemeasurements are about 20%underestimated. The average tem-
poral correlation coefficient is 0.12 ; such low temporal correlations for hourly NO2

over Europe are seen for most ctms (Vautard et al., 2009). The spatial variability of
ozoneconcentrations isunderestimated inthemodelandtheaveragebias isabout10%
(6.3 μgm−3). Spatial and average temporal coefficient of determination (r2) are both
0.36. Ashealthandvegetationdamagemainlyoccurathighozoneconcentrations,daily
maximumconcentrations formodel andmeasurement are compared, aswell as dam-
age indicators aot40 and somo35. Model performance for these indicators is higher
than for hourly ozone concentrations, with r2 values between 0.7–0.73 and a bias of
2.06 μgm−3 for dailymaxima. Table 5.3 summarises the performance parameters.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of land use change and corresponding change in isoprene emis-
sions in the decarb-2050-cc scenario for each eu28 country (except Malta,
forwhichno landusechangewasmodelled). Thecountries are represented
by their iso3 codes.
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(a)NO2 (b)O3 dailymean

(c)O3 dailymaxima (d) aot40

(e) somo35

Figure 5.4: Comparison ofmodelled and observed average concentrations and ozone
indicators for April–September 2010 for emep rural background stations.
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Table 5.3: Lotos-euros performance for ozone concentrations and indicators and
hourlyNO2 concentrations. Observedmean, bias and rmse forNO2 andO3

hourly concentrations, dailymaximaandmaximum8hrmeans are inμgm−3,
aot40 in μgm−3 h hour and somo35 in μgm−3 d.

obsmean bias rmse correlation (r) # stations

O3 hourly 65.9 6.3 21.9 0.6 83
O3 daymax 88.5 2.06 16.2 0.7 83
O3 max8hrmean 82.9 3.8 15.6 0.7 83
aot40 10 033 −1419 n.a. n.a. 83
somo35 2962 186 n.a. n.a. 83
NO2 hourly 5.86 −1.75 5.13 0.35 25

5.3.3 Ozone concentrations and damage indicators

Figure 5.5 displaysmodelled average ozone concentrations over Europe for April–Sep-
tember 2010 (figure 5.5(a)) and the change in concentration compared to 2010 for the
cle-2050(figure 5.5(b)),decarb-2050-cc (figure 5.5(c))anddecarb-2050-fc (figure 5.5(d))
model runs. In densely populated areas such as central England, the Benelux andRuhr
area, modelled ozone summer mean concentrations are lowest (around 60 μgm−3).
In these regions ozone is titrated away at night during the conversion of NO to NO2.
Across the rest of north-westernEurope, concentrations are around70 μgm−3, increas-
ing toward southernEurope to 80–85 μgm−3. The highest values are seen over sea be-
cause ozone deposition, one of themost important loss processes, does not occur over
water.

For the cle-2050 model run the average ozone levels increase by 2–10 μgm−3 in the
high-NOx regions in north-western Europe because night-time titration is reduced
whenNOx emissionsare lowered. Reductionsduring thedaytimeare small, since these
high-NOx regionsareNMVOC-limitedandozoneconcentrationsarenotverysensitive
to changes inNOx levels. Changes inNMVOCemissions in these regions are limited.
Across the rest of Europe, ozone concentrations are lower compared to 2010 because
of the lower precursor emissions (mainly NOx, as for large regions in Europe, O3 for-
mation isNOx-limited). Differences between the cle-2050 and decarb-2050-cc model
runs are limited although average ozone concentrations are reducedmore strongly in
southernEurope for the decarb-2050-cc case. Results for both scenarios for 2030 (not
shown) for each scenario are very similar to the 2050 concentrations, except for some
Mediterranean shipping tracks. For the decarb-2050-fc run, we see an increase in aver-
age ozone concentration across thewhole of Europe compared to the 2010 situation,
except for the shipping tracks in theMediterranean sea. Themodelled increase is up
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Figure 5.5: Modelled ozone concentrations for April–September for 2010 and the ab-
solute difference of three scenarios for 2050with the 2010 concentration.

to 20% in some regions in north-western Europe. This suggests that the influence of
climate change on average ozone levelsmay overcompensate the reduction achieved
by emission reductions of ozone precursors.

Amodel runusing anthropogenic emissions from2010but landuse data from the 2050
decarbonisationscenario (landuse-only) aswell as a runwith2010 landusebut the2050
decarbonisation emission data (gains-only) were performed tomake a decomposition
of the change observed in figure 5.5(c). Figure 5.6 shows the difference in average O3

concentration forgains-only (figure 5.6(a)) and landuse-only (figure 5.6(b)) runswith
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the2010reference run. This shows thatbecauseof landusechangeand thecorrespond-
ing increase in biogenic isoprene emissions, ozone concentrations are increased by
2–6 μgm−3 for a fewregions incentral andsouthernEuropewhereasozone levels in the
rest of the domain show a response below 2 μgm−3. The anticipated decrease inNOx,
NMVOC andmethane emissions from anthropogenic sources gives amuch stronger
signal: a decrease in average ozone concentrations of 2–10 μgm−3 across thewhole of
Europeexcept for theNOx-dominatedregions innorth-westernEuropeandmetropoli-
tan areas.

–10 –6 6–2 2 10
 change [µg m–3]

(a)gains-only

–10 –6 6–2 2 10
 change [µg m–3]

(b) landuse-only
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Figure 5.6: Change in average ground level ozone concentration for April–September
compared to 2010 for four sensitivity scenarios. Note the different scales
for panels (a),(b) and (c),(d).
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Changes in the hemispheric background at the boundaries of our model domain un-
der the global cle scenario causes an increase of 1–2 μgm−3 for ozone levels across
Europe. A sensitivity run for 2050 was performed in which the land use scenario for
the decarbonisation case was combined with a maximum technically feasible reduc-
tion (mtfr) scenario for emissions of air pollutants for the eu28 (runmtfr-cc). This
shows that there is additional potential for a reduction of ozone concentrations by
about 2 μgm−3 across Europe when more stringent European air quality policies are
adopted. If therestof theworldalsoadoptsstringentairqualitymeasures(represented
by a globalmtfr scenario), the hemispheric ozone background aroundEurope could
decrease by 6 to 20 μgm−3 in 2050, following the methodology of Wild et al. (2012).
Such a strong reduction in hemispheric backgroundozone concentrations could cause
a further reductionofabout10 μgm−3 onaverage,highlighting the importanceofglobal
efforts to reduce ozone air pollution. The bottompanels of figure 5.6 show the change
in average ozone concentration for the global andEuropeanmtfr scenario for current
(figure 5.6(c)) and future (figure 5.6(d)) climate in 2050.

The effect of the emission and land use scenarios on modelled health indicator rela-
tive risk (in%, all-causemortality) and vegetation damage indicator pod1 for damage
to deciduous trees is shown in figure 5.7. The basis of relative risk as health impact in-
dicator is somo35. For both health and vegetation damage, the decarb-2050-cc model
run shows a significant decrease in damage compared to 2010 over thewhole domain:
modelled health damage is halved for a large part of Europe. The pod1 values for the
reference case calculatedwith lotos-euros (figure 5.7, top right) agreewell with val-
ues calculated with the emepmodel (emep, 2015). The effect of the energy scenarios
and climate change on pod1 values is smaller than the effect on relative risk. While for
health damage themodelled values increase for the decarb-2050-fc run, this is not the
case across the whole domain for pod1. In southern Europe pod1 values are actually
lower for the decarb-2050-fc run compared to the decarb-2050-cc run because plants un-
derheat andwater stresswill close their stomata, thus limitingozoneuptake. For some
examplecountries, theaverage relative risk is shownin figure 5.8. This figure illustrates
the differences in impact of land use change and decreasing anthropogenic emissions
between regions as well as the decomposition of the total effect into the solitary im-
pacts of land use change and emission change. This shows clearly that themagnitude
of the effects found are different for different regions, but that the impact of a decrease
in emissions fromanthropogenic sources exceeds that of land use change for all coun-
tries.
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Figure 5.7: Relative risk (left) and pod1 (right) for 2010 (top), and the difference be-
tween the decarb-2050-cc (middle) and decarb-2050-fc (bottom) scenarios
and 2010.
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impact emission change

total change

impact land use change

Figure 5.8: Decomposition of relative risk for a few example countries (the Nether-
lands (nld), representative for north west Europe; Sweden (swe), repre-
sentative for Scandinavia; Poland (pol), representative for central Europe;
Italy (ita), representative for theMediterranean region.

5.4 Discussion

Previousmodelling studies focusing on the possible future impact of bioenergy planta-
tions on isoprene emissions andO3 levels did not take changing emissions fromother
sources or climate change into account. Beltman et al. (2013), Ashworth et al. (2013)
and Lathiere et al. (2006) use straightforward assumptions on the amount of land use
changewith no clear policy underpinning. Beltman et al. (2013) assumed a conversion
of 5% of agricultural and grassland into poplar plantations across Europe while Ash-
worth et al. (2013) converted 72Mha (45 of which in eu28 countries) of agricultural
land into bioenergy plantations. In the present work, in total 7%(16Mha) of agricul-
tural and grassland in the eu28 is converted into poplar plantations and an additional
4% (10Mha) into forests (for the 2050 decarbonisation case). The increases in iso-
prene emissions and ozone levels found in the abovementioned studies are compa-
rable with the impacts of land use change found in this study. Ashworth et al. (2013)
andBeltman et al. (2013) find isoprene emission increases of 40 and 45%, respectively,
which agreeswell with the increase of 50% for the 2050 decarbonisation case found in
thiswork, taking into account the differences in land use change assumptions and geo-
graphical area covered in these studies. The resulting impact on ozone concentrations
and damage found by previous studies also correspondwith our results. This indicates
that different models agree on the responses in ozone levels because of an isoprene
emission increase.
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The connection between high temperatures and increased ground level ozone concen-
tration is well established (Smith and Tirpak, 1989; Wakim, 1989; Wolff et al., 1988),
although the exact relation is difficult to define because many other meteorological
factors (e.g. wind, cloud cover, relative humidity) also play a role and the strength of
the signal is also determined by atmospheric-chemical conditions. Katragkou et al.
(2011) found the impact of projected climate change on ground level ozone concen-
trations to be below 2 μgm−3 increase in the 2040s but up to 6–10 μgm−3 towards the
end of the century, forwhich an average temperature increase of 2.7 °Cwas calculated
in the climate scenario they used. This correspondswell with the response of ground
level ozone concentrations to higher temperatures and lower cloud cover found in the
presentwork, wherewe use the extreme summer of 2003 to represent ‘future climate’
rather than a climate scenario. Most Global Circulation Models agree that because
of climate change, the occurrence of stagnant weather conditions over the northern
mid-latitude regionswill increase (Jacob andWinner, 2009). Since the 2003 summer
featured significantlymore stagnant weather than normal in the current climate and
temperature increases correspondwithwhat is expected around 2050 (Kirtman et al.,
2013), taking the 2003 summer is a fair choice to explore the effects of climate change
onair quality in 2050.Lotos-eurosunderestimates the variability in theobservations
between2003 andmore ‘average’ summers in theperiod2003–2008 (Mues et al., 2013),
which means that the effect of climate change calculated in this study may be under-
estimating the real effect of more frequent occurrence of summer conditions like in
2003.

Varotsos et al. (2013)model an increase in 8-hourmaximumozone concentrations for
north-western Europe because of climate change in 2050, but find a decrease in cen-
tral and southern Europewhich they attribute to increasingwater vapour over sea and
increasedwindspeeds in these regions. Theyalso takeaglobal scenario for future emis-
sions of air pollutants into account, which shows increasing emissions of ozone pre-
cursors and corresponding increases in ozone levels. Lacressonnière et al. (2014) take
a similar approach but use an emission scenario projecting significant reductions in
anthropogenic emissions for Europe. Their results are comparable to those presented
in thispaperboth inabsolute increase/decreaseof averageozoneconcentrations found
and in the geographical patterns of the response.

This comparison to other studies investigating part of the effects included in this work
shows that the responses in ozone concentrations to the separate effects of changes
in land use, decreasing anthropogenic emissions and climate change correspondwell
with those foundbyother authors. This increases theconfidence in theozone response
to the combined changes in land use, anthropogenic emissions and climate found in
this study.
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5.5 Conclusions

This studyexplores for the first time thecombined impactsof changing landuseandan-
thropogenic emissions on ground level ozone concentrations and damage for energy
scenarios in Europe, using a consistent and policy-relevant combination of land use
and emission datasets and taking into account the possible impacts of climate change
aswell. For both energy scenarios studied here, health damage because of high ground
level ozone concentrations is projected to decline significantly towards 2030 and 2050,
especially for central and southernEuropewherehealthdamagedue toozonemight be
halved in 2050. Damage to crops and ecosystems is also expected to decrease but to a
smaller extent. The differences in ozone impact between the cle and decarbonisation
scenariowere limited, indicating that the results presented here are robust for several
possible European energy futures. The projected change in anthropogenic ozone pre-
cursor emissions, causedby currentEuropeanair quality legislation rather thanenergy
policies, was found to be a more important factor for resulting ozone levels than the
projected land use change. Under anmtfr scenario for air quality, even further reduc-
tions of ozone damage in Europe are possible. Hemispheric background concentra-
tions of ozone are expected to increase in a cle scenariowhich leads to an increase of a
2–4 μgm−3 inEuropeanozone levels andcauses a small but relevant increase in relative
risk and pod1 as well. The increasing effect of a warming climate (+2 to +5 °C across
Europe in summer) on ozone concentrations and associated health damagemight be
higher than the reduction that is achieved by cutting back ozone precursor emissions;
ambitious air qualitymeasures close to themtfr scenariowould be required to do that.
However, if strong global action to reduce air pollutant emissions is taken, ozone dam-
age in 2050 could be lower than at present.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and outlook

S ource apportionment studies and scenario studies using chemistry transport
models can be very valuable in policy support. The former can help policymakers

to focus their efforts on the source sector(s)with the largest contribution to air pollu-
tion; the latter can identifypossible future air qualityproblems, and investigate towhat
extent a candidate policymay improve air quality.

The previous four chapters describe research driven by policy questions concerning
the sources of particulatematter air pollution and the possible impact of different en-
ergy scenarios on air quality. In the following section each of the research questions
presented in the introductionwill be answered. This is followed by a few general con-
clusions and an outlook inwhich Iwill discuss some knowledge gaps aswell as current
and emerging air quality policy issues.

6.1 Answers to research questions

What is the origin of particulatematter in theNetherlands?

Of themodelled PM10 in theNetherlands, about three quarters is ofman-made origin.
The remainder comes fromnatural sources such as sea-salt andwind-blowndust. Of
theman-made part, two thirds of PM is of foreign origin and one third has sources in-
side the Netherlands. Transport (road and non-road) and agriculture are by far the
two largest Dutch source sectors, together contributing over 80% of the total Dutch
share. For particulatematter originating abroad, the contributions of the source sec-
tors are more equally divided, with significant contributions from the energy sector
and industry in addition to transport and agriculture. For PM2.5, natural sources are
less important than for PM10 while the contribution fromabroad is larger. During peri-
odswith high PMconcentrations, the contribution of foreign sources becomesmore
important while at the same time the share of natural PM is smaller than on average
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over thewhole period. It is important to note that this source attribution is based on
model results only, and that lotos-euros captures only 60%of themeasured concen-
trations,mainlybecauseof a strongunderestimationoforganic carbonconcentrations.
Reducing themissing mass is an important step to improve the source attribution of
PM.

Canwe improve themodellingofammonia, secondary inorganicaerosolandpar-
ticulatematter concentrationsusingmanure transportdata tomodel the tempo-
ral variability of ammonia emissions frommanure?

Modelling of the temporal variability of ammonia concentrations improves consider-
ablywhen the temporal variability of ammonia emissions in themodel is parametrised
based on detailedmanure transport data. The agreement of themodel withmeasure-
ments improved by 10–15%,mainly because of an improvement of the representation
of the springmaximum in ammonia concentrations. For SIA and total PM, no improve-
mentwas found. Thismay be due to the fact that Flanders is quite a small regionwith
very intensive agriculture and correspondingly high ammonia emissions and concen-
trations. It couldwell be that for a regionwhere the availability of ammonia is the limit-
ing factor for SIA production, an improvement in the temporal variability representa-
tion of ammonia emissionswould improve the quality of SIA andPMmodelling.

Is restricting manure spreading shortly before and during a particulate matter
episode effective to reduce concentrations during these episodes?

The contribution of Flemish agriculture to modelled annual mean ammonia and SIA
concentrations in Flanders are at 7–8 and 1–2 μgm−3, respectively. About 45%of the
contribution to particulate matter comes from primary particulates, the remainder
comes fromammonia that reacts to formSIA. From the results of thismodel study, we
conclude that themaximumreduction inparticulatematter concentrationachievedby
prohibitingmanure spreading on a (few) day(s) before and during a high PMepisode
is about 3 μgm−3. Considering that the exceedance of the limit value of 35 μgm−3 is of-
tenmuch stronger than that (concentrations during episodes can be over 100 μgm−3),
thismeasure does not seem to be particularly effective in reducing the severity of par-
ticulate matter episodes. This does not mean that reducing ammonia emissions is
not important to reduce PMconcentrations in spring. Rather,more long-term reduc-
tions over a larger region are probably needed to achieve a significant reduction in PM
episodes.

What could be the impact of an increasing share of intermittent renewable elec-
tricity generation (wind and solar energy) on particulatematter concentrations
overEurope?

During the energy transition from fossil fuels to renewable alternatives, there is likely
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a phase in which fossil fuel energy productionwill bemainly used as backup capacity
when there is no sun (mainly during winters and nights) and the wind speed is low.
These are generally also stableweather conditions inwhich air pollution does not dis-
perse quickly and a fast build-up of concentrations can occur. While the lower de-
mand for fossil fuel based electricity causes the emissions from the energy sector to
decline, the reduction in particulatematter concentration could be partly offset by a
higherconcentration-to-emissionratio. Themodelstudyshowsthat forall speciescon-
sidered, the concentration per unit of emission from the power sector is larger when
fossil fuel based power plants operatemainly as backup capacity in an energy system
with a significant share of renewable electricity. The impactwas found to be larger for
secondary species than for primary components with increases of concentration-to-
emission ratio of up to 40% and 20%, respectively. The reason for the observed be-
haviour is a larger seasonal variation in emission strengthwithmaximaunder stagnant
conditions in thewinter time. In addition, in summer the power sector emission peaks
shift from the day to the night, causing less dilution. Thismeans that the effectiveness
of emission reduction in the power sector is significantly lower when accounting for
the shift in thewayemissions aredividedover the year and the correlationof emissions
with synoptic situations. The source receptor relationships between countries also
changed significantly. This effectwas found forbothprimary and secondarypollutants.
Our results indicate that emission timing deserves explicit attentionwhen assessing
the impacts of system changes on air quality.

How will ozone concentrations and damage change under realistic future Euro-
pean energy and air quality scenarios?

Health damage because of high ground level ozone concentrations is projected to de-
cline significantly towards 2030 and 2050 under current climate conditions, especially
for central and southern Europe. Damage to crops and ecosystems is also expected
to decrease but to a smaller extent. This reduction is mainly caused by the projected
change in man-made emissions of ozone precursors, a consequence of current Euro-
pean air quality legislation rather than energy policies. An increased production of
biomass caused by eu energy policy was expected to cause an increase in ozone dam-
age,but thiseffect isonlymarginalcomparedtothereductionofozonedamagebecause
of reduced ozone precursor emissions in other sectors. When we include the effects
of a warming climate (2 to 5 °C warming across Europe in summer) modelled ozone
concentrations increase, somuch so that the health damage fromozonemight actually
increase towards 2050 despite the strong reduction in ozone precursor emissions. Pol-
icymakers should be aware that ozone air pollution ismore difficult to reduce under a
warming climate.
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6.2 General conclusions

Air pollution is truly a multi-source, multi-component, multi-effect and multi-scale
problem. Because air pollution canbe transportedover largedistances, a city, regionor
country isunlikely tobeable tosolve its airqualityproblemsby itself. Whilepopulation
exposure toNO2 andPMcan to somedegree be reduced effectively by localmeasures,
a large part of PM undergoes long-range transport and causes damage in a region far
removed from the source area. The transboundary character of air pollution problems
is evenmore pronounced for humanhealth damage due to ozone, ecosystemdamage
caused by harmful deposition, and climate change. Therefore, international coopera-
tion is crucial to effectively reduce concentrations of air pollutants and their negative
impacts.

Sincemost of the simple end-of-pipemeasures to reduce harmful emissions have been
implemented in Europe, what remains are themore intricate and comprehensivemea-
sures. Assessment of the potential of thesemeasures requires an integral approach in
which changes in emission quantity, geographical and temporal emission variability as
well as land use and climate change are considered. As I have shown in this thesis, all
these aspects can be important drivers of changes in concentrations of air pollutants.
Thesummerof 2003hasbeenused toexplore theeffectof futureclimateconditions for
ozone (chapter 5 in this thesis) andPM(e.g.Mues et al., 2012). While this is a good ap-
proach to assesswhether climate change impacts the effectivity of a policy in terms of
air quality, a coupled climate – air qualitymodel systemwouldbebetter able to take the
feedbacks between air quality and climate policy into account. A dynamic (emission)
modelling system, which incorporates the impact of a changing climate on emission
quantities and patterns as well as the changing climate’s impact on atmospheric pro-
cesses, is a very important tool to study possible policy impacts. The integral climate
– air qualitymodelling approach will enhance the understanding of the interplay and
feedbacks between air quality and weather. As such, it will improve the assessment
of possible co-benefits between climate, energy, air and biodiversity policy and can
also identifywhere a policy aimed at one of the themes has adverse effects on another
theme.

Even a perfect air qualitymodel (whichwill in all probability never exist) needs high-
quality inputs to produce useful results. The emission data are often themost uncer-
tain input factor for air quality models. For most substances and source sectors, the
European emission databases (e.g. Kuenen et al., 2014) offer reliable information on
the emission totals and locations. For some source sectors, however, the current in-
formation is lacking detail. Emissions from residential wood burning, for example, are
probablyunderestimatedinofficialemissiondatabases(DeniervanderGonetal., 2015)
and the geographical variability of agricultural emissions is difficult to parametrise cor-
rectly. The temporal variability of emissions also needs to be represented well in the
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model. This is far from trivial, especially when the emissions areweather-dependent.
While using static time profiles is still common, the use of dynamic temporal variabil-
ity in emission modelling is increasing (e.g. Mues et al., 2014; Skjøth et al., 2011, and
chapter 3 of this thesis). The correct representation of emissions in space, time and
their quantity requires a constant effort for improvement and updates to keep upwith
changes in society.

6.3 Outlook

In Europe, large emission reductions have been achieved since the 1990s. However,
problemswithairqualitystill remain. Thelargestsourceofairpollutionthathasproven
difficult to tackle effectively is agriculture. This is a sector with many diffuse emis-
sion sources rather than a few largepoint sources,makingmeasuresmore complicated.
While someemissionreductions in this sectorhavebeenachieved, there ismuchpoten-
tial for furtherreductionswhenbestpracticesare improvedandadoptedacrossEurope.
Residential combustion is another important remaining source of air pollution that is
often underestimated by the public. Especially with increasing urbanisation and an
increasing number of houses inwhichwood burning stoves or fireplaces are installed
inwestern European cities, residential heating becomes an evermore relevant source
of pollution for theurbanpopulation. For both agriculture and residential combustion,
the temporal variability of emissions cannot be correctly parametrised in models us-
ing static time profiles. Emissions from these sources fluctuate stronglywithweather
conditions and this should be accounted for in air qualitymodelling. Transport is also
an important remaining emission source, especially because a high share of emissions
fromtransport takesplace inurbanenvironmentswherethepopulationdensity is large,
increasing its health impacts. Emissions ofNOx from road traffic are projected to de-
crease in the coming years, even when the difference between emissions during test
conditions and real driving emissions is taken into account (Boulter et al., 2013). With
reducedexhaustemissions, theemissionsofparticles frombrakeandtyrewearbecome
relativelymore important. So far, policies targeting brake and tyrewear have not been
formulated.

In air quality policy in Europe, the focus is shifting frommeeting the eu limit values to
reducing health damage to the urban population fromexposure to particulatematter
and NOx. In order to effectively support policy makers in this goal, correctly repre-
senting the background-urban-street level gradient is very important. This requires
modelling at a high resolution (1 kmor higher) and a coupling between regionalmod-
els and localmodels that can calculate concentrations in street canyons in high detail.
To support policymakers in their attempt to reduce exposure of the urban population
to particulate matter, it is important to reduce the gap between observed and mod-
elled PM values. The part of the PM concentration not explained by themodel could
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arise fromunderestimated or even unrepresented sources. The largest part of the gap
between observations andmodel results in lotos-euros is caused by a strong under-
estimation of organic carbon (as seen in chapter 2 of this thesis). An improvement of
emission estimates of organicmatter from residential wood and coal burning reduces
this underestimation. The inclusion or improvement of representation of secondary
organic aerosol formation in ctms is another important step.

Ecosystem damage from excessive nitrogen inputs will remain an issue in Europe in
at least the coming decade. It is well-known that ammonia emission fromagriculture
and nitrogen oxide emission from transport and other combustion processes are the
main causes of nitrogen deposition. However, which ecosystems aremost at risk and
which interventions aremost effective to reducedamage to thoseecosystems is amuch
more difficult question to answer. To determine this better, it would be valuable to
includeabiospheremodel intoctms, sobothatmospheric andbiologicalprocesses can
bemodelled explicitly in one framework. Thiswould greatly improve themodelling of
the nitrogen (and carbon) cycle. It would also enablemuchmore reliable studies into
the combined effects of air pollution and climate change on vegetation.

While improvement of air quality in Europe is still needed and possible, much larger
challenges exist in large emerging economies. The who estimated that in 2012, am-
bient air pollution caused over one million deaths in China, and over 600 thousand
deaths in India (versus 176 thousand in the eu28) (who, 2017). Globally, air pollution
contributed to 5.4%of deaths in that year. Air quality problems in rapidly developing
economies have becomemore prominent over the last decade. PM2.5 concentrations
inChinesemegacities regularly exceed 900 μgm−3, while thewho guideline for short-
termexposure is amaximumof25 μgm−3. TheproblemsChina is experiencingnoware
also common in India, and other emerging economies could follow in their footsteps.

Partly, air pollution in emerging economies is foremost an issue of policy and priority:
a lot of themeasures taken indevelopedcountries to reduce emissionsof air pollutants
could also be implemented in emerging economies without problems. Examples are
the installation of filters on the smokestacks of power plants and large industrial facil-
ities. Nevertheless, to effectively address the air quality problems in these rapidly de-
veloping economies,more research into characteristics specific to the region or coun-
try is needed. The fast developmentmakes it difficult to produce up-to-date emission
databases, the geographical and temporal variability of emissions is difficult to estab-
lish andmost regional air qualitymodels are for example not tailored to functionwell
in the tropics ormountainous areas such as theHimalayas. Moreover, reliable obser-
vation networks tomonitor air quality are often scarce or lacking completely in these
countries. Observations are essential in assessing the severityof theproblems, but also
in the validation of emission databases and air qualitymodels.
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Buildingupanetworkofground-basedobservationsiteswithhigh-qualitydatacantake
a long time and is expensive. Satellite observations therefore become of great added
valueforemergingeconomies inthemonitoringofemissionsaswellasambientconcen-
trations. With the combination of ground-based observations (when available), satel-
lite observations of the atmospheric column and air qualitymodelling, a great toolbox
is available to further develop knowledge of the sources and necessary policy interven-
tions to reduce health and ecosystemdamage in countries likeChina and India. For all
instruments inthis toolbox,developmentsarerequiredtobeofmaximumuseinrapidly
developing economies, especially in tropical regions. Ground-based observation net-
works need to be expanded and the quality of observations needs to be improved, and
air qualitymodels need adaptations to local customsandclimate. Thesedevelopments
have great potential to increase scientific understanding and enable more effective
policy support. Linking local knowledgewith the expertise in air quality research and
policy obtained over the past century is very important to achieve this.
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